
The Geography of the Western Region 
· Studied on the Basis of the 

Ta-th'in Accounts 

. Introduction 

The first appearance of HrnTI-:r's magnum opus China and tlze Roman 
Orient in 1885 created the impression in the world of oriental study that the 
problem of Ta-ch'in and Fu-lin, which had so long refused to be satisfactorily 
solved, had at last yielded to his persevering efforts. I, for one, read it with 
close attention, was struck with the copiousness of observation and insight 
embodied there, and finding many of my long-entertained doubts on the 
subject clarified at once., I felt the joy of one who had found a torch to 
guide him in the dark. On some particular points, however, I could not 
agree with the author, and in order to submit my own opinions about them 
to general criticism, I ventured to publish an article., About the Countries of 
Ta-clz'in and Fu-lin, in the Shigaku-Zasshi in 1904. During the interval of 
about sixty-five years which have passed since the appearance of HrnTH's 
memorable work oriental studies in the West have advanced by long strides, 
and certain fresh views on the Ta-ch'in and Fu-lin problems were set forward 
by CHAVANNES, HIRTH himself, PELLIOT, etc. So far as I am aware, 
however, they were merely concerned with local aspects of the problems, and 
offered nothing to affect HIRTH's original theory as a whole. As for my 
own article referred to., being written more than tw~nty years ago, I admit 
that it requires , correction and amplification in many respects and that it 
could be improved by· some new conclusions which I have since reached. It 
was the same idea that led me, in 1926, to contribute a Study on T'iao-chihC1

) 

to the Slzinagaku Ronso :iJJ=B*tfrafl (Collection of Sinological Studies), a 
memorial publication in honour of Dr. NAITO's sixtieth birthday. There I 
endeavoured to prove that the country of T'iao-chih, so closely connected 
with the problem of Ta-ch'in, was identifiable in the State of Mesene-Kharacene, 
as it is called in western records, situated in the lower Euphrates basin and 
bordering on the head of the Persian Gulf. Again, in 19.'.30, I took an 
occas10n to publish an article in the To/oslti Ronso }1t~:::.£t:.fiiffi~ (Collection of 
Oriental Historical Studies), dedicated to the late Dr. Kuw ABARA, tlze Chinese 

(I) See the first article of this volume. 
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Traditional Ideas Reflected in tlze Ta-cli'in Accounts.C~) This was an attempt to 

explain hqw the Ta-ch'in accounts. in the chronicles. of the . Han and Wei 

periods contain a great measure of fictitious information· which may be easily 

ascribed to traditional conceptions peculiar. to the Chinese race. In the 

following paragraphs, I propose, in the first place, to deal with the geographical 

questions pertaining to various Ta-ch'in accounts, so as to revise and supplement 

my fofinerly published opinions, and then to give historical reflections upon 

the. records about Ta-ch'in and T'iao~chih. As for the problem of Fu-lin, I 

hope presently to publish a separate article on it, in which I shall offer some 

later interpretations of mine to scholarly- criticism. C3
) 

(2) See the second article of this volume. 

(3) See the fourth article of this volume. 
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It is· stated in. the chron:ides. of the Later Han and· the Three Kingdoms 

periods that Ta-ch'in vyas · also called Li-ka~, al).d· from this it must seerii that 

the country of Ta-ch'in, whith first appiars under thaf name iri the L~tei Han 
period~ was identical with that · of_ Li-~an · irieri.ticined in those For:rner ffari 

histories, the: Shih-chi - arid. the Han-shu. . Yet the g·eographical: positimi .. of 

Li-kan as ·suggested.· in . those earlier: recotds · does not agree with what the 

later histories state _aborit that ~f Ta:.ch'fn. This. has been Diak.fog _Li~kan'. a 

:subject of much dfapute · airiqng ,orientalists ·. and it is now even doubted 

_whether those· two' cou~itrie's ·were ·really ide1i.tical, therefore we shall· do weli 

to clarify the geographical position· of th;: ·c~untry ofLi-kan, b~fore enterir;i.g 

into the discussion of our inain subj'ect, which is Ta-ch'in ... No){i~tory provides 

any· particul~r account for L1.::kan, b~'t its position i~ hinted at in the c'ourse 
·of describing · other countries·. Thus,. the 1 a;.yuan-chuan in the Shih-chi i~marks 

with regard to· the boundaries of An-hsi: "To the west lies 1°''iao-chih~ ~~d 
to the north Yen-ts'ai :ff~ and Li-kai-1 :~ff."C4} Then the Hsi~u-chumi in the 

Han-s!tu, describing· the cou1itry of Wu-i~_shan-li .~-tW•, says : '' Eastwards 

it adjoins Chi-pin. )fil~, northwards P'u-t'iao :WM#t and westwards Li-kan. ~~ 
·and T'iao-chih. "(5)·, · As. ~.ff · and ~'.ltf were varied forms of the same mime, 

we might be led to understand from both statements above that the country 
of Li-kan lay north of An-hsi .. <l.nd west of Wu-i:shan-li. · As. , s·cion, however~ 

as we try t~ explain this relation in ·• the !ight ~f our know ledge. of. the gen._eral 
condition of western Asia in · those times, . we : realize that . it . is by no means 

easy to find the whe{·eaboiits of .Li-kan: Let US, first, consider its :t~Jative 

;position to Ah-:hsi, as alleged in the· Shih7clzi~. About the time_. of Wu~ti,_when 
'the history was written, we know that An-hsi was in the period of the widest 

:expansion· _ of its boundaries, with··. its. terrifory extei1ding eastwards _ to i°ndia, 
westwards to th~ Euph~·ates, and bounc.led ·by the :. Caspian _ ~~a · ~nd the I~~di~n 

Ocean on the north ··and _south. And wh,a_t '··-~.o:u_ntries \~:iist~d · ~eyond ·the 
b.orthern and western frontiers of An-hsi p· 1r(·1he ·north, between the. Hin41f
Kush ai1d tJ1e upper basiri of. the Amu was Bactria or, Ta-hsia *I, as it 'was 
generally called in Chinese i1istory. The lower vcilley , of the Aniii. ·was 

'bccupied by . the state of Xwarizrri or Huan-ts'ien ftif.L and 'the tract. of 

country exte11ding furthei- west to the Caspian· by. the state of Dahe or Ta-i 

*ia:• All the above-mentioned were imtri.ediate neighbours· of ·An-~si. Further 

away in_" the same cifrection, we may notice that the. pre~~!!.f va.lley of the 

('4) ~2Yiff-fi¥#:~ ~~w11fJ;·"%~-flf (~-ic,-'Ef =-+<=,*frL3'rJ~) 
(5) JR~~~' ~U~m#E, fflHJi'ft!l-ff*3<'.~ (~~'~:fv-f-:/·d:.,g§"~Wi) 
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Zarafsan embraced the country of Sogdiana or Su-i *-i: according to the 
Chinese transcription, and to its north, towards the Kirghiz Steppe, there lived 

the Kangar; represented as K'ang-chi.i ~fs-'in Chinese records. West of this, 
that portion of the Steppe stretching on· the north of the Aral and the Caspian 
was occupied by the Y en-ts'ai. How far west the territory of this race reached 

we can not infer either from the Shih-chi .. or from the Hm_z-shu. ~ccording 

to the Hou~lzan-shu .and ·some other . authoi·ities, h·owever, the state of Y en-ts'ai 
wa~ "renamed A-Ian . ~{if· duri1~g' the L~ter. ·Han.· period; while ·_·i~ weste~n 
records it.· ~ppeai·s th~t the' Alan, n'o doubt" th~ .identic~l peopl~, occupied th~ 

area . extending eastwards to tlie north. of· tl1e· . C~spiai; - a1~d- west;~rds . to the 
1101+i1west· of the Black Sea,·• having .. tliei1·. central . seat to . the' ~~ortl~. of the 

c;ucasus rai1ge. Tl1e state1~erit. ~11- th.e Shih"'chz that Y en-ts'a1 . 0a~ to the 
north of An:-l~si coµld-1~ot be· ~ell ·acco~nted for, uriless · it m~~nt that the two 
countries f~ced each. oth~r across the.·· Caspian· Sea~ Towards tl;_~ northwest of 

An~~si, we ri1ay point out A~menia ; to~a~·ds the11orth, d1ose s~1rnll states of 
Liberia, ~Albania,. et~., . ~11 lying . ~n the ~OU te ' of. traffic. between the Ca,spian 
a~d. the· Black S~a, b{rt' pone -~f t,he~n l~avii1g ;ny. :rµark ~hateve_r . in CI~inese 

history. · J\s regards d;e pe~1insula ~f Asia Mirior, ~est .·of. Ar~~~i~, its cogni
za~ce by the Chi1~ese_ d~t.~cl only Jrpn;i the 1;Sung • period, wim~ th~ey called it 
by: tI;~ name· of Fu-l{i:i #13jf,.', S,till liter; that i~, in -t-li,e T~~ng p~ri.ocl, .did the 

Chi1iese. fir_~t 'come . ~o: kno~ a1!ytl~ing of t.he .. -B~lka.11. region ' ~f the R~µian 

~1npire~ . to which .they· then. ~ppiiecl the. name 'Ta~fu-lin .1d}#lf..: .. No~, •.. se~ing 
tha:t· the r~gions lyi11g 1io·1:th ari~ l~orthwe;t·. of An-hs·i were,i:di~ide~ and·.<?~
C1Jpied i1~ "sucl~ a n:1a'n1:ie~·,· w~ mi.i~t 'admit that there i,s very little. ro?m -t~ 
seek Li-kan i11 th~se . q~1~rters~. . . . . . . . . . - . . . . 

· .'Jt ·wa~ fe~hips a~ t4~)ast l~esort necessitated by. the apparent }mpossibifoy 
to· .place .Li-ka~1· iii. the Steppe regio1i lying to the no~·th of the ~lack· Sea· ·~nci 
th~:c'aspian; -~r·i.n'As.i~.'M.i~or: ·o~ in'Armenia, that ~ur I)r: FuiITAconceived.'. 
the· idea of identifying - Li-kan ·with ·Ragh~, south. of the· Caspi~n, in th~ 
noah:ei·n. section .. or': ihe . tei-rit6ry"' of . Parthia.• 'Phis''.,:Ragh'a, lyi1.1g ?,bout ~ll.e 

present district-. of reh~rai1; formed . the • headqu:arters o{ the M~gi/ a· religioJ.s 
comrii.unity which ·rose . v~~y eady. iii. Media; to. c~nstitute later 01~ ~ :rri~ilege4 
class ihi·oughout tl~e' Ian~ of.Persia .... Politi~auy·· sp~aking, R~gha was notping 
more . than. a province~· vvhJther 'under . the Sy1:~an ''.Kingdom . or., uncle~ : th.~ 
Parthian Empire,' but' {ii tl~e',:faci of its being tl~e. seat of tl1e M'._agi,'. n;. FU.JITA 
argued, there was a fiiir, th~iice: t'hat the· Chinese t~·;veller CHA~G Ch'i~~1, _:fro.ni 
who.m originated much' 6f ·the inf~i·matio~1 abo~t ·. the west~rn regi~n~ in· .th6 
Shih-chi, mistook it for -~11, in~ependent .· comitry. . o~~ . a~thor ciH,;' ri·op9sed 
to recognize a phonetical con~espondence between the. terms .. Ragha . and Li~ka~. 

Still another point of his argume.nt wa_s that the peopie of Li~ka.n. _we1·e·, -no:ticed 

111 the Han period for their skill iii 1ug·gling, and tiiis ·:m·aa'e tl~-e~ .. ~o~par~bl~ 

to the Magi, whose habit of _prµ.cti~ing. the same art wa~ e·viclent from the 
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records of the T'ang period. CG) 

This idea, howe~er, is op~n to. ob~ious objections. According to !SIDOR US 
of Kharax and to PLINY, when Mithridates l (171-138 B.C.) divided\};~ whole 
kingdom of -Pa:rthia, . as expanded by himself, i~tb two regions by the Caspian 
Gates, with 12 provinces in the upper regi'on and 7 .. in. the lower, Ragha was 
a member of" the Jatter group and called Lower Media. Previously, in the 
flourishi1ig days of' the Syrian Kingdom, Karina, Kambadene, and Upper and 
Lower Medii--:--whiclr were later to make up four of Mithridates' 'provinces
had 'been -included within the Satrapy of Media ; and thus -Ragha was a mere 
fraction of. Media at that time. c7) So, whatever chances -for tnisinforination we 
might admi't 011 the. part' of CHANG Ch'ien, it is not very reasonable to suppose 
that, mentioning the northern neighbours of An-hsi, after his actual observation 
of: thdse ,.regions~. he should have named Ragha on · the· par with Yen-ts'ai ; 
~agha was _ a ·mere province of . An-hsi, lying within ·its· boundaries too,. while 
Yen-ts'ai was a country of considerable dimensions, cle'arly distingui$hed from 
the ·territory of An-:hsi. Neither did Raghii form the northernmost section of 
Parthia, -which stretched still further northeast and northwest, and . this makes 
it. harder to regard it as lying north of An-h$i, as Li;.kan ·is stated to have 
done.· As for the phonetical relation between Ragha and Li-kan suggested· by 
o.lir: author, there is no sufficient . ground to recognize ' it. . The proper form 
of Ragha was Rhaga or Rhagae, or, as some author puts it, Rhage·s ; while 
on· the . other hand " Ragan:" in JUDITH and ·" Rhagiana: '.' in IsrnoRUS were 
both due to corrupt pronunciation' on the part of foreigners. .Finally, the 
illustrations furnished by ·our author of the Magi's 'practice of tlie- mystical 
art will not go far to identify the community. with · the people· of Li-kan, 
cele.orated in history for their cleverness in conjuring. Tricks of similar 
nature., niay _be practised by sorcerer classes of many an .old. religious' order, 
and certainly t.he· Magi were not so unique in this respect as to compell their 
identity with ,Li-kan. We must therefore conclude. that. our Dr.' FuJITA's 
proposition does not carry us far in the solution of our pro_blem; 

Finding· it· impossible to · place · Li'."kan to. the north of An-hsi, we might 
consider the western side of An-hsi as the probable. alternative. In the time 
of Wu~ti it· w·as. Syria· that bordered on An:.hsi 'in this direction. Founded by 
Sele4cus Nicator, this Kingdom at· its· ·height of power, possessed nearly· all 
the' tracts ·of land in Asia once conquered· by· Alexander the· Great; In the 
course · of time, however, the· kindgom , began: to decline, and by the time 
corresponding to the reign of yYu;.ti, it.· had lost · all its ·territory. except the 
single regi01i of. Syria proper. ._Still it was a· kingdom · of -140 · years' standing, 
arid' in the way of· culture and civilization, its supreme position . in western 
Asia_ was unsh~ken. · At any rate it was even then a consp,icuous existence · in 

(6) FUJITA, Li-hsun ~iff et Ta-ch'in *~- (Memoirs of the Faculty· of Literature· and 
Politics, T~ihoku Impei-iaf Unive;sfty,- Vol.· I, No:. l, ·p:, i={(-io;y . 

(7) GUTSCHMID, Geschiclite .iraris,: p .. 5·4 25·5,. . 
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the Western Regions, and although there seems to be no mention of this 
country in the Shih-chi, we can not easily imagine that CHANG _Ch'ien should 

have failed to hear of it. So it might naturally occur to us that by the name 

Li-kan the author of the Shih-chi meant Syria itself. This hypothesis of course 
assigns the position of Li-kan to the west of An-hsi, but we must notice the 
fact that both the T a-yuan-chuan in the Shih-chi and the Rsi-yii-chuan of the 

Han-shu mention. T'ia9-chih, 1:i.ot Li-ka.n, beyond the vvestern frontier of An-hsi. 

Moreover, if Li-kan had been recognized in the quarter of Syria, it might 

have been described as th~ farthest country in the Western Region. As a 

matter of · fact, however, T'iao-chih, .not Li-ka1i, · .is so qualified in the ancient 

r!:cords. We read in the Ta-yuan-chuan in the Shih~chi: '' The elders of An

hsi have heard that in· T•iao.-chih may be found the Jo-shui ~~·7Jc. (Weak 

Water) and Hsi-wang-mu 'im::EBJ:,. but they have never seen either/'C3
) Thei1 

the Hsi7yi,-chu.an in the Han-shu has a passage, · in its account of Wu-i-shan-li, 

which begins .in exactly the same words and is thus continued: "From 

T'iao-chih one may travel on water, and going westward perhaps above a 
hundred·· days, . one comes near the place where the .sun sets,"C9

) There was 
a. peculiar myth current among the Chinese of the Han period, that at. the 

eastern · and the western extr~mity . of the world, there existed a blessed country 
of immortal beirigs. . 'The eastern paradise included the three sacred islands 

of Peng-lai ii*, Fang-chang »::t:., and Ying"'chou ffi.fl·[; and its western 
counterpart was the . land of · Hsi-wang-m~. It. was• generally believed in 
Fonner Han times that ·this· home of Hsi-wang-mu was not far from the 
country of T'iao-chih, which lay immediately west of An-hsi. So•. far as this· 

idea weht, T'iao .. chih above a11y · other country must have been the westenimost 

one. within the limits .of the ordinary world ; and this view makes it diffcult 

to allow any country, Li-kan or otherwise, · to lie further west than:, T'i.ao-chih .. 

Thus our attempt to find Li-kan on . the north ot west· of Ari-hsi, as suggested 

by the Shik-chi .statement, is fruitless·; but nevertheless so long as we trust the 

historical testimony that the Chinese at the· titne of•. VVu-ti witnessed the 

jugglers . from Li-kan, we cannot doubt the . existence · itself of the. country. 

But now we must try to. attack the question . on a ·different· side. 
As regards. the location of T'iao-chih, I have explained at length in my 

Study of T'iao-chih how it was to be identified. with the· country of Mesene, 

which lay in the lower basin of the Euphrates bordering the 'head of the 

Persian Gulf, thus occupying an important position on the highway of .com
merce in ancient times; In the Han period, it was always here· that Asiatic 
11}.erchants, coming far overland from the east, had to emba1~k in order to 

r~ach Arabia .or Egypt .. by water; and so it . was no ·accident that T'iao-chih 

w:as .the only country in the remotest west which was noticed by the contem,-

(8) ~.~:Ef~ftliFJ, i*ttiff~*IB[.±:-J.rJ:, mi*"~ J'l: (9!iB,~~ Ir.:::-r-:::::, *}1r,a1t) 
(9) ~{*jl~qMc, IB[f.f1iJ.Ef1t~l=l, ~l=lPiJ-.. (~-,.~:fLi-/\.1:, Im~~) . . 
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porary Chinese historians~· Nor is it surprising that it was ·imagined to lie at 

the . extreme west of the world, since their. geographical knowledge. of the 

western· regions went no further in that . directiori. It is to be questioned, 

however, why T'iao-chih ·alone is mentioned in the Shih-chi and the Han-shu 

as adjoining An-hsi on its wesL For T'iao-chih, being identical with Mesene, 

must have been a mere dependency of An-hsi, occupying only the southwestern 

c·orner of its whole territory, and showing no larger than any province vvithin 

An-hsi proper. The dominion of An-hsi at that pei·iod stretched as far west as 

the Euphrates, and in consequence the western neighbour of An-hsi should have 

been found in the K~ngdom of Syria, rather than in T'iao-chih ? 

T'iao-chih was evidently a transcription of a western. name, . which we 

are not able to find out yet ; but · it is quite possible· that· at soine time or 

other the original name referred to the whole, region of Mes·opotamia, and if 

the people of An-hsi applied the term in that wider sense, then T'iao-chih 

may well have limited their country on the· west. It is ·equally possible that 

in all the extent of Mesop'otamia it was the southernmost section, corresponding 

to. Mesene in particular that fii-st canie to the n:otice of the . Chinese. fo~ cbm

niercial rea·sons, a.nd this will explain· \:Vhy the ad:omit of T'iao-chih as · given 

by the Shih.:.chi" and the Han-shu seen:is exclusively to concern the district 

about the mouth of the Euphrates. In other · words,· we may -t~ke . it for 

granted that whe'n the tw_o hist61:ies des:cribe An-hsi as having T'iao-chih · on 

its west, the latter term was employed in the sense of l\.1esopota~1ia after the 

fashion of the · An-hsi people ; on the other hand, in providing a· particular 

account for T'iao~chih, the historiaris had chiefly ii-1 view that ~ountry in 'the 

narrower sense, that is, equivalent to Mes~1ie-Kharacene: In ·· opposition: to this 

idea, indeed, . it inight be argued that as Mesopotamia was part of -the doniinion 

of An-hsi from the time of Mithridates I· onwatd, it m:ust seem .. strange that T'iao

chih, in: the. sense of Mesopotamia; should be recognized to the ·west of· An-hsi. 

But we 1nay remember what was the policy of An-hsi towards the several 

states it conquered in Mesopotamia; it ·simply exacted tribute from them, 

leaving them· to govern 'themselves in all othe1" respects.· They were · vassal 

states of An-hsi in name, but virtually independent' 'on· the whole. The Ta
yiian-chuan iri · the Shik-clzi, describfog T'iao-chih, remarks : "The population 

is very 1iu111erous; with minor chiefs ruling· here and there.· Ai1-hsi makes of 

it a dependency,· holding it as an outlying territory,"C1°) and· here is a sug

gestion of the whole situation in Mesopotamia at that period. It is• therefore 

probable that T'iao-chih, as mentioned as: the weste_rn neighbour of An-hsi, 

meant Mesopotamia, and considering that it was the westernmost country known 

to the Chinese of the Former Haq period~ there· is certainly no more chance 

that Li-kan might be sought to the west of An-hsi than to the north. 

So we must now - turn from the Shih-chi to seek assistance for finding 
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the whereabouts of Li-kan in the Han-shu, that is, in the following passage 

of the accomi.t of Wu-i-shan-li, already partly quoted. It says, " Westwards 

it [Wu-i-shan-li J adjoins Li~kan and T'iao-chih. One goes perhaps more· 

than a hundred days until he reaches T'iao-chih."Cn) It see1'ns certain that 

the country so named in Chinese history corn prised Arachosia and Drangiana, 

as they are called in Western records, and thus the name rferred to the 

southern part of the present Afghanistan, or the district having Kandahar for 

its centre. It may be noted that this Wu-i-shan-li finds its earliest mention 

in the Han-shu, and the Shih-chi says nothing whatever about it. This· must 

have been either because CHANG Ch'ien failed to hear of the country during 

his western travel, or because it had not come irito being as yet, but let us 

ascertain which. was the case. According to IsmoRUS of Kharax, when 

Mithridates I divided the whole territory of Parthia into eighteen provinces, 

he founded two provinces, Zarartgiana ( = Drangiana) and Arachosia (i.e. 

White India) out of southern-Afghanistan,. which was within the boundaries 

of his dominion ;C12
) and these two particular. provinces, taken together, fairly 

agree in position and extent with the country of Wu-i-shan-li as recorded in the 

Han-shu. Mithridates I reigned from 171 to 138 B.C., which correspond in 

Chinese history to from the 9th year of the Early Reign of Wen-ti to the 3rd · 

year of· Chien:..Wu of Wu-ti. He had been dead for ten years when CHANG 

Chi'en visited the court of the Ta-ylieh-chih to stay there from 129 to 128 

B.C.,C13)as estimated by Dr. KuwABARA but since it is -likely that Arachosia 

and Drangiana remain still part of the Parthiai1 territory, and that there was 

no Wu-i-shan-li as yet. It must be that later on they separated from the rest 

of Parthia so a$ to form an independe11.t state .. by themselves, this giving rise 

to what the Chinese called Wu-i-shan~li. The· date is not, available in any 

record, but it can be roughly guessed. Phraates II, who , succeeded Mithridates 

I as Parthian King, fought with the Saka and fell in battle in 12 8 or 12 7 

B.6.; the next King Artabanus I engaged with the Tochari, a branch of the 

Saka race, who were identical with the Ta~yiieh-chih in Chinese records, and 

perished from the wound received in the battle. His succesor Mithridates II, 

a man of valor, succeeded in expelling the invasion of the Saka and in 

restoring in a large measure the old ptestige of the Parthian Empire. During 

his reign, however, Parthia was first brought to encoul'1ter the advance of 

Rome which prevented them from devoting her attention to the· expansion. 

eastward.c14
) · So it was very probably within the period of five or six years,. 

ranging from the last part of the reign of Phraates II into that of Mithridates. 

II, that the northern Scythic horde were suffered to come down to occupy southern 

Afghanistan. Most likely it was they who gave rise in that region to that 

{11) l'Z!HIUUH*~~'. ;ffUJEf~ E, .7.J~-f*Ist (~~,fil.iL+?'-J::.,g§~f!JJ::.) 
(12) GUTSCHMID, Geschichte lmns, p. 55. 

(13) KUWABARA, Tozai Kotsushi Ronso ~Es~®.FE.ft:i]i, p. 5 0. 

(14) W];{.OTE, Coins of Parthia, p. xx,-xxii. 
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independent state which was to be recorded under the name of Wu-i-shan-li in 

the Shih-chi. Numismatists put the days of King Maues, the founder of the Sak.a 

tribe who invaded ancl occupied the district of the Punjab, between 120 and 100 

B.C. approximately. It is highly probable that this inroad into India was carried 

out from the: clfrection of southern Afghanistan, and this allows us to assume 

that the reign of ·King Maues was practically contemporaneous with the creation 

of the state of · Wu-i-shan:-li. That the country in question . was ruled by a 

monarch o( the Saka race is evident from the following passage of d1e Han-shu 

referring thereto : "Its coins are invariably so designed that there are on the 

~bverse human heads and on the reverse horsemen. "CV;) Certainly the Sak.a 

coins unearthed in India and Afghanistan reveal the Same form. 

If I . am not mistaken in the above observations, the country of Wu-i-shan-li 

must have come into existence within six or seven years after CHANG Ch·ien 

departed from the Ta-yiieh-chih · tourt, and it is quite nat1fral . that it is not 

mentioned in the " accounts of the western countries in the Shih-chi. There 

can be no donbt that what knowledge the Han-shit provides of this country 

·d;tes frmn later than the great traveller's t~me. Now, in the Han-shu account 

of Wu-i-shan-li, we find it described as bordering eastwards oh Chi-pin ilt1l, 

and northwards · on P'u-t'iao ffi#t. . As Chi.:pin · JWiiJ{ is 'ideiltifiable with Gan

dhara and · P·u-t'iao ffi:t}t with Kabul; our kiiowledge of the contemporary geo

graphy of those regions may ad1nit that they ai·e correctly related with Wu-i

shan-li. But when· the account goes on to• s~y that the country was, on the 

western side, contiguous with Li-lean and T'iao-chih, this is not so easily 

accountable. At the time of Wu-ti, the whole area of present Persia, as well 

as Mesopotamia, was embraced within the boundaries of An.:hsi. It follo\vs 

that- Wu-i-shan-li, which occupied · southern Afghanistan, could only have.· had 

An-hsi as its vvestern neighbour; but as a matter of fact, no mention; is. made 

of An-hsi on that side, • but of Li-kan and T'iao~chih instead. What makes the 

·matter even 1T1ore puzzling is that the same history, in its account of An-hsi, 

says: -' (The country ofAn-hsi) is conterminous in the north with K·ang-chii, 

in the east with Wu-i-shan-li., and in the west with T•iao-chih."Cl6
) This must 

mean that An-hsi lay between Wu-i-shan-li on the east and T·iao'-chih on the 

·west. Very obviously, however, this is in conflict with that statement observed 

in the ~ccount of Ww-i-shan-li to the effect that T'iao-chih and Li-kan ad

joined that, country on its western · side. The two references are plainly 

incompatible and, not knowing which is correct, we must at any rate admit 

that the Han-shu is faulty in contradicting itself in this instance. It must 

be duly remembered, however, that this. criticism would be natural only from 

· the viewpoint of modern scholars who are immeasurably better informed about 

the history an~ geography of the regions in q~estion. To the geographical 

(15) ;letil1~3t~Alm:, ~~~ft.©. (~~' ~JL-f-7'1:, im~11¥J:, ,'®-trlrlt~) 

(I 6) ~t!!!l!*-@-, Jftfli.U~-trlr}.!Jft, W~i*J!tftf (~~, ~JL+;f,;J:, W~f,fL 5!c.~~) 
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notion of the ancient compiler of the history, there could have been nothing 

self-contradictory or irrational in the matter. What was then, we may ask, 

his idea as to the travelling route from Wu-i-shan-li to An-hsi ?- We have the 

best guidance in a passage of the account of Wu-i-shan-li in the• Han-shu, 
where the route of travelfo1g to An-hsi via the Pamirs, India and Wu-i-shan-li 

is give1i as follows : " . . . . . . so remote th;it messengers despatched by the 

Han court rarely proceeded thereto. One leaves the Gate of Yii-men-yang

kmm .:EF1~~~ffl to take t.he Southern Route, passes Shan-$han I~~, and going 

on southward, reaches Wµ-i'-shan-li, and here. the Southern Route comes to an 

end .. Turning, howevei',. to the north and then going east, one gains An"".hsi."C17
) 

It seems that the southern route~ starting from Yu-men-kuan :£.Fi;~, stretched 
only as far as Wu-i:•shan-li, _ and that there was no highway to. take the traveller 

further south or west so. that, in order t<:> reach the capital of An-hsi from 

there, he had td start. again in a ~iortherly direction, and then shift his. course 

westwards ( assuming a$ is very obvious that in the last section of the above 

text, the phrase "going eP,st" .was a sq:ibal mistake for what should have bee11, 

"going west"). N9w _this line of travel finds corroboration :in " The Parthian 
Stations ''; written . by Isrno:i:tus, a Greek author who lived round about the 

dawn of the Christian er~. According to. this· book, the travelh:r, departing 

from Alexandriapolis, . the .,capital of Arachosia, went north past Phra in 

Drangiana, until he .reached Alexandria in .Arii, i.e. the pres~nt :Herat; from 

there he took a westerly direction, and after passing Nisaea or the present 

Nishapur, he. came to his journey's end at the. capital city of Parthia, that is, 

Parthau, which. appears under the nam~ of Fan-tou-ch'eng =ffi:IJ83£ · in - the 
Han-shu. No doubt the writer had the same route in mind, and irnagining the 

country of An-hsi to be lying north west of Wu-i"'.shan-li he. assigned the latter to 

the southeast of An-hsi. When, therefore, we read in the Han-:-shu ac;:,count ofAn

hsi that it was " conterminouf, eastw,mls with Wu-i-shan-li," we may admit that 

" eastwards " was a conscious simplification of what .should have been mqre accu

rately put as " southeastwards." It may be noted for analogy that where, the Hsi
yii-chuan in the Hou.-han-shu. describes An-hsi as being " contiguo

1

us southwards 

with Wu-i-shan-li ",C1
s) the word '' southwardsl) must be interpreted likewie as 

a contraction of "southeastw:ards." The above .observation will also serve to 

explain why the Han-shu aGcount of Wu-i-sl?,an-li does not mention An-hsi . as 

it~ west(::rn neighbour. Si.nee such was the idea ent.ertained. by t.he historian 

of the. course of trav~lling frqf11- Wu-i-span-li to ,,An-hsi, the latt~r must have 

$eemed to him too: much to the northwest to be assigned to the west of Wu

i-shan-li in describing its l:>oundaries. 

The route from. Wu-i-sha-li to T'iao-chih, however, does not appear so 

de~rly as that for rea<;::hing An-hsi.. " Goi~g about a hundred and odd days 

o 7) t§~, ~f~:m-~. 1B~r:1W}1MJ, mm~, Jm§i~~wrnf.i'"i ~.~-tw~.,. mifil:fll]~. i/i\ti:ftTiuJ4t 
~5!c.~. (~~' ~:JL+7'J:, its~~) 

(18) m!fit~i:rlJJIJt Ul~~' ~-s-f-/\, r!!i~fl)_ 
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will take one to T'iao-chih,"Cl9
) is all that the Han-shu says about it in its 

account of Wu-i-shan'-li. The Hou-han-shu, in its article on the country of 

Te-jo-kuo 1lEil, gives this remark of the route in question : "Going south
west on horseback for over a hundred days, one may reach T'iao-chih " ;C20

) 

but this affords us hardly any more help. At first thought, it might seem 

possible, fot the purpose of interpretation, to take the word " southwest " 

from the Hou-han-slw text, and to supply it after "going" in the Han-shu 
passage. But when we remember the assertion made by the Fian-shu that the 

Southern Roi.1te terminated in Wu-i-shan-li, must seem very improbable that, 

in order to reach T'iao-chih, the trcweller went ~irectly west or southwest 

from Wu-i-shan-li; In this case as well as in that of travelling to An-hsi, 

orie must have gone north at first, and later on turned west to reach Parthia, 

and then continued further westward to attain T;iao-chih. Neither in the 

east nor in the west, is there any record contemporaneous with the Han 

period,. which shows the whole line of travel .,n question. As regards the 
journey from the capital of Parthia up to the Euphrates, however, The Parthian 

Stat£ons marks its several stages consecutively as :-Caspian Gates, Ecbatana, 

Seleucia, aiid Neapolis. And the Hou--han-shu, in its account of An-hsi, states 

a course which agree in large measure with the above, starting from Ho-tu 

-ch'eng 5f;r~ii:9i!G ( = Parthau) and passing A-mari jri5!~ ( = Ecbatana) and Ssu-pin 

Jtlfil ( = Ktesiphon), until Yu-lo r#.!k (=Ura) is reached. Yu-lo in the Hou-han

shu and Neapolis in the Parthian Stations represented two points at which the 

main channel of intercourse traversing the Asiatic continent • met with the 

Euphrates, and thus both places commanded positions of high commercial 

importance; Those who repaired to Neapolis had as their object in view 

Antioch, which might be reached from there by going north along the Euph

rates and then turning west from passing Zeugma while those who made their 

way to choose Yii~lo must have aimed at proceeding south down the river as 

far, as the heml of the Persian Gulf. I believe this· consideration makes it 
sufficiently reasonable.•to locate Yu-lo a little way south of Neapolis. 

Now we may notice how the reverse course of travel, that is, from 

T'iao-chih to An-hsi, is described by the Hou-han-shu, in its account of T'iao

chih. " Turning north and then going east over 60 days on horseback, one 
reaches An-hsi,''<21) reads the passage concerned, and this · may be interpreted 

as :-starting from T'iao-chih on the head of the Persian Gulf, one journeyed 
north by water as far.as Yu-lo, and thence. rode eastward until one reached 

the capital of An-hsi. This means that from T'iao-chih, that is, in the sense 

of Mesene, one pointed to An-hsi proper in a northeasterly direction. Thus 

we are assui·ed that An-hsi was supposed to lie northeast of T'iao-chih and 

at the same time northwest of Wu-i-shan-li; and seeing that the southern 

(19) .fii=iJEI'~a, JY~{~~lit (~., ~_ir,-[-.:td:., gg~m) 
(20) g![m.~rra~a, ~f*lft Ui~~, ~~El+A, gg~f-t) 
(21) llll\!~t ffilrfl, .~,fi~-f-~ a ~~J~. (ibid) 
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portion of An-hsi, induding Kerman, Persis, a1id Susiana, was terra incognita 

· to the contemporary Chinese, nothing yVould have _been more natural. for 

. them than to set Wu-i-shan-li in imagination against T'iao-chih along a line 

from east to west. And from this it was just .a step in arbitrary assumption 

on the part of. the historian which brought him to the statement, already 

·quoted, that the country of Wu-i-s_han-li was westwards adjacent to that of 

T'iao-chih: A careful study of the Han-slzu reveals the fact that the author 

had a way o:f representing two· ·cou.ntries which were separated by some 

unknown region as being contiguous ·with each othef, thuS" ignoring the inter

vening tract. For example,• he .. , describes the boundaries of the country of 

Nan-tou ~:/Ii!;£ as: "Soutl~warcls. it is adjacent to Erh-ch'iang ffi'ft, northwards 

to Hsiu-hsiin #ffi, and westwards_ to (the c9untry of) Ta-yiieh-chih *·rl ~."C
2

~.) 

.Now the country of Nan'-tou ii!>£, corre~ponding to the district of Gilgit; south 

of the Hindu-Kush, lay on,~ the . soutl]ern route of traffic, which ran from 

Chinese Turkestan through: ~ashkurgan in the Pamirs to Chi-pin iall:; in the 

lower :basin of the Kabul; while the country of Hsiu-hsiin #ffi, being situateq. 

at the end of the Alai Plateau, pqrclered on the northern highway , which 

connected the district of Kashgar with. that of Ferghan~, or ·Ta-yiian as it 

was called by' the Chinese. Thus the. two countries were widely separated hy 

the breadth of the Pamir region, and nevertheless they were given as conter

minous, simply because the Pamirs . were· then a quite, unknown region to the 

Chinese. No doubt the alleged contiguity between T'iao-chih and Wu-i-shan.,li 

was but another instance of the sa:rne ·. peculiar practice. I think the oversight 

of this circumstances has l~d to the waste of much scholarly labour. For 

instance, DEGUIGNES and SPRUNER in the former clays, and SCHOFF · and 

HERMANN. more recently, and also our Dr. FUJITA, taking too literally. the 

Hou-han-sliu statement that one went from ·Wu-i-shan-li southwest on: horseback 

over a hundred .. days. to reach T'iao-chih; interpteted- the ioute in question as 

having traversed the desert of Kerman up to. the. Persiaii. Gulf~ This must 

presuppose that the contemporary Chinese· knew the pa;sage through southern 

Persia, but evidently that was not the case. For, if Chinese travellers had 

ever taken that road to the west, they could not have failed to notice· that 

all the southern portions of Persia, namely, Kerman, Persis, Susiana, etc., 

were part of the territory of An-hsi, and then T'iao-chih and Wu-i-shari-fowould 

not have been represented, as neighbouring. countries in the Han-shu.· ' As it is, 

this is positive evidence that the southern passage was unknown to the Chinese 

of the Han period, 

We have seen under what circumstances ·the author of the Han-shu 

assigned T'iao-chih to the west of Wu-i-shan-li, but it 'is as hard as ever to 

account for his mention of Li-kan in the same quarter. In this, as well as in his 

location of An-hsi to the northwest of Wu-i-shan-li, it is clear that he did 
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not take instruction from .the· T a-yuan-chuaiz · in tlk Shih-eh£, which 'places 

Li-kan, together with Yen-ts'ai, to the noith · of An-hsi. ' As ·we· have already 

remarked, · he must have regarded·. T'iao-chih as forming the >westernmost 

country in the world and limiting· An-hsi on · its western side, and· this 

precludes the hypothesis that he recognized Li.:.kan .· in a region further west 

than Tiao-chih itself. · Nor could he easily have conceived Li~kan as lying 

north of T:iao-chih; for his. recogilition of An-hsi · to the northwest of Wu-i

:shan-li, · above referred to; must have implied the idea that An-hsi, instead of 

Li-kan, was the northeri1 neighbour of T'iao.::.chih. Then the only quarter 

left• for our co1isideration -would · seem to be the southern side of T'iao-'chih. 

As far, however,· as 'f'iao.:chih is to be recognized .at all at the head of the 

Persian Gulf or of: the Indian Ocean, the idea. of placing any country south 

of it is obviously out of the· question. After the foregoing observations, 

thereforer, we come to the conclusion that the T a-yuan-chuan in the Shz'lz-chz' 

·ai1d the flsi-Jil.:.chuan in the · Han-shu, with all the• geographical date they 

aff oi·d us, do not ei.1able us to ascertain anything- as to the location of Li-kan. 

·Let us therefofo dismiss for a while those Shz'k-chi and: Han-shu statements 

about Li-kan, and try to, see if we cannot elsewhere· find an answer to the 

question. The Book of Geography in the, Han-shu tells us that under the 

jnrisdiction of Chang-yeh ~j-~- Prefecture there was a hsien JI'% ( district) named 

·Li:-kan ll!,'/if. We have some reason to bring this name info association with 

the country of Li-kan, which is our main subject. In the Biography of 

Cr-IANG · Ch'ien contained in the same history we read this passage: " At 

first Chiu-ch'iian ffiJji, Prefecture was established for ·the purpose· of opening 

traffic with the countries of- the north and west. Then more· and more 

(Chinese) embassies were _despatched to reach the countries of An-hsi, Yen

ts'ai, Li.:kan ~'lif, T'iao-chih, and Hsin-tu ~*· "C.23
) This is accompanied by 

YEN Shih-ku fJUifJti"s following notes: .. "'Li-ch'i $~ remarks, '~f is sounded 

like lftr '; Fu Ch'ien Bll~ says, '~'ff is the name of a hsien (district) in Chang·yeh 

Prefecture.' According . to• my opinion. :Ji£ means ' reaching. ' The fi.ve 

countries mentioned as An-hsi and so forth ate all barbarian states in the 

westei·n regions. ~;ff is the same as the country of Ta,.ch'in. This reminds 

·us of ,lif} District in Chang-yeh Prefecture, which was simply named so 

after. this country.· R and ~ sound very m.uch alike·; ff reading the same 

as Ifit. Li-Ch'_i's interpretation is right: Fu's opinion is. wrong. "c~4) As we 

know, the name of the country ~{lirff, which occurs for the . first time 

in the Ta-yilan-chuan in the Slzih-chi, takes the form of ~t+ in- the 

Hsi-yii-:-chuan in the Han-shu; while the Biography of CHANG Ch'ien 111 the 

latter history puts it ~!j.if as seen above, and again the Hsi-yu-chuan. in the 

(23) tJJirliilli*•W~, J]J.iffi.fB'i::ft., f51,?£~~:t.re~.1~l31t~-fFf~tz~•ll. (~~-,~7'+.,-, !ilt-~f~) 
(24) *'?ij=S; ·ff½}f, Jm~s, .:\l:HJH/tlPi.45-t.fL- umtra; :t.re~ifL, ~~X~JtCF.E.~gli~ 

M~ •n*••~ g••n~ •~~-~~~-•••m~ *•wff~. 
*=-Gr~¾ili, H!Hlt~f:ili (~~ , ~7'+·~, 5:ff.~•i~fil:) 
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Hou-han-shu spells it ¥!.tl"- Considering this diversity of spelling, we are justified 
i11 accepting the . T'ang annotator's opinion that the name of the Chinese 
district !Riff was aiiother transliteration: of . Li-kan, as adopted from the name 

of the western country. In the Book of Geography in the Han-shu, we come 

across a few other cases where a northwestern locality in China, such as 
lying on the main route of trade to the western wodd, was named after 
some western country or place, For insta1ice, where Ch'iu~tzu'. &it District · in 
Shang-chiin J::;f.fB Prefecture is mentioned, YEN Shih-kufitrlir!i's comment reads: 
"Such people of the country of' Ch'iu-tzu &tt as came and submitted to 
Chiha were made to dwell in this particular locality, hence that name."C25

) 

Again in the same . Geography, we meet with a district in Cha11.g-yeh Prefecture 
by the name of Chu-yen m~ which, as will be explained later; was most 
likely derived• from a western place name. The Biogtaphy of PAN Chao :EJ[a 

in the. Hou-han-shu makes mention of the country of Ch'iu-tzu, and the 

appended notes say, "The country of Ch'iu-tzu has its seat of government in 
Chii-yen-ch'eng · ,.@~~ (City of Chii-yeh). . ... ; .It is conterminous southward 

with Ching-chiieh #J*~, eastward with Ch'ieh-mo :.13.*:, northward with Wu-sun 
liH%, and westward with Ku-mo ti!i~."C26

) This shows that the capital city 

of the country of Ch'iu-tzu was Chi.i-yen. · The preceding history, · the Han-shu, 

however, i11 its own Hsi-yu-chuan, names the capital of the same country as 

Yen-ch'eng ~~ instead of Chii-yen, although the descripti011 of the bounda

ries of the country given in the contest read practically the same as in the 

notes on the Hou-han-shu cited above. It must be admitted, however, that the 

famous annotator of the Hou-han-shu, Prince Chang-huai i:'f'f, who was responsi

ble for those notes, had some reliable authority in earlier records for mentioning 
Chi.i-yen ; the discrepancy in question may be explained by the surmise that 

the name Yen-ch'eng as appearing in the surviving text of the Han-shit. was 

a scribal corruption, and that in the original it wa_s spelt Chu-yen-ch'eng, i.e. 
the City of Chi.i-yen. What was Ch'iu-tzu in the Han times is now known 

as K:uca ,it!f[ .. It .was formerly. 1:epresented as Kiis'an, or -Kiisan .. and these 

forms seem pa,rticula:rly connectahle with the. name.of. the capital, Chii-yen. Ac

cording to modern proimnciation, the characters m~ read Chi.i-yen (Ki.i.,.yen), but 

in view of the character sien ~' which has the phonetic k[, it seems highly 
probable that the combination m~ was pronounced Ki.i-sien or Kii-siart in the 

Han period, and thus made an equivalent of Kiisan or Kiisan •. · It was not 

seldom in the western regions of those __ ti1nes. that _ the_ capital of a c9untry 
bore the same• name as the country itself. Fot example:, the Hsi-yu-chuan in 
the Han-slzu shows that the king of the country of Wen-hsiu ii!_1~ had his 

royal seat in the city of Wen-hsiu ; the king of the country of Wei-Ii JM~ 
in the city of Wei-Ii; and the king of the country of Wei.,.hsi.i ftt~J~ in the 

(25) ~ili~EJ, ii.ttl!A*~*' ~;zi5~!lt, i'&J2.t4:i~. (~~' fil.::-f-A, :f'tl!t.ili6~) 
(26) !liritt®Umm~~- • • mJ.H--*niI!, Jft~il*, ::ft~i.f®f,f,, rmt~tii~~- UiHJ~, filt-r-t, mm 

~~ . 
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city of Wei-hsii fit5ft. Sometimes, the same name, when transcribed into 
Chinese, takes different forms according to whether it means the country or 
the capital, as illustrated in the Han-shit statement· that the king of Yen-ch'i 
~if resided in the city of Yiian-ch'ii · ~~- In all probability the mention 
under review of Chu-yen (City-ch'eng) as the seat of government of the 
country of Ch'iu-tzu belongs to the same class, so that it may be assumed 
that Ch'iu-tzu and Chu-yen (restored to the contemporary· pronunciation Ku
sien or Kii-sian) corresponded tespectively to Kiisa and Kiisan, which ,vere 
two variations of the. name of the country. Now, one district in Shang~chiln 
Prefecture was· established under the. name of Ch'iu-tzu District in the first 
year of T'ai~ch'u ::t:JJJ of the Former Han dynasty, and if we accept YEN 

Shih-ku's · explaiiation ·. that it was· because the immigrants from the country of 
Ch'iu-tzu were assigned to that locality, no doubt· we may . as reasonably 
believe that the cteation of Chu-yen District in Chang-yeh Prefecture at about · the 
· same time was incidental to the assig111nent of people who had originated from 
the city of Chi.i-yen; If so, we may go further to presume with regard to Li-kan 
District in Chang-yeh Prefecture, that the district was so named because its 
inhabitants had arrived from the country of Li-kan; The riorthwestern corner 
of China, more . especially the region of Ho-hsi MP-Y, including the above
mentioned prefectures of Shang-chiin and Chang-yeh, · constituted in early times 
the . only gate through which -;-estei·n trade could approach the interior of the 
Middle Ki'rigclom ; and so, it remaine-d, until far later ages, a general resort 
for foreign merchants and travellers; There can be· little doubt that many of 
those foreigners became permanently resident there or even 1iaturalized as 
Chinese subjects, and it must have been in consequence of this that we see the 
establishment .in the Han period of those administrative districts· bearing the 
names of western countries, on:e of them being Li-kan District which was 
created;. in the T'ai-ch'u era of the Former Han, within the prefecture of 
Chang-yeh, which corresponds to the ptesent Kan-chou it1+1. But where was 
Li-:-kan itself, . which. was• the mother country of the foreign population. of that 
Li-b.n District ? In those portions of Asia referred ··as fo. the western regions 
by the Chinese · in· those early days there were a ce1~tain number of com
mercial peoples, who were naturally determi1ied to be such by their geo
graphical advantage of · commanding the highway of trade between the east 
and west. They were, among the nearer neighbours of China, the inhabitants 
of Eastern and . Western Turkestan ; and at a greater distance, those of western 
Asia,. i.e. the Syrians, Arabs, and Greeks. Now Li-kan is recorded as a 
remote people, and therefore we must look for it in the western quarter of 
Asia rather than in Turkestans. As already observed, the T a-yuan-chuan in 
the Shilz-dzi mentioned Li-kan side by side with Yen-ts'ai to the north of An
hsi. But the region thus indicated ·was certainly the steppe which stretched 
on the north. of the Caspian and the Blac:k Sea ancl v~as occupied by nomadic 
races such as the· Yen-ts'ai ; and it would be absurd to seek the Li-kan people, 
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who were so distinctly commercial as to send their traders as far as China, 

in this quarter at all. We may more safely assign them· to some country 

bordering the Persian Gulf on the Indian · Ocean a:nd marked with an active 

sea trade ; in fact this was where the compiler of the Han-shu, PAN Ku, 

vaguely imagined Li-kan to lie. 

We have seen how the mention of Li.;.kan District established in Chang

yeh Prefecture during the reign of Wu-ti helps us to the conclusion that the 

country of Li-kan, the subjeGt of our inquiry, must have been a commercial 

country in the west of Asia. Now there is a certain circumstance which 

:serves to riarrow the · limits within which· we may look for Li-kan. It is the 

fact that the people of the country were noted in the western regions for 

their skill in conjuring. The T a-yuan-cliuan · in the Shih-chi ' mentions the 

hsilan-jen ~A (jugglers) from Li-ka~1, who were sent by the king of An-hsi 

as presents · to the Emp~ror Wu-ti. . It was, indeed, partly on account of the 

Li-kan people, being famed for conjuring that Dr. FUJITA proposed to 

connect them with the Magi, who had their headquarters in Rhaga in northern 

Persia. In this, however, he made the grave inistake of failing . to see the 

essential difference between hsuan-jen and Magi. Where the term hsuan-:-jhr, 

occurs in the Biography of CHANG Ch'ien in the Han-shu, we find it annotated 

as follows : "YING Shao (tl\{i':i:/J says that hszr,an tt' means ' duping ' and ' per

plexing. According to Shih-ku's opinion the character hsuan reads the same as 

.huan ¼], 'illusion'.. Nowadays one may see performed the art of s~allowing a 

sword, spitting fire, planting melons and sowing trees ( and making them grow 

instantaneously), slaughterinK a man; cuttii1g. a horse .asunder;. and this . is 

what is meant here. It originated from the western regions. ".cm, This. shows 

that hsumi~jen were nothing other than ·con.jurors, . whose object it was to 

furnish entertainmei1t. The Magi, on the other hand, were a religious . body, 

whose activities. lay in preaching, administering charm, averting evils, expelling 

devils, purifying souls, praying for health and well-being, and .so forth. · Arid 

if the fragments of the Ti-li-clzz'h :btl!.f~;G; which were. discovered by Sir Aurel 

STEIN in the Hall. of One · Thousand Buddhas in Tun-huang, and the book 

of the T'ang period; Chao-yeh Ch'ien-tsai fJJfilf:a-IttlG, . bear . witness, as our 

author pointed out, to the fact of the Zoroastrians practising . the art of 

conjuring, it is plain enoug;l1 that in this case the practice :vvas simply 

employed as a help to the aim of propagating their religion, the worship 

of Ahuramazda. 

It is not exactly known where the art of conjuring had its earliest origin, 

but PELLIOT remarks, no doubt on some· reliable authority, that .. Alexandria 

of Egypt was celebrated for this craft· in very early times.C:18
) Now the Ta

yuan-chuan in the Shz'k-chi says, in its article on T'iao-chih, " The country is 

(2 7) ri~hF-1: ftt;tf:l~t~fil .. ffl!fti"F-1, 111tlJM,:tJ[RJ, 12P4-:a:JJli:t:k.11tlAHJHfJ~Af&:.~z11!tr, ~¾ill· 

;,p:'!fefM~*; (~~' ~7'-f-~, ElHihWtt) 
(28) P. PELLIOT,, Li-kien, autre r1.0m di4 Ta-ts'in, T.P., 1915, p. 690-69 I. 
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skilled in hsiian !lt,"C:!9
) and this must mean that there were in the country 

many good conjurors. That T'iao-chih was at that period a dependency of 
An-hsi, is clear from the article under review. And yet, as stated elsewhere 

in the same book, the king of An-hsi presented Wu-ti with conjurers· of Li

kan., not of T'iao-chih. This seems to suggest that .the art in'. question had 
its principal home in Li-kan rather than in T'iao-chih. It is to be recognized, 
on the other hand, that there was a chance that the craft was introduced to 
T'iao-chih from Alexandria of Egypt, since it .. tvas identifiable with Mesei1e at 

the head of the Persian Gulf., and its advantageous position on the highway 

of world commerce must have favoured close intercourse with Alexandria. 

Since. An-hsi had among its dependencies the people of T'iao-chih., so 

acquainted with conjuring, and since the· An-hsi king offered Li'-kan jugglers 

to the court of Wu-ti~ . it will be easily supposed that the people of An-hsi, 
or the Parthians., themselves ·· acquired something of the art. It is interesting 

to notice that the craft is even mentioned in. connection with a people living 

further north. The Hsi-yu~chuan in the Wei-shu remarks about the Yueh

pan •m~ people : "In the. 9th year of Chen-chun JJ!.~, they sen't an 
embassy and tribute to the· imperial court. They also presented huan-jen 

ilA, who professed that they could· spliJ the veins of a man's throat, smash 
his. head, knock . the scull in, let the blood run to· the measure · of several 

sheng ff, or even. to the full .. measure .of tou 4; and then, by putting in 
the victim;s mouth some medical herb and letting him. chew and swallow 

it, make the . bleeding stop in ·- all' instant, and assure the wounds to be 

completely healed in a mo_nth, without leaving any marks even. The emperor 
s~spe~ted th~ir falsehood., and ordered a test to be made with a condemned 

criminal, but their.: words. were found to be true. Now it turned out that 

the herb in. question was: discoverable in every renowned mountain in the 

Middle .. -Kingdom, and so the emperor. ordered certain men to learn the art 

from them, while granting· . them. cordial . treatment. They . also . declared 
that in. their own . country there · had been a great master in this art. Once 

when the Juan-juans . can1e to. plunder , the country, the . master of the art 
called forth· a long rain, .furious hurricane, heavy snow, swamps and puddles, 
thus_ causing two or three tens of the Juan-j-uans to be frozen to death or 

drowned."C30
), We perceive two distinct lines of magic Eke practice, the per

formance of hsuan-jen and the so-called great master. The former was 
kindred to .the work of , the historical Li'-kan hsuan-jen, as interpreted by the 

T'ang commentator, and. is. strongly. suggestive of the Alexandrian tradition. 

The Yueh-pan were a people who had their central abode about Tarbaghatai, 

(29)' ~~/:J!. (£1::.fiB ,~:...... s.::-+3,;k~~[/111) 
(30) fffe.;E".iL~, ~{JUJHI~, jit~tJA. ffi:i~tUA~iJlJk, -%~.lfiAlm, -%itr@, *.!Ill/f!~ID.:'fh ~ 

~~ ~~-~~0$, %WQ~ ~~.!Ill~ *•-nm~ x~~•- ttm•~~ h 
llUE~IE!~Z, -W~:zs:. · r:t1 mmt15rlr; .-WtfrJl:tljt, 7:r~A§?:~f{grrff~j}!;z. ,X~*m~;k 
®~, !ll!iit~t~f.P~, :v&Ai~f!=JU$J~Jil.::k~Jk.fijJ,t, ffii!l<*:9.Er~fc~-+=3•(~R~,~-s=, 
g!f~WJ.) 
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behveen the Tcien-shan and the Altai, and thus commanded the highway of 
communication between the east and west, so it is very likely that their 
conjuring practice had been · introduced from the · direction of Pe1'sia. As for 
the latter, so distinguished from more legerden:iain; there is every probability 
that it referred to the Jada, a magic widely prevalent' among the Turkish and 
Mongolic races. Perhaps .. the above makes the very first instance in which 
any notice is taken of it in Chinese. literature. What name the Yifoh-pan 
gave it in their own couritry is · unknown) but the Turks and Mo1~gols in 
generai called it Jada, and the Yi.ieh-pan, being of the Turkish race, are 
most likely to have used the same appellation. Now, the word fa,da, was 
derived from the Persian word f adu, a fact which seems to indicate the 
Persian origin of the· Jada. This consideration tends to confirm the above 
inference that the Egyptian a:h of conjm~ing was imparted to the Ytieh.:.pan 
tlm5ugh the medium of Pei;sia. 

We . have seen · that it was at the. time of· Wu-ti and from the country 
of A1i-hsi that the art of conjuring was first introduced into the Middle 
Kingdom. Later pp., as.· also pointed out by Dr. FUJITA, the Later Han poet, 
CJ;iANG. Heng ~1~ sings about the huan~shu i00if ( art' of hallucination, i.e. 
conjuring) ill' his Hsi-chingfu f!Ej}Jt~ (The Song of the Western Capital); 
and the Biography. of Hsia T'ung. ][®t in the Chin-sh-u bears witness to the 
same art being practised by a temple sorceress }Jkf;(.; Coming to- later ages:, 
we have already seen how the T'ang annotator YEN, interpreting the· hsuan
jen ( conjurers) m:entioned in the Biography of CHANG Ch'ien, connects it with 
jugglery as practised in his own . times, which he ascribes to western origin. 
So we may broadly say that the art as witnessed so far in, China had been 
introduced from An-hsi in the Han period, It is · worth notice,· however, 
that the Fa'.")uan-chu-lin 1~ffl~# tells µs that during the Yung-chia 71(~ era 
of the Chin. Dynasty, the hu (barbarians) of T'ien-chu 5t~. (India) brought 
in the art of conjuring. Considering the frequent intercourse between fo.dia 
and the Roman Alexandria from the Han and Wei to the Chin period, there 
can be small doubt that the Indians had ·previously acquired the art from 
the Egyptian region. To · support this inference we read in the Hsi-1ian-i
chuan in the Hou-han-shu as follows: "· In the 1st year of Yung-ning ;1k'.$'., 
the king of the country of Tan :/'q!I, Yung'"yu-tiao ~ES~ by name, again sent 
an. embassy, who proceeding to the imperial court, offered musicians and !zuan
jen iJA. The latter could transform things, spit fire, sever their own limbs, 
change the head of a horse into that of a cow (and vice versa), and skilfully 
toss and catch as many as a thousand balls. They said themselves that they 
were men from Hai-hsi f/.fEf!B (the west of the sea). Hai-hsi mea1it Ta-ch'in itself. -
The country of Tan had intercourse southwestwards with Ta-ch'in. "C3

l) Tan was 

(31) 7k~Jt5¥, tf~,:E*El=iwlil, mfll:~~~~~~,~~' ~~Jf(.iJA, ~15~1t, 11-t!k., EI~fff¥, ~1t
Jf©@:, .3Z%}!mjt, lt7.7~=f, EI~:f:Jtr~ggA, ~gg~p**tf!.~ tiilifflm®:k*.• Ul~~.r~
ai-~, filim~ft) 
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a country lying south of Yiin-nan, and its acquaintance with the Ta-ch'in art :in the 
Later Han period syggests in a greaf measures that India, which was its 
southern neighbour and decidedly more intimate with Ta-ch'in, had learned it 
earlier and· directly from Ta-ch'in. Then as for the prevalence of the practice 
in the country of Ta-ch'in itself, it is thus affirmed by the Wei-liao account 
of Ta-ch'in, quoted in the Wei-chih .: "The people have many sorts of cm:ious 
tricks. There are meny conjurers, who issue fire from the mouth, bind and 
release themselves, dance on (toss and catch) tweln balls at once, with 
dexterity. "c32

) From the foregoing observations, it appears that in Chinese 
history, first Li-kan and then Ta-ch'in figures as the primary· home of the 
jugglery as introduced into the realm. This strongly suggests tliat the two 
names ref~1-red to the sc1.me country; and in fact, the identity is positiydy 
asserted by the Wei-liao_ saying, "Ta-ch'in is also called Li-kan"; c33

) and by 
the Hsi-yu-clzuan in the Hou-han"'.shu, as : " The country of Ta-ch'in is also 
qlled Li-kan."C34) 

In my article, About Ta-ch'in ,and FZ!,-lin,_ preyiously referred to, .I set 
forth my opinion that both . Li-kien ~ff in the Han-sh'llt and Li-hien -~ff 
in the Shih-chi were transcriptions of Alexandria through the shortenir1.g 
process-(A)lek-(s)an( dria), pointing out, for the pu_rpose of comparison, that 
the place name Alasanda found in the Pa"'.li text of the .Milinda Panha. was a 
corruption of Alexandria, and also that Alexander himself vyas ,represented. as 
Alikas_unari on· the monument of King Mpka; Later,· a ~imihir view w~s 
offered by PELLIOT in. Likien, autre nom de • T a-ts'in, published in, the T'oung 
Pc10.c35) There he connected Li-k.ien ~ff with A-li-san. [5ri1~1r( met with in the 
Na:-hsien-pi-ch'iu-c~i~1g lMlI!ltJ:rJ~, and recalle<:l the fact that Alexandria.of Egypt 
was distingui~hed in olden #mes for the art qf conjuring, so_ as to, reach the 
cor1.clusiop that the name Li-kan 'in .the Han records wa~ a transcribed form of 
Alexandria. It is generally agreed among Sanscrit scholars that the Na::hsien-pi
ch 'iu-::ching is the Chinese version. of thy Milinda · Panha in Pali, b~t a compc1rison 
of . the two texts reveals. certclin dis~repancies. : To take, for example,, an in$tance 
clir~ctly concerning our present subject, the birthplace of King .Milinda was, 
aGcording to the Milinda Paiiha in Pali, a village called Kalasi in the provi~1ce of 
Alasanda, whereas. the Na-hsien-pi-ch'iu-ching says that it, was. the country of 
Ta-ch'in, _or A-li-san lfriJ~'tr(, the latter name being an equivalent of Alasanda. 
Rhys DAVIDS once thought Alasanda to have referred to Bactria, but on 
another occasion he regarded it as the name of an island in the Inclus. Subse
quently RAWLINSON connected the same with some island lying 111 the 
middle or lower course of the river. Both opinions, however, were . refuted 
by PELLIOT who argued that A-li-:-san lfriJ~~, i.e~ Ta-ch'in by another 

(32) 1§-ef.F~i'JJ, QJ:j:ilfI!}(, ~Jr.tEifW, filJH-=JL, Fj/;/J; (?J~'/jfJ. 
(33) **ll~JJJHi~illf. 
(34) **ll~i5Jtll!tf (:&~~,~-a+A, im~ff • **~) 
(35) T. P. 1915, p. 690-691_. 
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name, ·which the Scripture says, was at a - distance of 2,000 yojana mm, or 
80,C>O'O li by· the Chinese unit, from the royal c'ity of King Milinda; could 
not 'possibiy· have la.111 within the bot.mdaries of india,' but more readily fell 
in with Alexandria of Egypt/36

) ·we read. in the Na-hsie1i-pi-ch'iu~ching "-The 
king said,' 'l ·v{aS born in th~ country of Ta-ch'in. The country is named A
li-sar1. 'C37) · From this it would seem thaf A-fr-san· was a nam~ represe1~ting · the 

country, -but -the truth in this case must have been that the 1iame of the 
cap1tal city, Alexandria·, as transcribed into A-li-sa11, was .sex tended by the 
Chin~se to· the whole region ui1d~r the influ~nce ~f that city, imnely, the 
Roma.rt domi~ion which stretched along tl~e eastern Mediterranean. _ _ The 
Chinese tran~lation of the Scripture in - q~estion is a~c1iibed to the Eastern 
Chin period,' and so we may ·believe that at leasf as late as those . clays the 
Chi.nese were wo11t to call the ·country of Ta-ch'in' by- the· nanie Alisan. 
As for the name Li-kan, which applied to· ·the country in: the Formet· Han 
period, it was nothing but another transcription of the some origi'nal Alexandria. 

In1 opposition to this view, Dr.-. FUJITA rema~·ked 'that ~lthotigh the dropping 
0£ -the :m1ddle ~o"tiild k; ·a:s witnessed in 'the:d~a~ge from Alexandri·a to Alesan 
fwJ~tx, had some ·examples in histo1~y, there was no irista11ce to be. discovered -
for the' Oillission' of the middle s sound,' which would he necessary for' the 
contraction -into· · (A)lekan. But this ob jectioh may b·e · easily answered by 

referring to the Sanscrit ~ord denoting 'south', :which was at -first dak.shina, 
bU( later ' corrupted irito da.Uhina, and then again into dakhin ~r dekkan. 
Certainly it wis •no less p·ossible for Alexari&ia to pass, into Lekan:. 

' Havirtg recogniied tha:t bo'th Li-kai-1 in the Former Han times and Ta-ch'in 

in the Later Han -~eferred to one and the same country, , we have now to 
asceitain when· and hovv the ol~e naine gave place ·to- the ·other.- S~ fir-, as 
the· results of my investigatioi'i go,· the na.me· Ta.'.ch'in makes its first app~arance 
i1) the· Han-shu, · in this passage -of the . article on Ari;..hsi :- " In the·; 9th year 
of' Yung-yuan 7k5t·. of Ho~ti. Ji:ifif '(A;D. 97),' the Tu-hii 'frB~ (Go~~rner
Gerietal) PAN·Chao fflfi[ sent KAN Yi{1g it~ 'as ari envoy to Ta~ch'in, ,who 
re·aclied T'iao-chib; .. : .. "c3

s) ' ifar{y students. of: the subject hav~ been inclined 
to regard Ta_:chi:ii1 as a Chinese· transcription of -the verrtacular -naine of the 
couritry, but this· view·, has only 'tehded t·o: ·complicate the probleni of Li-kan 

and Ta-ch'{n~ · I believe, howevei, the solution will be· rendered much simpler 
by acknowledging Ta-ch'in to be a·n ·appellation· of Chin~se origin, applied to 
what had -been formerly known under the . tia.nscdb~d naine Li-kan,__:a ·fact I 
endeavo~red to· prove in iny othe~ article, Chinese ·1deas· Reflected in. the Ta-ch'in 
Accounts. Nb -doubt it -was extraordii1ary th·at the Chinese, ·so accustomed 
to boast of their ow~ Middle -Kingdom· ~nd to · look down upon every other 

(36) P. PELLIOT, Les· noms propres dans les _traduciions chinoises du, Milindapanlza, ]. A., 
IX, p. 413-418. 

(3 7) .:E~, ;J:Jt:;$:~:;f(*~, @m4; 15iiI ~tz .. 
,{3 8) f11W1.k7t:h~, t[l~JilEMf ~it~, 1J!!::k~:l:Jf{L*l¼:. (fit.wt~,~~ Ef + /\, g:s:f~i-) 
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people,- should have allowed any of them such a noble nan:ie as Ta-ch'in, 
which, I claim, was Ch'in an6ther name of their own country,- plus -the 
niagnifying prefix Ta. This speaks fo~ the exceptionally high esteem and 
admiration which the proud Chinese had· for that country on· account of its 
brilliant civilization and conspicuous influence, milita1~y and comniercial. · No 
such country could possibly b~ thotight of in w<isteni As'ia, · so · long hs the 
supremacy. there was divided between. the Seleucid Dynasty ~n Syria and the 
Ptolemaeos ·ruling over Egypt. But when the Roman Empire had come forward 
to annex thes~ two regiol?,$, thus making the three continents (Asia,' Europe and 
Africa) contribrite to hei· · vast terriwry, and .when the whole civilized. world in the 
west becam~ unified . mider· her · siHgle rule, . then tM.e · R6man Empir~ itself was 
the very existence to claim that· honour· of "Ta-ch'in." The general outlook 
of the world> a~ that time would have shown the- two great en1p:i1~es, Chinese 
and Roman, well matched in the vigour of energy ai1d the . achievement of 
culture ;-:simultaneously' floutishing in the east a11d west, with An~hsi, a mmor 
111ilita~-y power, interveni1ig between them. · Rome had just enteted her imperial 
stage uride'i· )~ugustus,. whose reign~ lasting from the year 31 B.G. to ,14 A.D. 
correspoi1deH ~n'.China- to the period from· _the 2nd year of Chien-shih IMir .of 
Ch'eng"ti mw ·of th~- :Fornier Han: to t_he. 5th year -of Sliih-chien-kuo ~ii~m 
or' the Usutpei.- WANG <Mang I~ .. Tl~us: it' was toward the· end of the 
Former H,m thar the c6m1nerti~l world jrf the east becaille, directly opened. to 
Rome. Later, HIPPALOS's it1itia,tion of the directpassage fo' India by the help 
of the nw11soo11 inade fot further deVelopment -of the : Roman· trade' in· the far 
east. The exact date 9f tli.is exploit.: is in dispute, but \Ye may attach more 
importance to the year· 47 A.D.i proposed· by V1NCENTC39

) and the year 45 

A.D. offered by .ScFioFF.C1°). The11 we· are told in Plrnrns's Natural History 
that the ·money exportel f'rom the Roman E:m:pire into· India, Seres, and the 
Arabfan peninsula , amounted, at the lowest estimate; to - 16,000,000 sesterces 
ani1ually.C4

l) The date' of this work is unknown, but the author lived· froni 
23 A.D. to 79 A,;_D. - Again ,China was firs.t introduced to the West under the 
name Thz'n in the ·" Peri plus. of· the'_ Erythraean · Sea ", written. almost ce1'tainly 
ii1 the latter half of the 2nd .. century, though the exact, date is variously given, 
All these data, · taken · together, go to . i1idicate that by the middle of the 1 st 
century A.I);:, the Roman trade witl{\tiie far east had been steadily growing 
both' in fiCOpe and ii1 territorial exten?·/]udging; however, from the simplicity 
and vagueness of the geographical khowledge about Seres, i. e. China, which 
is so apparei1t . in the conte1hporai·y vvester1) writets, the direct intercourse with 
China so far, if any,· must' have been very rare and scanty. Coming. down to 
the time of PTOLEM:AEos, · we , find . his geog1~·aphy giving a detailed account of 
t!ie route of travel, with the mention of particular place ·11an1es, for reaching 

' ' ' 

(39) w. VINCijJNT, Tl~e Commerce 'and'''Navfgation of'the Ancz'ents, VoL II. p~ 47-48. 
(40) · W. H. SQHOFF, The Peiiplus of th.e Erythraean Sea, p. 227. . 
(41) PLINIUS, :Natural History, xii. 44: ~ 
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the Later Han capital Lo-yang;. which is represented there by the term Sera 

Metropolis, via Bactria and. the Pamirs. The date of this ·geography is 

generally placed about- 150 A.D., a1id ·its account of travel to Seres is known 

to have been. based on the notes whi~h MARYNUS, p:r:obably PTOLEMAEos's senior, 

had taken down from h~aririg the Macedonian merchant MAES tell his own 

experienc~s ; this -last-mentioned must have belonged, at._ any rate, to the first 

half of the 2nd century. All these considerations lead us to the inference 

that Rome had been actively importing Chinese. silk from the middle of the 

1st century kn. to the Jir~t half of th~ .. · 2nd century. 

Meanwhile what develop,nent had taken place on the Chinese side ? At 

the end. of the Fonner Han pe1'.iocl, the usurpation of sovereignty by WANG 

Mang threw the 'whole · country into disorder, which put a stop to the 

comrrn.inicati:on with the western regions, at least so far as the government 

was concei1ied. Soqn the once'."interrupted dynastic line was restored by 

Kuang-wu-ti :n::IEtw.f;. the founder of the Later Han regime, but his reign was 

too fully occupied. with· the work of reconstrµction . at home to anything 

toward recovering old . foreign. relatiohs with the west. _ The -period of his 

·succes'sor 'Ming:..ti 1:1}:JWf was naturally that :of maintenance and perfection, and 

so the rnU1 year· of Yung-p'ing 71,Zf (7 s A.D.) is remarkable. for the reopening 

of i11tercourse . with the.· western regions. The· Hou;.han-shu, in· ·• the foreword 

to its Hsi-yu-clzuan, refers to, this~ .occasion; as: "The western regions had 

been lost· touch of for 65 years, but now came _mice more into communication 

with us."(4:1) The said 65 years represented the period from -the 1st ye·ar 

of the usurper-'s :i;eign to the . 16th year of Yung-:-p'ing. The following 

reign · of Chaiig-ti's · ~¥if _ did not see 1nuch advance m the - Chinese 

political activities in that direction. But it was in tlie 3rd year of Y,ung-yuan 

ik5t (91 A.D.) of. the next emperei· Ho:..ti that the fam.ous PAN Chao ;was 

appointed Tu-hu (Governor-General) of the. western. possessions of China; and 

this marks a positive extensi91i and consolidation _. of_ Chi11ese supremacy 

westward. fo the same preface to the Hsi:.yu-chuan above quoted, we read as 

follows: "In the 6th year (of Yung-yuan) (94 A.D.), PAN Chao crushed the 

force· of Yen-:-ch'i ~~- Now III.ore than fifty countries paid tribute and 

pledged adherance to ; China. Among them there Were T'iao-chih, An-hsi, 

and so forth, stretching away to the seashore., as far as -40,000 li; and all of 

them offered tribute by sending embassies who · arrived after· repeated inter

pretation (i.e. making themselv~s interpreted through a succession of foreign 

languages). In the 9th year (97 A.D.), PAN Chao despatched his subaltern 

KAN Ying (westward), who proceeded as far as the edge of the Hsi-Hai 

(western sea) and then returned.".C'.\3
) We may imagine what brilliant success 

that Han general attained by his vigorous endeavours in making the supremacy 

(42) iN~ tHl5;id-3it\t, Jjqg[irn. (1t~~,~~Ef-J-/\, iN~'~m 
( 43) 7':¥*Mitlf!JWJt~~' :o~~K-r~l!t&*:[1~/7'.l,lffi · :Jt{*jt~Jm.lm-~, ~-=f-AA$ifiltiz8JUlH'}, if ( 

11!~~~: .1L:¥~lf)f;IHlt~if~, ~/&~iNiiilfr□ ilit, (1t~if,'fil-Ef-r/\1 ;rffi.t.s_,HJPY,:). 
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of China felt by western peoples; As we have seen, tl~e intercourse with the 

western regions had pi·eviously been reopened in the 16th year of Yung;.p'i1:zg 

(7.'3 A.D.) ;_ .an4 .it was PuNius, who died in 79, A.D. that made mention, in 

his Natural lf/~toj;y~ of the enor~o~s export of Roman money t~ the eastetn 

countries in8lJJcli1,1k Seres. We may therefore suppose that much Chinese. silk 

was sold to Ron1e before the 3rd yeat of Yung-juan (91 A.D.). In that year 

PAN Chao became the Governor~Ge11~ral, and when he se~t out KAN Ying, a 

few years ·· 1~ter, to visit · Ta-~h'in, there can be n6 · doubt he ·was largely 

prompted by the de.sire to know more about that countq as on~ of the most 

important ~ust9mers of Chinese silk. This gives us reason to point to the 

period of 25 years-beginning with 7 3, A.D. when the western communication 

was: rec,ommenced, and ending wi~h 94, A.D. when KAN Ying was clespatc.hed 

westward,-as one in' which the Chinese came into more or less detailed 

knowledge 9f the Roman Empire in its · political and economic glory. And 

from what we have. observed already, it will follow that the introduction of 

the name. Ta-ch'in took place somewhere within the same period. 

There is a factor which tends to narrow the period above appointed for 

the first appearance of the name Ta-ch'in. It is the consideration of how 

much the. author of the Han-shu, PAN _I<.u :B_lE~, who was the elder· btother of 

PAN Cfyao, · knew about the cou11try in question. His biography contained in 

the flou-hari-shu gives this account of the_ compilation of the history : '' He 

first received the imperial order (to that effect) during the Yztng-P'ing era. 

S_i.nce that. time he had continued to coi1centrate his energy and thought 

upon that task for more than twenty years,· until it was _ concluded during the 

Chien-ch~u !@;1)] era."C44) This does not indicate the exact date at either end, 

but_ the Yung-P,'ing era in the reign of Ming-ti lasted for 18 years (58-75 A.D.), 

. and the l"'hien-ch'u era under Chang-ti, for 9 years (76-84 A.D.). The 

'twenty odd years occupied by the work must fall within the period 

be.tween .58 and 84, A.D. while it. is known the author survived until the 1st 

year of Yung-yii,an (89 A.D.). So it is clear at any rate that the history was 

completed sorne time after the 16th year of Yung-p'ing (7 3 A.D. ), the date 

of the revival of communication with the western regions. During that 

interval, the Chinese must have had a chance to acquire some definite know

ledge about the state of things there, and more particularly our aqthor must 

have ha.cl the special advantage in this respect of drawing infotmation from 

his younger brother, who commenced his official career in the far west in the 

very year of the reopening of the western intercourse. But what reflection 

of this do we see on the pages of the history? There we find that T'iao

chih placed near the imaginary land of Hsi-wang-mu, evidently following the 

ex~mple of the Shili-chi, ai1d as for Li-kan, it is mentioned as lying, together 

with T'iao-chih, to the west of Wu-i-shan-li, which location, we have seen, 1s 
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no more accountable than the Shih-c_hi state1~ent that Li'-kan as well as Yen

ts'ai lay to the north of An-hsi. Evidently the author h~d no clear recognition 

of the country of Li-kan, and this leads· to the inference that by the time of 

the compilation of the Han""shu there could have been very little c_hance for_ 
the appearance of the name of Ta-ch'in, whic_h must presuppose comparatively 

fuller knowledge of the country. In consequence, however, of the assumptiop. 

by PAN Chao of the governor-generalship · of the . western t<:!rritories in the: 

3rd year of Yimg-yuan ( 91 A.D.) more than fifty foreign _ countries expressed 

submission; An-h~i, T'iao-chih,. and other remote peoples sent tribute; a{1d 

in the 9th year of ,the same era (97 · AD.), KAN Y{ng, the intended envoy 

to Ta.:ch'in,reached T'iao-chih. a1~d _the edge of the Persian Gulf. It is indeed 

during this period, from the 3rd _to the_ 9th year of Yung-yiUin _(91-.97 ,A;D;), 

that we may safely assume that the report pf the glorious conditions of Li-kan 

gave b~rth to that significant dignified name Ta-ch'in. 
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Chapter II 

If I was not mistaken above. in drawing the . conclusion that Li-kan was 
a com;1try· in the_ W~~_tern Regions which-·callle i!}to.Chi1~ese cogniz_:ar1:ce di.iring· 
the Han peri~d and that Ta,-ch'in was the Chinese· appell~ti~n for the same 
count_ry, while Li-kaII was tht; transliteratioi1 of Alexandria -in abbr~viated· 
form, then it })lay _be taken for granted that. the - c~unt~y of T~-d1'in in the 
Chinese records referred to· the Roman Ori~nt ~ith the ~ity 9[ Alexan.dria as 
its ~entre. - As ;:i matter of fact, Ta~ch'in proper must have ·consisted in . Egypt ; 
but wh~t was th~ e~fon~ pf the _ boui1daries of Ta-d1'in taking. in all. it~_ 
territories, or. to what geographical areas did the term Ta-ch'in apply in the 
broader sense? Tl:i:is we sl1all now endeavour to_ ascertain, relying __ chiefly .on 
evidence found in the Wei-liao and_ the f.lou~lian-shu. 

_ -We have already seen how during the Yung-yuan era of the Later Han 
dynasty, the Chinese bega~l to apply t9 the Ron;an Orienttheir own appellati.on 
Ta-.ch'in, in lieu of the ancient franscribed 11ame Li'..ka,n ; but PO'Y. OU~ .atte~1tion 
is called to the_ fact that at ,about the same · period the country' was also 
referred to by the narrie Hai-hsi-~uo iro:~ffi (the country of Hai .. _hsi). To wit, 
if I may quote again the same passage _ from the Hsi-nan~i-chuan i~ the_ Hou-.. 
lzan-slzu: . "Inth~ 1st year of Yung-ning 71(fl, the king of the country of 
Tan~ Yung-yu-tiao . • ?t ,nan1;e, again sent _ an e1.11bassy, -who proce~ding to -tlie. 
imperial ccmrt, oH:yre~, musici~ns and lzuan~jen. _ ...... They themselve~ .said 
that they wei·e me11 from Hai-hsi ~~.- (the West of the_ Sea). Hai-.hsi ,is 
iclenticcil witl1 Ja-chji11. There was a route from the country ~f '.:ra~. rl:nning. 
iii a ·southwesterly diredi011 to Ta-ch'in."C45

) As Yung-ning was th~. ~mne of 
~n era belonging_ ~o tl1e reign of An-ti, _ its fir~t year correspond~ _ w~th 120 
A.D., _and this i; only 23 years later than the 9th year ()f Yung-yuan (97 A.D.), 
the date. of PAN Ch'ao's despatch of his subaltern .as a1; ambassador to Ta-c}1'i11, 
As for the origin of the name Hai-hsi, the same history thus explains it, in 
the p~ssage opening its article on Ta-ch'in : " The country of Ta'.'ch'in is also 
called Li:-kan, and. also, as being situated on the we~t of the .sea, .Hai-hsi-kuc.> 
mE~~- (the country of Hai-hsi, i.e., tl~e country on the west of the ~ea)."C46

) 

This is corroborated by the W~i-liao account of Ta'.'ch'in ( quoted by the. Wei
clzih), where it says: "The country of Ta-ch'in, also called Li-kan, is on the 
west of the great sea, west of An-hsi and T'iao-chih...... This country is on 
the west of the sea, whence it is· commonly" called Hai-hsi.''c47) It is thus 

(45) 7K$:JG4( · till.=E;tt:T:ttvmWHi~~' -il'~~itJlj(, ~~!:&.i'JA, · · · gi~iltrirmA, jf;J~ffiP**' 
-r:If :1i1Jfri¥J:ilR**· · CfiH~~,~~s+7', mrm~~) · 

(46) **11-il.re~fl, Jd,l;tEi{jffi, ~~i4fi;m[IJ. (f.iiH~~~-itr-A, --rl§~'ft.) 
(47) **&m-wl~"fi.f, :tE*JffiJ~xrl§::ky-~zr§, •··;M;ll:tEY#im, tt1~i~zrtfilii. (~~,~~+), 
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clear that the country was called Hai-hsi on account of its situation on the 
west of a certain sea, but the absence of the specific name of the sea from 

both accounts leaves us ignorant as to what particular sea it was. In the 

Chin-shu, however, we find this statement (in its article of Ta-ch'in) : "Ta

ch'in, also called Li-k.an, lies on the west of the Hsi-hai I§~ (the Western 
Sea) ; "(43

) wh_ile statements remarks to the same effect are met with in the Hou

han-shu 1&~if by HsIEH Ch'Sng ~fJ]( of the Wu~ Dynasty and in Ssll-MA Piao 's 
'8'],~Jrj Hsu~han-shu 5iJf§. We may be sure that it was Hsi-hai, or the Western 
Sea, on the west of which Ta:.ch'in was situated, and which gave it the 11.ame Hai

hsi-kuo. But what was the Hsi-hai ? With the Chinese of the Han period, the 

reference of that name was by no means unique; As already pointed out by HIRTH, 

it applied sometimes to the Caspian, and at other times to the Indian Ocean as 
well as to the Persian Gulf.C49

) ~.o. it requires further inquiry to . ascettai_n 

which particular .sea it was that bore such relation with Ta-ch'in. Looking 
for a clue to . this question, we may COilSUlt the Hozt-han-shu, where it narrates 

KAN Ying's attempt to reach .Ta-ch'in, as: "Tu-hu (General) PAN Ch'ao 
sent KAN Ying as an ambassador to Ta-ch'in, who arrived in T'iao-chih, .on 

the coast of the great sea. When .. about ~o ta.ke passage across the sea, the 

~ailors of the western frontier of An-hsi told KAN Ying; 'The sea is vast 
and great ; with favournble winds it ~s possible to cross in three months ; but 
if you meet sl?w winds, it may also take you two rears; _ It is for- this. reason 
that those ·who go fo sea take on· board a ·supply of three years' provisions. 

There is something in the ·sea which is apt to make m~n homesi_ck, and 
several· have thus lost their -lives.' When KAN Ying heard this, .he stopped."(5

0) 

Inasmuch as T'iao-chih is. ideI?-tified. with the coun_try. of Mesene. in· theJower 

Euphrates basin, there can he small doubt that the '' gi·eat sea " on the coast 
of which it is as"signed was the Persian Gulf. Now let us see how the same 

history describes t~e city of T'iao-chih : " The city of_ the . country. of. 'I''iao
chih ·is situated on: a hiil; its circmnference is over 40_ li, and it borders_ on 
the western _ sea; The · waters of the sea crookedly surround _ '.it."c51J It 'is. 

evident_ that the western sea· referred to here is· the same as the great sea_ in the 

other passage, and then therefore it meant_ the Persian Gulf. _ Taking into 

account, however, · the diiration of the voyage across the sea put·· at - three 

months on favourable winds, we ai·e led to assume that the term Hsi-hai. here 

must have implied also 'the Indian Ocean as the extention of the Persian. Gulf. 
Such was, we may conclude, the reality of _ the Hsi-hai (the Western Sea) in. 
the present case in question; and certainly it' was as a_ country situated on 

(4s) *~&ffl-4;~_a, ;ti:r!!'!%.t.z~. (l!fit,~:h+t, 'f!!1:8(;ft:) 
( 49) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 146, note I. 

(5 0) ~~:&B:Miillit~~*~· :r.Jf~Jit~:k#$, Wc?Jrtiiu~.~r!!'!ffil.iiillAIT~~ s, ifti:7k~:k, 1.'E*½~ 
~,oo., 3}JJ:,qfltft, ~ilit~Jil.#~=~~' itt7\.i~AiNif3~11- i*J:/:qt~A,W.±li!~, tt 
iff?Ec~. ~M;;tJ.7.rJ::. Ui~it/~-s+A., _r!!'!~-i'.t) 

(51): f*x~tEilJ.1:, ,JjlrjfBJ!!Ef-t~-,_, ~~Ni, i~7.l'C!ttJ~. (ibid.) , 
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the west of this body of water 'that Ta-ch'in came to obtain another Chinese 

appellation, Hai-hsi . 
. HIRTH rendered the term Hai-hsi as the name of a country ·in· various 

ways. He translated · th~- Hai-hsi that appears in. · 'the account of the Tan 

country quoted above as "the west of the sea."C5Z) The Hai-hsi-kuo in the 

Hsi-yu-chuan of the Hou-han-shu is translated as " Country of t_he western part 

of the sea " {53
) the same in ·the Hsi-yu-thz~an of th~ Hsin-t'ang-shu as ". Country 

mi the west of the sea" ;Cn4) while that· of the Wei-liao is quoted merely as 

"Hai-hsi."C55
) Again he rendered the Hai-hsi-kuo as "Western Sea country" 

in the account of Ta-ch'in of Wen-hsien-t'ung-k'ao (Ch; 339).C55
) Among these 

'' the· country· on the west of the sea " is the best translation; When· we read 

the· text of . the account of Ta-ch'in in the Wei-liao, we may ·notice that there 

appear. the. terms " Hai-tung ~JR " and " Hai-pei ~::ft " beside Hai:.hsi . 

... -····-- .. -- ____ According to· HIRTH, the sea that .the Chinese of the Hari. period called Hsi

hai, Le. the western sea, ind1cated the Indian Ocean including the Red Sea 

and the Persian Gulf as well as the Caspian. He says that the Hai-hsi of the 

account of Ta-ch'in means the western arm of the sea and therefore indicates 

the Red Sea, · while the Hai-tung, the eastern arm of the sea, points. to the 

Persian Gulf.<57) As an evidence, he quotes a p·assage of the Wei-liao in which 

the phr.ase ntni&m:1§ is comprized. HIRTH translates it literally a.s " traversing 

the west of ·· the sea." According to him the phrase *~TI~]i&~r!! · may be 

i_nterpr~ted as· '~ vessels, sailing from T'iao-chih to Ta-ch'in have to ctoss the 

' western :part of the sea ' arid this ' western part of the sea ' is the Red Sea."c5
s) 

I venture to remark, however, that such is not the p'roper interpretation; 

The phraseology · allows at. least as readily of reading as : " immediately or 

straight cross the sea, going to -the west,'' and this; I am convinced, must have 

been the writer's idea. Then the whole passage concerned will read: '' From 

the city of ·An-ku on the frontier .of An-hsi, you take boat and go straight 

across the sea to · the west, with favourable winds, you arrive in· two months ; 

with slow winds the passage may last a year, · and with no winds at all, 

perhaps three years." · Here is provided a very rough outline of the sea-passage 

to Ta-ch'irt, by sailing from the city of Ai1-ku in the country of An-hsi in a 

westerly direction across the ocean. Contrary to HIRTH's supposition, the 

reference is by no means confined to the Red Sea in this description. 

After giving that brief notice of the sea-route to Ta-ch'in, · from which we 

can learn sc~rcely any more thaµ the general direction in which it· tended 

from ·. the city of An-ku, the Wci-liao affords us a description, a little less 

(52) HIRTH, op. cit. p. 37. 
(53) ibid., p'. 40. 
(54) ibid., p. 56. 
(55) ibid., p. 68; 
(56) ibid., p. 77. 
(5 7) ibid., p. 163-164. 
(5 8) ibid., p. 164. 
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meagre; of the oyerland route to Ta-ch'in, which traversed the region of Hai
pei ~~t, the North of the Sea. The passage runs as follows: 

flPftE:t::e:-~, ~~mt@:~trr, z.~~t, 1ttig§'fiz~1m, 1tm:m1=rt~zi\%~~~, 1nt 
~t"iif, **15~ B J7 f~, ,00}1!!!~~, FLi'1Jl7Cl!i, 1' B J!JJU;M,:001 . 

.HIRTH _translated this text into English as __ follows :: . "From the city of 
An-ku. one goes by . land due north to the north -· of the sea ; : a11d again 
one goes due _west_ to the west of the sea ; _ and again you go .due south_ to 
aiTive there. At the city· of Wu-cli'ih-san, you .travel by riyer · on board ship 
one day, then make a round at sea, and after_ six days' pass4ge on the. great 
sea, arrive in this_ count~y."C59

) 

· It may. be i10ted that HIRTH's version fails to recognize the. character 1m 
I 

(literally, 'to turn back') at the· beginning top of the passage. It. is a serious 
omission, for that term had an important part to play. in the original t_ext. 
The historian had been treating of the sea-route from An-ku to Ta-ch'i11, and 
1iow he would take the reader back to the starting pointby_ means _of that 
term before proceeding to describe the other_ route to the same destination. 
Now the description thui1 commenced, though seemingly: co;ntaining some 
<;>~scure details, evidently refers to the .line of trave_l which went north_ from 
An-ku ( i.e. Orkoi) in_ the lower Euphrates valley_ to Hai-pei (i.e. ·Syria) · and 
whence south-westwards to Hai-hsi, (i.e. A?tioch) whence agaiIJ. across the 
great sea, (i.e .. the. Medit_erranean Sea) to Alexandria, the capital -city of Ta.
ch'i11. HIRTH, -who had _taken it for granted that. Wu-ch'ih~san Ch'eng mean_t 
Alexandria, was naturally induced to read in the. latter half of. the above 
passage a description of the route leading· from Alexandria in Egypt across 
the Mediterra11ean to the Syrian metropolis Antioch, which he· was convinced 
to be identical with- Ta-ch'in, the jou~ney's end. With011t arguing anything 
now against his identification of Ta'."ch'in itself, it may be pointed out at least 
that his interpretatio11 would rend~r _ the opening part of the passage . totally 
unaccountable. 

It must be clearly recognized that tl1e Wei-liao account of Ta-ch'in registers 
two diff~rent. routes, one .by_ sea .and the other by land, useµ for reaching the 
capital of Ta-ch'in, Alexandria, from the city of An-kµ. at the head of the 
Persian Gulf. The passage up to that turning point 111:arked by that significant 
character ft£, running -as : . " From the city of An-ku on the frontier of An-hsi 
x.\~t~xtf.:m...... Th~:i-e are three great cities JL1i*tB=," seems to contain 
some, irrelevancies_ to the perplexity of the casual reader, but -never~heless it is 
clear enough that its main purport· was ·to : present the sea route from th~ 
head of the Persian Gulf to Alexandria. On the other hand, the passage 
which followed, as above quoted, delineated the line of traffic which r;m from 
the head of the Persian Gulf through Babylonia and Mesopotamia, and the-9-
after traversing the northern part of Syria, went across the M.edite1T~nean to 
Alexandria. HIRTH's interpretation, however, failed to discriminatG: the routes 

(5 9) ibid., p. 69. 
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given respectively in the two paBsages. He seemed to suppo·se that both 

referred alike to the course ·of travel . by sea from An-ku · at the head of the 

Persian Gulf to . Alexaridria in Egypt, and ,then across · the . Meditetanean to 

Antioch. The natuhl tonsequence of such misguided . reading of the Wei-liao 
text' was the impossibility of clisc6veting within the history· any mention 

whatever of the land::roµte from the •·Persian: Gulf to ·the Ta;;.ch'in ·metropolis. 

This latter, he believ~d, was nnly . disce1~nible m the· Hou-han.:.shu accotuit of 

Ta-ch'in in the following passage : 

3(~, ffE:li;,{~J~~~~Y:b.f::lt, .· fftfj~gg, 3[**· 
HIRTH translates this passage as.: 
'~ It is further said that~ coming, from the lancl-i-oad of An-hsi · (Parthia), 

yo.u make· a rourid ·. at sea and, t~king a · northern: tum, cb1ne out fro•m · the 

western part of the sea, whence you proceed to Ta-:cli'iii."c60
) 

This translation shows that his interpretatioi1 of: the text is not correct. 

· The phrase 7ifE:li;;~,~il½t does not mean "from the land-ro~d ·of An:-hsi" as' ;he 

read, but should. be interpreted· as '' fron1 ·A.i1:-hsi (qne may tak.e) the•· land

road;" And: m~::ltf.fl±\~!ffl should be punctuated as· mm::1t;: fiili~!ffl, nof as 

~m::lt1'5\ ill #if:gg; ·· ·Furthermore, mWi::lb means " go rouild · Hai-pei, Le .. ~ · the 

north 'of the sea'':. We may notice itt passing:·Mr. BRETSCHNEIDER's ·version of 

the s·ame text which runs, " From. An~J:isi, Ta:-ch'in is reached by laqd~ : traveHing 
around the northern. shore-· of th'e sea.''· .. Tllis conveys the· ·general_., iclea'" of 

the orig~nal, but cannot be regarded· as ·a.· faithful trarislation. . Nor does·. it 

seem. that Hrn'I'H himself was quite -, satisfied with his · own interpretation, .for 

he: offers .elsewhere an altrenativ_e version. as follows:· . "Coming fro111 .· .. the 

land-road cf An-hsi [Partliia]' you jao (~) ·pursue a-_curved route, meander 

through, or to, hai-·pei · (i/ii::1~) [ the district so-·called=Mesopotamia, . o.r ,the 

north of Syria proper] an:d ·hsing-ch'U: (fftB) •goi1ig, come out· at ·lzai-hsi, i.e., 

Ta,.ts'in."C61) I think this improves a· great deal :ori · his forI11er interpr~tatioil 

in recognizing Hai~pei and Hai-hsi as names; but still' there· remains the 

9bvio1.1sly: erroneous reading of ,rff.:li;.~,~jg as :" from the fa1J.d-rnad ·of Ari-hsi ", 

while the last phrase "·cqme out at Hai-hsi, i:e. Ta-ch'i:i;i" runs· a little astray 

from· the. original idea. 

As already remarked, HIRTH considered the. llou-ha,n.:shu passage· ·under 

review as th<:: -very first' record to · appear in Chinese history regarcEng any 

overland route from the east to Ta-ch'in.. But after what we have observecl 

ih the· W,~i-liao, that the Hou-han-shu here .. was only. repeating, ii.i abbreviation, 

the W~i-liao , account of the la1id:.road to Ta'."ch'in. Notice,· for ,instance, 

I-iow· the Hou-han-shu passage "From ·An-hsi you take tl1e land-road which 
traverses Hai-pei. "c62

) compares with the Wei~liao text " From the . city of 

(60) ibid., p. 43. 
(61) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 186. 

(62) ~$.:}~J.jgg~~~~~-
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An-ku, you take the land-road,. go due north .and rea_ch ·Bai-pei; "(63
) an:d 

also how the phrase "come· out at-. Hai-hsi" in the· textCo/1) reminds one 
of the words " then proceed due west to • Hai.:hsi "(65

) · in . the W~i.:.liao. 
Then· the Hou-han-slzu leaves out some • details found in the Wei,.liao, . until at 
last it conclu~les the statement in the words "reach Ta-:cl-1.'in ", ·where the W~i
liao reads "reach the country."C55

) Thus the Hou-han'-shu adds, no •fresh infor

mation as to the- overland approach from the east to Ta-ch'in, but only repeats, 
or rather sums up, what the Wei-liao reported on. the subject. 

There are two main factors which may be referred· tci as·•accounting for 
HrnTH's failure to recognize the land-route, where: · it is so unmistakably 
mentioned in the Wei-liao. One is his overwhelming presuniption that the 
capital of Ta-ch'in was Antioch in Syria; Not the least impo~-ta11t of the 
circumstances which led· him to this. conclusion was · the fact that Wei-shu, 
giving account of Ta:-ch'in, · mentions its . capital under the name An~tu ·. ~fB, 
ai1d this presented itself to. HIRTH as a · fair phonetic equivalent of Antioch. 
But this was really a· sad delusion, for, as :I have fully explained in my other 
article, Chinese Ideas Reflected in tlze Ta;.ch'in Accounts, the appellation An-tu 
(literally :meaning City of Peace) was nothing but an invention of the historian, 
suggested by the legendary name An-i !Ji:f!!i (Town of Peaee ), where Chinese 
tradition placed 'the residence of the antique model Emperors Shun a~1d Yii, 
and: certainly it had nothing whatever· to do with the real name- of the Ta-
ch'in capitaL . The other· rnot· of HrnTH's failure lay in his wrong: i11terpreta
tion · of · Wu:-ch'ili-san Ch'eng. as a reproduction · of. Alexandria. · It is quite 
apparent froin the Wei'-liao text that the city of Wu-ch'ih-san was : so s1tuated 
that the traveller, having· started from the head of the Persian Gulf,. and traversing 
first Mesopotamia. and- then the northei:n part of Syria, had to pass it before 
he came o{it upon the Medirerranean.; and ·no doubt it is this very city that 

· should : have . been identified with Antioch. The first character ,\% in the 
transcribed irnme Wu-ch'ih-san .1%~-tt is nowadays · pronounced wu. or u, but 
there is sufficient evidence that ir sounded a ill' the Han and Wei. periods. 

· I am indebted to DL NAGAI for. the special researches he . has undertaken 
for my benefit, revealing in fact that the Chinese translation of the Shih~pa

ni-li;.ching + Ave~~' attributed to · the Later Han scholar An Shih;.kao ~iit~, 
enumerates · eighteen hells, one of which is named · Ts'ao-wu-p'i-tz'u · ~.\%~~, 
and this he has no doubt was transcribed from the Sanscrit term avici, it 

being highly presumable that the first character ~ (ts'ao) was an ac·cidental 
add_ittion. · This·:· goes to sho~ that·· the contemporary pronunciation of the 

character ,\% was a. It seems . probable, however, that by the epoch · of the 
Northern and Southern Dynasties that sound had changed to o or u, for we 

(63) :tM~t§-~[gg~ilf~tzt~~t. 
(64) filflitffi. 
(65) 1Eiilrrl:!'izi4$ffi. 
{66) (Wrtri¥ifrii~z~~HX~, iliE-fPJ, ~Jill}- a )J~, fi!rJMm~fli}, Jtltillt:idt~ a J; J;fU;t;t;~ · 
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find the Sanscrit Oghatarana-apad~na• reproduced by" the characters ,f.b{f)D~~jriiJ 

~~'t:J~, in the S/zan-chien-lu P:i-p:o-sha . ~ JMf]E~i':P, translated by the .Hsiao 
Ch'i Wff-Tif · priest Seng-chia-fa-t'o-lo · ftWDfillf::~tf.ffi. 

So far as phonetic similitude is concerned, this < would go to justify 
HIRTH ·in.· connecting the name with' Alexandria ; but it must be admitted at 

the same time that the name. would then fit Antioch with :scarcely less 
prox1m1ty; Moreover, from the Wei-liao statement of the progress of overland 
travel it seems necessary . that Wu.;ch'ih-san was a large city lying on the 
highway which_ connected ·the Mediterra1iean with the · region in which the 
course of the . Euphrates approached nearest to the sea; Thi.s alone is sufficient 
indication that Wu-ch~ih-san was Antioch. But· when . we read; further in the 
Wei-liao passage; that• one day's journey by river from this city would take 

· one to the seashore, our conclusion is strengthened by recognizing there the 
obvious·. ref~repce to the Oro.ntes •. flowing. past.· Antioch and e:rhptying into the 
Mediterranean; HIRTH, how~ver, preferred to identify Wu-ch'ih-san. with 
Alexandria, and this 1iatural1y constrained · him to r~ad th~ last section· of the 
}Vei-liao. passage beginning with the description of• the land-route as : "At 
the city of Wu-ch'ih-sa.n, you travel by river on board ship one day, then 
make a round at sea~ and after six days' passage on the. gre~t -sea, arrive in 
this country ; •;'C97) and to assume that this · was a stateinent of the progress 
from Al~xandria. to Antioch by · sailing . across the Mediterranean. Thus it 
happened that the single . continuous. account as given by. the history, of the 
travel from An-ku at, the head of the. Persian Gulf to Ta-ch'in capital Alex:
andria, was. cut a~under by the' hand of' HIRTH, at the term Wu-ch~ih-san 
Ch'eng,. so that it' might' appear from his translation that above that term, the 
account · r.eferred to, the travel•· from .. the Persian Gulf.··· to · Hai-hsi ; and ·below; 
to the approach from' Alexandria to· Antioch. And all this was an inevitable 
result of his fundaniental misconception that Wu;;ch'ih-san" was identical with 
Alexandria. 

As regards the . term Hai.;pei ~~l: noticeable in both the W~i~liao and 
Hou-han-shu passages above quoted, HIRTH, when offering an · alternative' 
version of. the text concerned~ interpreted it as the proper name' of a region, 
with the suggestion that· it was<· ·recognizable. either· as Mesopotamia or as the 
north of Syria proper.. There he makes ·no choice between the two possibiliti~s, 
but on the map appended to the end of his volume, we. find· the name Hai~ 
pei assigned · to the north of Mesopotamia'. Since he was convinced• that Hai
hsi, being exactly identical with Ta-ch'in proper,· referred to Syria proper, it 
was quite natural that he placed Hai-pei, · as distinguished from Hai:-hsi, in 
Mesopotamia, instead of in Syria. We must see, however, whether this view 
can be justified by the Wei-liao context. The following paragraphs, therefore, 
will be devoted to finding the geographical position of Hai-pei, in .the light 

{ 6 7) See the foot:-note 6 6 above. 
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of some· other· passages ·or the· sanie history; .. 
. The WN-liao account . of . Ta-ch'in . has : . ".The king of Tse-sari i$tt is 

subject to Ta-ch'in. His residence lies right in the middle of the sea .. North 
you go to Lii-fe1i JRi?t by water half a year, with 'quick wiiids a: moiith ; it is 
nearest· to the · city of· An-hi in · An-hsi.'"C68

) ·As · explained in' my · other article~ 
Stuay _on T'iao-chilz, the cou11try of Tse-sari. was identical with Mese1ie-Kharacene 
in Western records,· a:11d 'therefore ·it · was ·situated at the head· of the· ·pe·rsian 
Gulf. Goi1i.g noi:th · by ·water from this place, oi1e must have sailed · up the 
Euphrates ; .ai1d the country -of Lii-fen, which was . reached by pursuing this 
voyage usually half. a year, ind with extrao1~dinarily favourable winds 'a month, 
must have been situated in. the north of Mesopotamia and to . the south of the 
Taurus· Mountains'. .. Now· let us· see· what. the Wei-liao account of Ta~ch'in 
says of 'this country in particular : 

Jfit% ±II**' 1ti't¾:td~~tB==f. .m, ffflfil\!5t~imz**' yJtlbJJre~:tf ~ Ei == +.m, 
1Jt1bi~eiii¥.ifi,. ~~me!rr. ~: 

HrnTH.'s transhltion ·of t4e sa:me · passage h·as .; " The kirig -pf Lii-fen i1? 
supject. to Ta,.ts'in: His · resiclence ~s . 2,000 li distant from Jhe , capir~l ·qf 
Ta'."ts'in. FroJn the ~ity o_f :Lii-fep, you go west to Ta:-ts'in~ The. fiyi11g bridge 
c1C_r9s_s the_ sea [ri.ver?J iii Ta7ts'in west: of . the city of _Lii:-fen is 23.0 li in 
length. Tlie );:oap,. jf sou c;:ros~.: _th_e sea [river?], goes tq; the s_outh'."we_st ; if 
toq m~~e .a. rour~1.?t'.,§.~a,, [<;:>r;:.,,on th~/d"er, ?J, you ·gq _due_ west..''C69) · 

.. Hn'.1-TII tra1~sl~t~d; tti~; .. pas.sag~: ftM!?t~imz:fdftliJro:JRfm¾~13::=:+.m as 
:' the_ flyi.ng bridg~ a·cro~i · the· s_ea· _in Ta::-ts'in west of the .city· _of. Lu-(en is 
230 l_i in length'', but. this,_ i$ eyidently mistranslation. Th.is pas~age shou!d 
l>e read as. this-_: "whel} . you go to Ta-ch'.in frqm the city of )_,q.:fen,. you __ crns$ 
the sea by q ·flyi1~g bridg~ which)s 230 li in length." 

In the se~tio1~ of .f' Id~ntifi,cations ",. HIRTH renc_lers the pa_rt ,of this 
passage i11 ques#o,n: f1:!ter11ativ~ly as_: . " West from the city . of Lii:-fen i_s th~ 
flying bridge for cross~ng the Sea in Ta-ts'in, 230 li in length,"c7

o) p.1id thil'! i~ 
:followed by this interpretaticm: "The Cl~i11ese · frequently spec1k of € crqssing 
the sea ' . where you · actually cross ,. c1. i;iver '. To cross the Pearl River .at 
~anton is up to the . pr~sent day called kuo~lzai 31fil,1-fij,, ap.d not. ~uo-lw 5lfil.M ; 
.• ~ ... we may therefore be allowed to interpret thi~ passage as _mea11,ing: . 'w.est 
of the city of Lii-fen you crqss· the river (the Euphrate~) in a flying bridge.' 
..... :.The flying bridge, I conclude. fro_).11 tµe situation described(west of Lii: 

[ fe.n, cm the road ~o the capita_! o( Ts-ts\n), was identical with the· bridge 
by Selemcus, the .founder of the two cities faci11g eac,h · othet on either ·si_de · of 
the E{iphrates; Apama and Zeugma.· Out of the several wel~-~npw1~_ cities:--of 
the district Osrhoene I would have given the, preference to Edes_sa: for . identi
fication with the 'city- of Lii-hen,' l?ut for the passage (p. 6_4), wh~ch say$ 

(68) ~Fl'x~fm**' :jt~;tEigM::i~. ::it3'?:ID!:537Jtff~~' JJi1t!Jkll{i:~] fU, ~~$.:Jtl~:§-:fuxtf.Iili:. 
(69) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 75. 
(70) ibid., p. 192. 
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that 'the road, if you cross the sea [river]; goes to . the southwe·st; •if you 
make a· rcnillcl at_ sea [ on the riv_er], you go due west.'_ This suggests the 
existence of a· double ·route from Lu-fen to Antioch, ·one by land ,and the 

. other by river, The city of Sarnosota -vvould ai1swer •- this description w~ll 
enough ; however, it was probably 1iot one of the statioris · on · the road to 
Antioch,_ for which reason I would -prefer the city of Nicephorium, which lay 
oq the. road _ and whence you could· reach .- the c:apital by_ going due west by 
river . dr . by land. via _. the bridge at Zeugma with its · south-western road to. 
Antioch,"C71) There is· every- reas011 to accept. -~he· above · identification of the 
"flying bridge" with the bridge at Zeugina·, but I _ hesitate to approve_ 
that of. the city of Lu-fen.. In. my opi1iioii · it ; was very u11:fortur1ate that he 
should have deferred his fi_rst consideration of Edess'a in favour of. Nicephoriun1 ;· 
for Edessa is the ve'ry place . where we must recogi1ize- _the s1te of Lu7fe1:i. 
One of my reas'ons .rests 011 the consideration of the name. It has beei1 
ascertained that Edessa was not a vernacular 11~II_le~ but 'an appeHatio11 giveJl: 
by ·the Greeks. hi. an Assyrian -iqsd:iption belonging to the 8:th cei1tU.ry B;C; 
the same -place is c_alled Ruhu ; the Syrians spoke of it_ ·as Urhoj ~- the Arme,nia1is 
as Urhai,· aiid the Arabs as Ruha, _while 'the 'present Turks calL it U1fa.c72

) 

The Chinese character 1ID!5t: .Lu.:fen, as pronomi:ce.d ilbwadayEi, ,might claim 
considetable _ affinity to the ·Arabic. name Ruha, but -for. the probability that 
they so1inded Lu~piun in early p~riods~ Thde .. is~ , however, this importarit 
cons"ideration thaf in Chinese·script the characte(-53- is most lia.ble to be confounded 
with the ·character•~"- This foay be illustrated by · the·. te'r;in ~j};l!Jf occ11ri"ing 
in the Tic.li~chih ~tf!:ffll.76; in the T'ang-slzu !F}:fi, which was appai"ently intehded 
for the sanie_ place as Hsi-tun ll'5rtlJi mentioned iri. the Hsi~yu-chuan in the 
Pei~s~ih; the name . by which . Fu-ti-sha ~iRrY (Badixsai1) \Vas represented in 
the, Han period. Assuming .a . si.m,ila1~ scribal mistake in the. case of Lu-fen, 
and restoring it accordingly in.to the characte1:sJ~!:S-, whose anci"ent_sounds must 
h'ave been lu~hai or lu-giei, we shall find them- rnoie connectable with Rulza, 
the A1~abic harne of Edessa'. · 

My second ·ground for identifyin.g Lu-fen with Ed~ss'a ~s the position the 
latter occupied as regards the conte!nporary route · of traffic from the lower 
Euphrates' to Antioch. HIRTH preferfod' Nicephoriimi. to Edessa for the 
identificatioh · of Lu-fe1i, simply · because he ~nisread the Wei-liao statement 
concenied, arid took ii1to account the two· roads, one by la1i~:f and the other by 
river, which led from l;il-fen: t.o: Antioch._ · But 11is _ reading was unjustifiable, 
and the text, correctly construed, would off er ·nothing to 111ake the idea of 
Edessa improbable.C7:3) 

(71) ibid., p. 192-193. 
(72) KIEPERT, Lelzrbucli der _altert Geographi_e, p; 156. 
(73) The Partkian Stations by ISIDORUS who flch1tished rnund about the beginning of the. 

Western era enables us to trace the course of travel from Antioch to Seleucia on the 
Tigris as follows :-Starting from Antioch ·one reached, Zeugn~a ~m the right ban~ of 
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Identical with Edessa, the city of · Lu-fen was situated· at an· important 

point of tr'affic, 'where the easterii route leading froni the ,upper Tigris basin 

to· Alexandria via Antioch .met the· sotithern road coming up from ··the lower 

Etiphrates region, and no doubt this was why the country of Lu-fen received 

special· mention in the Wei-liao account of Ta'"ch'in: Now it is remarkable that 

the passage relating to the country, which rrths, to quote it again·= "From 

the city of Lu-fe11 you go west to Ta;.ts'in. You cross the sea by a flyi1ig 

bridge which is ·230 li in length. Traversing the sea-road, you go· southwest ; 
travelling round the sea, you go due west,''C74) corresponds to 'the descriptio11:, 

given elsewhere in the same account, of the_ land-road which was used for 

going to Ta-ch'in from the city of' An-ku ne:ar the head of the Persian Gulf. 
The latter may be cited again as : "Now· frorrt An~kll' you go due north and 

reach Hai-pei ;'then go due west' to Hai.;;hsi\ .; .•.. ",c75)and this must mean that 

the land-roadrardirst along the' Euplirate.s and then along the Bilecha, and having 

reached· Edessa:, or Lu:.f~n, tgh1ed West toward· Antioch. Now take up the 
concluding part 'in pattrcular o{tHe; above passage cm1cerning Lu-fen: " T1:a ve~sing 

the sea:..:toad, you· go s·outhw~st; travelling round the sea, :you go due west:, "~76) a1icl 

see ·liow this fits the fa.st stage of the half-way overland route to Ta-ch'in, described 
eisevvhere Jn the same Ta-ch'in · account : "Then you go round making a circui

tous way 011 the sea. On the whole you take six. days' passage across the sea, 
and then teach the· country.''<77)' Evidently· both statements referred to the 

same>sea;.passage,. ·which was· ·taken· southwestwards ··.·across the'Mediterranean 

to reach. Alexandria from the mouth ·of· the Orontes, which·· flowed through 

Antioch: As fcfr the term "sea"' in.: the. above passage refatiri:g: to Lii-fen; 

· tli~>Euphrates; crossed over to Apamea (onthe other side) arid went. on past .Daeara, 
Antemusias, Coraea, and Auyreth unti.l he came upon the upper course of the Bilecha, 
the tributary. of the· Euphrates; then ·he went do~n a.long the riverpast·Comn1isiin

bela, . Alagina; and Ichnae,. ,as far as. Nicephorium, which lay on the confluence. 

Farther, he kept. .southwards along the. Euph~ates tintjL departing from it at 
Neapolis, whence he turned southeast so as to reach Seleuci,a on the Tigris. 

(W.N. SCHOFF, Parthian. Stations by Isidorus of. Charax, pp .. 3-5). It seems to. f~llow 
that if one was to travel by water from the head of the Persian Gulf f~ Edessa, he 
would sail up as· far as Nicephorium, · arid from there go• up north· along the Bilecha 

until he reached his journey's end. Further on, to repair f r:om Edessa to the district 

of Antioch, he would follow a road which ran north of Coraea, Antemusias, and 

Daeara until he attained Zeugma o~ the Euphrates. These observations of the r()utesof 

traffic in the region in question as they must have been in the· Ha~ period, allow us to 
draw the conclusion that there were two different courses available for going from Nice

phorium to Zeugma;. that is to say, if the. traveller, having first gone. up north 

along the Bilecha to its upper course, preferred the short cut for the rest of the way, l1e 
would turn northwest and proceed to Zeugma, and if he chose the easier, though a 

little roundabout way, he would go on farther north to Edessa, and then proceed 

west slightly by south towards Zeugma. 

(7 4) ~,li'.53'";!7;xgsz;;J(~1 i!Ul1RH~:&;=s3+£, filfil~ifflmrr,, *~~IB[ifilf.r. 
(75) · ~nt~~;§.;!l;x, ~~~:ftfrz~:fr::, ~Irriffirrzrliffi. 
(76) filf;i-ij~fl!ff.f:if.r, ~~~imff · 
(77) J!J~~~' ·Jt~filt:k1~7'i=l, nfU~~-
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which HIRTH proposed to interpret as. river, it had really nothing to do with 
the Euphrates. However, in .order to account for that phrase, "cross the sea 
by a flying bridge, w:hich. was 230 li in length," and recognize here the 
historical bridge at Zeugma, it might seem at all events necessary for us to 
follow HIRTH in interpreting the " sea " in, the sense of the Euphrates.. But 
we must remember that, . in spite of the illustrations to that effect· offered by 
him, it was a. very unusual matter· to find a. river represented as sea, and. this 
reflection -set. me.long, ago 9n the suspiciqn that there might be some scril;ml 
mistake . in tl}is case. ·Later, this view of mine w~s strengthened by noticing · 

this passage in the· Hou-han-shu account of Ta-ch'in, " They also say that there 
is a flying bridge . of. several hundred li, by which one may crqss to the 
countries of Hai-pei . ~~t. "(7

S) ln all pr()bability, this referred to the same 

historical fact as did the above. W.. i-liao passage, and so leads us to i,nfetence 
that in the Wei-liao text the ch.arac:ter pei . ~t which should have foll9wed was 
dropped .· th.rough a scribal mistake ; rectified accordingly, the passage .would 
read "cros~ · to Hai-pei by a flying bridge ....... "C79

) If this revision is accepted, 

we may be sure that the term .. Hai-pei here signified the. Syriaq region 
stretching west of the Euphrates ; while:, on the other hand, llai-tung 
represented Mesopotamia lying. east of the river.cso) 

While. confirming tlie above . explanation of· the Wei-lia_o passage pertain~:ng 
to t_he travel from Lii:-fen westwards to Ta-ch'in, it: must be noted. that the 
distance of 2,000 li given in· the context. as lying between those two places 
falls .. far short of the teasonable dista11ce b1/tween Edessa and Alexandria. 
To HIR'.l'H, J1qwever, \Vho bel,ieved in. the identity of the Ta.-ch'in · capital witl;i 
Antioch, this record of distance .. seemed to lend assistance · to this· identification 
of Lii-fen . as Nicephorium. . Estimating the distanc.e from.· Antioch to 

Ze11gnia. ~ at about 1,100 . stadia on . th~ authority of Strabo,C81
) and . that 

fro,m Apa~ea . to Nicephorium at 930. stadia on the. basis of l~IDoRus's 
Parthian Stations he argued that the ·total of the two distan.ces sufficiently 
app~oached the . Q,ooo li of Chi11ese records. Yet it does not . appear very 
probable. that, rneas1:1red from- Antioch, the distance to Etlessa did considerably 
differ from. that to Nicephorium, and therefore we do not see ~vhy . Nicephorium 
should be preferred to Edessa on, the ground of that 2,000 li. In any case, 
however, it 1night seem to follow that this record of distance, if accepted as 

genuine, and th~n taken by itself, would necessarily tend to identify the. Ta
ch'in capital. with Antioch. But we have already seen how the fact of the 
sea-passage . forming · part. of the route recorded as from Lu-fen to the Ta-ch'in 

.(78) 3Z~if3JRH\llfa.£, .. Pf)l:i~~t~~. 
(79) ~rt~t~m~=a:3-+£. 
(80) As for the questionable length of the bridge, 230 li, I suggested ·in my article, 

" Chinese Ideas Reflected in the 1 a-eh 'in Accounts," that it ~night be a. n~·istake fot 
what should have been written 230 chang. 

(81) XVI, p. 749. 
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capital renders impossible the ~d~a of r~cognizing Aritioch a.t the journey's end, 

and· as for the defici~nt distance:, we c.a.n but account for it by · assuming that 

there- w~s ··S'ome mistake about the record, either in calculatio·n or in the course 

of tra11scrihing. . 

,, . Havi1ig dearly _1:ecognized in; the Wei-liao _acco~nt ar T:a-ch'in the :record 

of the two roads, one by . sea a·nd the · other by land; available .· for reaching 

Ta-ch'in from the head of the Persi~n: Guif, we may · now proceed to point 

out in: the same ~ccomit evidence o~ another oyei·land r9ute to• Ta-ch'in, whi_ch 

ran through Palmyra, instead · of through Antioch, as ·did' th~ one · above 

obs,erved. "The king of Ch'ieh-lan B.M ls' subject t,o Ta~cl1'in," says ,the 

wJi:iiao;· "11ctving repaired to the c6unti·y: of Ssu-,t'ao: '~'~'' you go due south 

and c~·oss the river, and· then proceed due west to Ch'iei~-fo.n s,ooo li. The 

road comes. out in the south of the. riYer, a.nd then· leads i~stvvatds; . Fro11.1 

Ch'iehAan, you go again due west to the cou1itry of Ssu-fLi" m:& 600 li. 

The ' Sdut~ern ·.' Rdad' {the above described'' ro~d) joins ,af Ssu-fu. ' Theri you 
go southwest to the , country· of Hsiei1-tu · ~ 11-. • To the south· of Ch'ieh-hin 

and ~stl-f~,'. thefo is Cl;ih~Bhih ift;p (AccUmufatec~ Sto,nes~ i.e.,, stony e Landf; 

and south ·of Chih-~l~ih, there is 'a great seaj which produces coral and peark"G32) 

As, HIRTH justly conje_c~ured., , Si{cl;.t'ao mnst have. 1~ea1it Sittake on the right 

hank <?( the Tigris. From' this pl,a~e, the travellei" ~ight ha✓~ fasL gone due 
south along · the Ei1phrates; and·· then having followed up the · river for a 
dist~nce, left it; ba11k near the present Is, to go · west through,, tl~e desert to 

,· . , . .'. . ' ... . ...... 

Ch'ieh;.lfo; which' HIRTH 'suggested, was identical with Palmyra; The stated 

dist'an~<? of ·s,ooo ·•li, he· e~pl~i1~~d by setting down the. distrtnce· between Si~tak,~ 

and Pahnyra at 3,obo stadia, on the basis of the dist.ance between Palmyra 

ahd Seieu~ia; · w!'iich '\yas given by PLINY · as :'337 ,ooo paces, i.e. about 4,506 

stadia·; Tljefo ~eerns eveq reas011. to· accept the· identification.·. of Ch'ieh-la1,1 

with . Palm.y'ra, as,·· a.' rhattet heybnd ,,' dlspute. f 1nay venture,· however, to add 
an explanatio1f'''6f' \l{f' 'narhe ,,Ch'i'eh;.lan> vvhich .. ou~· ' author l~ft uritbu~hed; 

The vernacul~r. name of the place was· Tadmor or Ta.da.mora,. which came 

fforn the Arabic ·epithet,"' :"_the · 1a:1i~ of palms,": and ·Palmyra was th~ L~tin 

translation 6f t!lis.' No«r: tli<? ·cha.ractets. IL'fiJ, as· they stand on·· record now~ 

seem to haye. 110 com~ectimi' at'· aJl with;: either, western ·11ame, Tadmor or 
Palmyra. In Chinese litefature, how<?vei."; th~ fir.st character· Ji is quite ~iable 

to be confoui1ded with the character .§.. Where; for ·instance,. the· account of 

the · Wu'-wai1 .~JL race in the Wii-chih; of· the: l'h'ien'":.[iing :ft:~ edition, 

mentions the naine of the Wu-wa11 chieftain $BJL; we find this commentai·y 

appended: "Both the Pei-sung :f~* edition and the Hou~han-:.shu spell it .§..': 
This indicates that the personal name in question was·. elsewhere written ~lfi, 
and by analogy we may hold it as highly possible that ..§,~ wa; the corrupted 

(82) R~.:E•**· tt}ffit~!ilm, m:mfiltfPJ; J!JilitfBlfo z..EI.~.==r.m. 3Rll:IV'JmJ!JfBlrr- :ftE.EI.111 

mm:fBlfu zm••~~~ mm•mm.J!J~mzw•■ ·.EI.-IBmmJ!J~•~ MEm 
J!Jz::k#ii:, m:1:1Jm~~-
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tra11.scription for _§Jif. Now- the· ch.ara·cte1: l!. ~s -. ·now · co1nmonly- pronounced' 
tan,· but seeing that 'its derivatives 't§. and f,JI are in som~ c;:ases- pronounced: 
tat (or tad): we may fairly assiline that l!. itself had :the same sourid in early 
times. This- makes the· name· pre'stimed itTQT tan-Zan also pro1iounceable as 
tad-lan, and then it ·may be easily recognized as· a 'transliteration. of. Tadmor 
or Tadamora, with the: dropping of the .middie . syilable- 1no·; ·. -This -inference, 
if accepted,• will ~lso serve to corroborate HrnTH's identification, · 

As for the' country of Ssu-fu, HIRTH thought it iden.'tifiable with Emesa 
on the weste1:n, ·bank ~f. th~ Or~ntes. No doubt he owed this idea to the 
corresponding -pass~ge in a• different ~dition •· ·or .the . Wei-clzili ( w·ith • quotations 
from the Wei:liao), wh~ch he· translated: ··" Coming - froin Ch'ieh-lari ,.·you, go 
again--stta'ight to--the· ,comitry of Ss'ct-fu -on the w~stei·n 1:iver Goo li.'-'C33

) The 
origin.al' text, h<;>Wever, i·u'ns . as follows: {tf-_§,iffiilflll~MkiE:fi~s .m.. . 'Other 
texts read · ~i~iJ' as ~fr; Any one who • is acquainted at. -alI with the 
gen:ius •· of lite1;a'ry Chinese will easily perceive the impossibility of ·readi'ng it 
after the :manner of HIRTH. , Moreover, as . HIRTH himself was' aware,. it was. 
not in all editions of the history that the character ho M instead of -lisz'ng. IT 
occurs a't the· poii1t in'. questio11. No ·doubt HIRTH :was - preposses.sed by the 
idea that Emesa· must he the city at which the Palmyi"an· road· 1eadi:ng through 
the desert joined the '' southern road" coming up north fi·orri "fetra ·w Antioch, 
But . we wonder how the -passage continued:· 1¥iilt@-fE:fj[J1~Z:it;iH~L can 
ever be ' construed, as done by , . HIRTH, to the following . effect : " Whern 
the . southern :road joins Ss'ct-fu (i.e. the road to' Ss'ct-fo), . there .- 'is . 'the 
country of Hsien~tu in the southwest"C84) It Was tl:iis appatently· forced 
int_erpretation, however, that he placed Hsien-tu at Damasb But neither · his 
ide,iitification of. Hsien-tu, . nor · that ·of Ss'ct-fo, answear to the indication - of. 
directions in the original text. -· There Ss'ct-fu is asfiigned due west- of ·(::Meh.; 
lari, whdeas Emesa lies northwest of Palmyra. · Again, Hsien-tu is mentioned 
to · the, s6uthwest of Ssti-fo, whereas Damask is sitµated rather . due south of 
Emt::sa,1 : .Apart from this, there is this importa1i.t consideratior{ that' ··the series 
of. cities gfveii · in the oi·der of Ssu-t'ao, Ch'ieh-lan,. Ss'ct-fo, and Hsiei1-tu: with 
the·.relative positions as indicated; tends, on the whole,. from a westerly to a 
so.11thwesterly · 'direction. This probably justifies . us in · assuming that : those. 
cities· lay ·an: on the route which l~.d from the lower Euphrates region to the 
Ta-di:in· c'apit~l at Alexandria in Egypt. It does riot appear ·very likely,·· the11,. 
that . the · ro'ad, with such a general trend, · should· have taken· a roundabout 
course;: turning ·once to the northwest. and then to the south; and on this 
account we have good reason to prefer Damask to Emesa for the identification 
oL Ss'ct-lu, inenJioned · as lying 600 li due west of . Ch'ieh-lart, or . Palmyra~ 
Besides, it will be in good c?mformity_ wit_h the n_at~re of_ the Chinese language 

(83) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 194.· 
(84) ibid., p. 195. 
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to interpret the passage : mm·friEAl as ·-referring to the fact of Damask being 
situated at the point where the eastern road coming from the quarter of 
Pahµyra met with the southern road :reaching there from the direction of 

Petra, Furthermore, the nanle Ssu-fu affiliates itself better with Damask. than 

with Emesa. . There is evidence that the a,rchaic pronunciation of the characters 
~sti fu •ie,:a[ was zi-biuk or tsi-biuk ;C85

~ . but· certainly this suggest _-ll9 shade of 

similarity to E:rµesa, which . was the Greek name of the place, neither. to the 

~oinan name Hemesa~ the Syriac name Clzemes, or' the Arabic nan:1e 1/oms. 
On the . other hai1d, Damask was called Dimasqi · in · Assyrian, Dammeseq jn 

Hebrew, and DiID;esq in Arabic·;C86
) and it is the last-mentioned Dimesq that 

is far more comparable · with Zi-biuk, the archaic equivalent of Ssu-fu. · For 
the mutual: exchangeablity of the sounds ·m arid b is very apparent in certain 

place names iJ1 Syria. Heliopolis, for example, is indifferently spoken of by· the 

natives as Maalbek or Baalbek ; and Hierapolis ·as M_anbeg . or Bambeg. It is 

therefore highly probable that the characters lB1Jf now pronounced .Ssu-fu, but 
z.i-:biuk of old, formed the tranliteration of the Arabic. name Dimesq, as corrupted 
to Dibesq.· . 

The above stateme1it of the directioii of the road from Ssu-fu to Hsien~tu 

1.s not accompanied by any entry of the distance:, as might have been required 
for the uniforrnity with the context ; and we are led to · suspect that here -was 
some a.cciderital omission. . A little further in the. same account, however, we 
are given to understand. that . it was 600 li from . Ssu-fu to Hsien-tu ;. and 

if Ssu-fu was. identical with Damask, that distance laid on in ·a southwesterIY
direcdon from. that city can but take us into the realm of Judea. ·· Needless 

to say, the most important, the most celebrated place in . this quarter was 
Jerusalem. Its native appellation· was · Yerusalaim, while the Greeks called it 

Hiercsolytna. Now we may proceed to inquire. whether the n.ame ·Hsien-tu 
could claim any. lingui~tic · relation with · either. The archaic sound· of the 

characters ~'if; as generally accepted, is hsien-duk. It is rernarkable, however, 

that the Shuo-w~n defines the second character as: "?if_ means 'viewing and 
observing \ · It is derived. from I§ (eye) and s·ounded after 7.IN,."c37) And as 

the old sound of the last-mentioned character ~ (now pronounced slzu) was 
sfuk, css) we may safely assume that the name ~'if sounded· hien-_sf uk in the 

Hai1 and Wei periods. Now it is noteworthy that when the ancient Chinese 

reproduced a foreign name in their own language, they had a way of applying 

a. character whose sound ended with n so as to. represent an original alien 

syllable ending with the r so:und, to witness-the adoption of the characters 
~.~, (with the old · sound A.n-sik) in order to transcribe Arsak. So in our 

present. case, we may· be · allowed to compare the character ~ hsien to lziero 

(85) B. KARLGREN, Analytic Dictionary of Chinese and Sino-Japanese. 
(86) KIEPERT, p. 166. 

(8 7) 1f~®Hf1, /A§·, ;r,lUJ$. (IDt3tm$! im•J::.) 
(88) KARLGREN, op. cit., p. 266. 
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of Hierosolyma or to yeru of Yerusalaim; while the other character ·if (sjpk) 
may be taken as standi1ig for the syllable sol or sal in the latter half of either 
western name.. If I am 1;ot mistaken in this observation, it may be taken for 
granted that the· Wei:-liao passage under review described a coimnercial route 
running from Damask to the locality of Gaza via Jerusalem. 

As · regards Chi.;shih (Stony land) assigned to the due south of Ch'ieh-lan 
and Ssu-fu, that· is, Tadmor . and Dimesq, we might suppose that it ref erred to 
Hamad or the Stony Desert which stretches in the north of Arabia. Im
mediately below ·in the W~i-liao account, however, we find the great · sea 
described as lying south of it and as producing corals' and pearls; and as this 
could have been nothing. but the Red Sea, we may rather assume, with HIRTH, 
that .. · Chi-shih meant the western portion· of the Desert,: namely, the rocky 
portion of Arabia Petraea, the · country about Petra. We may also notice that 
the mention in. the history of this particular. region and· the · Red Bea,: is a 
strong indication: that the contemporary Chinese knew of the commercial route 
which reached from· Damask to the Gulf of Akaba by way of ·Petra. 

fo. the hope of promoti:iig the right interpretation· of the Ta-ch'in accounts 
in Chinese history, I may now -venture to cite and coniment on .the explanation 
of.· Ssu-fu and· Hsien-tu proffered· by · PELLIOT,, which is• .. entirely different from 
HIRTH's, ancl from:mine, too. In his opinion, the Wei-liao 'statement concerned, 
·that the southern road joined (the eastern road) at .Ssu-fu, ·referred fo the ·fact 
that the southern road which came ·up north along the Euphrates from the 
quarter of Babylon fell in at that point · with the other route of traffic which 
came eastwards from A11tioch, to cross the Euphrates,. a little further on and 
going throµgh the• north of Mesopotamia · and traversing along the northern 
frontier of Persia, was to reach China in fine. HIRTH had recognized such 
a juncture o~ ~µeh roads in Zeugma, but now PELLIOT, identifying the one 
couple . of• roads with· the other, would place the meeting · point ( i.e .. Ssu-fu) at 
Hieropolis, which lay a little south of Zeugma:,• west of the Etiphrates; His 
reason was that Bambyke, the; native appellation of Hieropolis, which is a 
Greek name, fairly i<;l~ntified itself· with the Chinese name Ssu-fu. 1611, on the 
assumption. that the . latter was the corruption of i'B1Jl Fan-fu, whose sounds 
were so suggestive of Bambyke. As for Hsien-tu, he proposed to identify it 
with Antioch, because the characters representing that name; ~'~, taken in 
their ancient sound hian-tuk, seemed to claim phonetic affinity to Antioch.CS9

) 

Such identifications of Ssu-fu and Hsie1i-tu may seeni. plausible from the 
linguistic point of view, but otherwise there is · ample reason to oppose them. 

Long as was the whole course of the Euphrates forming the froi1tier line 
between Syria and Mesopotamia, it was seldom crossed by commercial routes 
unless at a • limited number of points, whos~ situations had been traditionally 
fixed for ages. History shows that the most important ferries across the river 

(89) PELLIOT, Note sur les anciens itineraires chinois dans l'01·ient Romain, J. A., 1921, 
p. 139-145. 
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known ii1 early tiines were Thapsacus, Zeugma, and Samosata. Among these, 

Tha.psacus, the lowest one, was greatly resorted· fo from remote antiquity to 

the days of · Alexander, but thence it went on gradually declining in impo_rtance, 

and towards the end of the Former Han period, it was very little in use. 

The ferry of Samosata, lying in the farthest north, must have been indispensable 

for traffic between Asia Minor and Mesopotamia, but then it is very certain 

that those who• sought to reach Mesopotamia· from the district of · Antioch 

were invariably- bound to pass Zeugrna.oio) As pointed out by PELLIOT him

self, the name Zeugma, originally a Greek ·word denoting 'connection,' and 

extended to the sense of ' bridge ' or ' ferry, ' was not primarily a proper name 

peculiar to any particular place; hut we know that' during the· Han and Wei 

times, the word came to apply iii particular to Bir on the Euphrates, which 

was an important poirit 011 the highway of world commerce. !SIDORUS's 

"Parthian Stations" bears witnes_s to the fact that contemporary travel 

from Antioch to Nicephorium was generally· performed .. via, Zeugma, while 

the Wei-liao account of .,TiP-ch'in enables us to surmise that .those who 

repaired from the city' of Lii-ffa1, i.e.· Edessa, to Antioch rriust have· passed the 

sa1ne place. In · view of this, , Zeu·gma was the most likely point where the 

southern road from the direction of Babylon should have joined the eastern 

route which came frdm 'the north· of Mesopotamia.· On the.··other hand~ there 

is· ·no sufficient evide11ce to sho·w that Hieropolis ever occupied a positioi1 of 

comparable impofrance in. the history of world traffic. 

Further objection to PELLIOT's identification· comes· from the · study:. of 

the Wei~liao-· account itself. · There the country of Ssti-fu is placed in a quarter 

whose direction· fi·om the startii1g · point, i.e. the country of Ssti-t'ao (Sittake), 

tends westwards,-if identical with ·• Hieropolis, one must have gone north or 

northvvest to reach it froin Ssti-t'ao~ Then, farther than Ssh-fu, the road 

is described as· ·going southwest to Hsie11-tu , whereas from · Hiei·opolis to 

Antioch ( which PELLIOT identifies with Hsien-tu) the · passage must have a 
westerly, . rather than southwesterly · course. Lastly comes the consideration of 

Chi-shih mentioned· as "lying due south of Ch'ieh-lan, and Ssti-fu."· We have 

seen how the n~me must have referred to Badiet es Sam, or Hamad, i.e. the 

Syrian: desert, as it is now called; yet Hieropolis had certainly no such desert 

region to its south. As for PELLIOT's. proposal to rectify the- spelling Ssu-fu 

·1Eil into Fan-fu fQ,:fJr, I should think· there can be no absolute denial of it. 

The surviving text of the Wei-liao ·is quite liable to betray corrupted spellings 

in place names, and I myself ventured to suggest similar corrections in the 

cases ·of Lu-f~n and Ch'ieh-lan observed in the history. Needless to say 

however, such assumptions are only permissible when supported by other than 

lingustic conditioris, · and we have seen · how PELLIOT's theory fails in that 

respect. 

(90) BUNBURY, History of Ancient Geogmpliy, II, p. 107. 
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' , .. · As .regards PELLIOT's identification of Hsien-tu with . Antioch, it will 

suffice to say that ,Antioch lay in a. westerly direction. from Hierop.oli~: (the 

site of Ssu.:.fu, in his opinion) ; whereas the. Wei-liao mentio1i.s · Hsien-tu. to the 

southwesf 6f Ssti-fu.. But thc1t is not all. ifl may anticipate what l am going 

to discuss 111ore fully hereafter, there is this . fundamental . truth that in the 

rhinds of the contemporary Chinese historians,_ the. general tract of country 

lying south of the Taurus .and -west of . the Zagros fell. naturally into three 

divisions; which. they termed respectively• Hai-tung ff$% (East of th~ . Sea), 

Ha.i-hsi ~ef (West of' the Sea) and Hai-pei. m::ft (North of the. Sea) .. Now 

Antioch, as will be later explained at length, -was part of Hai-hsi and lay 

withi1~ the' sphere of Ta-ch'in-proper; Hsien-tu, on the other hand, was included 

in Hai-pei, forming a:: dependeI1t state -'subject to Ta-ch'in; ai1d of course this 

consideration makes it- impossible to imagine any relation of identity between 

Hsien-tu · and Antioch; 

· Having· elucidated· that PELLIOT's divergent · different identification -of Ssu"' 

fu and Hsien.;.tu offers ·. no real check to my own, we shall now · return to the 

observation· of the Wei-liao text. Up to the point where. we · have left it, .. the 

history traces the overland route in- a direction always tending to the west, 

that· is; from the strarting point in the country. of Ssu-t'ao, through Ch'ieh:-lan 

ahd-:-Ssu-fu~ Hsien-tu. Reading· a little further, however, we find the same 

stretch of road retraced· from west to east; The passage concerned is : 

"The king of Hsien-tu is subject to Ta;.ch'in. His residence lies . 600 li 

ndrtheast to Sstl-fu, The king of Ssu;_fu is subject to Ta-:d1'in; His 

residence is 340 li ,north.east to Yii-lo ra across the sea. Yii-lo is subject 

to Ta-ch'in. The -residence ( of its king) is to · the north.east of Ssu;,fu across 

the river> From Yii-lo north.east one again crosses a river, and one c:rosses 

another river north.east of Ssl:i-lo 1Jra. The country of Ssu-lo is subject to An

hsi, while lying• adjacent to Ta-ch'in. "cm;, The statement that from the royal 

capital of Hsien-tu it was .600 li northeast to Ssu-fu does not merely answer to 

the ptevious passage telling ·us that Hsien-tu, lay in a southwestery direction 

to Ssu.:.fu but also supplies . the distance between the two cities me11tionecl 

the1;e. Farther, we read about Ssu-fu that from its •royal capital it was 340 li 

north.west to Yii-lo acrnss the sea, and then about Yii-lo that its capital -lay 

northwest of Ssu-fu across the river. V ~ry obviously the· latter statement 

repe~ts the same fact as expressed · in the former, in spite of the· strange 

(remarkable) contrast between " across the sea " in the one and " across the 

~·iver" in the other. We ca1111ot but assume that both: phrases referred to the 

Euphrates which had to be cros.sed before reaching Yii--lo'; and in fact, it was 

this couple of expressions that HIRTH pointed out as r1.an instance where the 

same water was spoken of- in Chinese literaure as •river' and as 'sea' as 

(.91) .'/i-.:E,li:f(*' ;1eti'ii'Jl't~t¾iB~~Ef£ .. iB~.:EJl::k*, ;ltYl5'JR~t¾-=fJii.::::ff~i-£, f/JU~ 

· "-@. -=f-1-mfl**' ;1,t7Ei'tEiBtJIJl't~t,. i!ItfPJ.. :ft€-=f,r,iJR~t.3Zi&friJ, Wr1-mJR~tifJlyftJ, Wf;jiiOOJJl:t'c 

.~, 9tK~l~t!t. 
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well, when he claimed to interpret the phrase "Tu hai p~i ch'iao jJtmHRH~ '' 
(flying bridge, across the sea) in the other passage of the Wei-liao, as referring 
to the bridge of :Zeugma thrown across the Euphrates. But we have already 
seen how in that Wei-liao passage relating to the flying bridge, the term '' hai " 
should be regarded as a mutilation of '' Hai-pei" as the name of a district. 
And in our present case, the only explanation allowable will be that the 
character hai (sea) in the former statement :was a corruption due to scribal 
mistake, of what should have been ho (river) in the sense of th,e Euphrates, 

As. we are told that Yii-lo was 340 li northeast of Ssu-fu (i.e. Damask), 
we might perhaps seek it at a distance of 300 li or so northwest of Ch'ieh-lan 
( i.e. Palmyra), ' on the, basis of what we have learned of _·the relative• posi,tions 
of Ssu-fu · and Ch'ieh-lan. However that may. be, we. are confrontecJ w:ilh the 
difficulty of finding in the quarter indicated any important river which may 
ansvver to the river mentioned which had to be crossed pefore ,reachii1g Yii-lo 
from · the direction of Damask. We are naturctlly led to questicm: the · evidence 
of the Wei,:[iao in this respect; and • this sends ·us to the ·Hou-han-slzu to see 
wh_at,is said there of the country of Yii-lo. The ,account of An-hsi· in that 
history has: '' From An-hsi· you go west., 3,400 lil to the, coµntry of A-man 
iriIT~; from A-man you go west 9,600 li to the country of Ssu-pin. Wj-jf, from..• 
Ssu-pin you go south, crossing a river, and· again southwest to the country 
of Yii-lo, 960 li,. the extreri1e west frontier, of An-hsi ; from here you travel 
south by sea, and so reach Ta.:.ch'in:, "(9':l) From this it must S()eni that Yii-:lo 
was a city lying on the route of traffic which led from the capital of A.n-hsi 
to the head of the Persian Gulf via Ecbatana (i.e. A~man), and Ktesiphon (i. 
e. Ssu~pin), and most, probably situated on the Euphrates-. Ther~ seems no 
reason to. doubt this Teport of the Hou-han-shu, and so we may be allowed t.o 
assume that the author of. the Wei-liao was som.ehow greatly, misguided in 
placing· Yii-lo in such a directioh' and' at such a distance from• Ssu-fo, i.e. 
Damask. 

HIRT.a considered that Yii-lo was Hira situated on the . north bank of 
Lake Nedjef.C93

) • But if we follow him, many obstacles will occur. First it is 
only· in the latter part of the Later Han Dynasty that the City. of Hira was first 
established and the city began .to ,flourish inthe first half of the third- century, 
while the Chinese _were informed of Yii-lo by KAN Yi~1g who· reached T'iao
chih about 97 A.D. Secondly Yii-lo .was located on the left bank of the 
Euphrates, for. the c;:ountry. was reached: :·acr.oss a . r~ver. from Jh~ country of 
Ssu-fo according. to the Wei-liao, whereas Hira yyas 0~1 the · right · b~1;k ··of 
the Pallacopas which was a right. branch of the Euphrastes. Thirdly Hira · 
was in the south from Kt~siphon, • while Yii-lo is said to have been, in the 
southvv:est .of Ssu-pin, i.e;- Ktesiphon. For- these reasons we cannot conclude 

(92) El *}i~ffilfi3f-lL9Ef ,m, :?elliiJ~ll · 1,@lliiJ~ffilf.f3f-.:tar.m, :¥M3i\:00ltl. !'u'.'£M~rnfii!ltffl 
3Z'fmm:?£T~~.:tr. Ef;:;"-1-m, *·~ffil:W-ili]~. m JI:tm*it7.7illl**· U5H~~;fili-l\., fili:fJ~i~) 

(93) HIRTH, op. cit., p. I 49-151. 
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that Yii-lo is Hira, 

Chinese histories teach us that the country of Yu-lo was. situated on the 

left bank of the Euphrates and that the site was 960 li southwest of Ssu-pinj 

i.e. Ktesiphon, · but its location cannot be definitely identified. If we are 

allowed, however, to identify it with Ura which is mentioned in PLINY's 

Natural History, it will be possible to be specified much. niore closely where 

it was situated. PLINY, ~lescribing Syria in the basin of the Euphrates, says : 

" Other towns in Syria are those qf Europus, and what was formerl:y l'hapsac·us, 

now AmphipoJt~-- W,e then, come ,to the Arabian Scenitae. The. Euphrates 

then' proceeds in ,its . C@llr9e _til;l ,.it. reaches,,th~ place callecL lJ:ra, ... .at ,,vhich, ·taking 

a. turn to the east; it l~aves the Syrian Deserts of Palmyra, which extend a~ 

far as the city of Petra and the regions of Arabia · Felix. "(9
'-l) In. another 

passage of the ·same book he also. says: "When the Euphrates ceases, .by 

running in its channel;. to: afford protection to those who dwell on its banks, 

which it does when it approaches the confines of Charax, the. country is 

immediately infe_sted by the -:1\ttali, a predatory people of Arabia, beyond whom 

are found the Scenitae. The banks along this river occupied by the Nomacles 

of Arabia, as far as the deserts of Syria,,from which, as w~ have ah:eady stated, 

it takes. a turn to the South, and lea:ves the ,solitary de~erts of Palmyra. "C~5) 

Whe1i ,ve. consider places. inhabited by tribes along the Euphrates by . means 

of these two accounts,, it was· difficult for Arabian. nomads to invade m the 

interior of Mes~rte beyond this river, for Mesene abounded in swamps. In the 

noith, as th:e west bank of the Euphrastes w.as inpnediately adjacent to the 

desert, it was easier. for Ara,bians to plunder: the inhabitants along the· river 

across iL When we enumerate these Arabians northward from here, it is the 

Attal tribe who occupied the westen1 territory .of· the Euphrates. The Nomacles 

inhabited the area extending to· the sollth end of the. Syrian desert while it 

would be the Scei1,itae who qcc,upied both the east and west of the river extending 

to·MThapsacus, ''ff'bm, here.,, J.~ _St .. MARTIN-. ,considered "that .the land of these 

Sce.i1itae·· was·; located 'netween- Thapsacus and the south, of l\;fesopotamia.c~6
) 

Scenitae is a Latin . word meaning· ' a: people of tent ' , derived from scena 

'tent '; and is not a proper noun designating a certain nomad people inhabiting 

the Syrian Des~1t. According to the . description _of PLINY quoted above, the 

road from Thapsacus to lha seems t.o have passed thr~ugh the territory of 

Scenitae. Therefore it is assumed that this territory was in the vicinity of 

Babylo,n,: south o.£ Mesopotamia, hut , .. its definite . location cannot b!'; identified. 

It is. said in qiapter 21 of Volume· 5 of Natural History th~t the Euphrates 

turns towards the east at Ura. and goes into the Syrian Desert. This passage 

is considered. to be valuable for. the_· identification, but PLINY says in Chapter 

30 of Volume 6; that th~ river turns toward~ the south at the same place. 

(94) PLINY, .Natural History, Bohns ed. vol. I, p. 444-445. 

(95) ibid., voL II, p. 7 4. . · 

(96) J. ST. MARTIH, Recherches ;sur la Mesene et Characene, p. 56 ..... 57. 
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Thus we cannot determine which of these two is right. The stream of. the 
Euphrates ,flows . generaHy in the direction • of the· south ·and it is difficult to 
discover · any point at which- the river is · directed to the east.' · We fo~cl:; 
however; the following p~ssa-ge in Chapter •SI of Volume 5 : " The Euphrates 
is divided into two brai1ches in• the neighbourhood of a village called Massice, 
-594 miles in the .distance from Zeugma. The left branch flows th1·ough Mesopo
tamia and passing around- Sel~ueia pours irito the Tigris. The right branch- runs 
towarqs,:Babyloi1, the ancie:nt capital of .Chald~ea, flows through the city an:d·passing 
th1:o.ugh'.another city,,.Otrisf at-last-disappears info ·sw'3.~ps." If the, description 
:preceding this passage . .about•· th~ turn:.:of -the· river· towards the eas( at Uta- is 
justified:, ,.it denotes ' ·the 'left branch of' the Euplwates; : But-' if it -is' admitted 
that. this: left ·· branch passes - around -- Seleucia and pours into the· Tigris,·. as 
stated in the• text. above, the stream here denotes a cana:1--called Nahrmalkc!:,. 
hut not the main stream •.of. -the. Euphrates. A1~d if• we · approve the .accoimt 
:of Vol. 6 and therefore we assume that this river tums /towards the· south at 
Ura, it denotes ·the river that flows towards the south iil two branches divided 
at Mussaib, the right branch passing. through Lake Nedjef · and the left passing 
by Babylon. in -reality the right branch -is the mai1i stream of the· river, 
while the , left one is a ca1ial. However since . the time of Alexander · the 
Great the right brat1ch had come tb' be called • Pallacopas and the left Euph
rates. This holds good even' ih the time· of . PLINY, ' as European· people 
have called the -left bra1ich as: ,fatphratbs since the time of Alexai1cler while 
Arabians have kept; the name , of Euphrates · for the right branch. Therefore 
·either of these two alterrtatives shoulcl be adopted. · If Ura was located at the 
place where the river turned towa1~ds · the east,· it should he ide:1.1tified with 
Neapolis of IsmoRus's • :" P,:1,rthian · Stations''; where the Nahrmalka poured 
into the .Euphrates; Ow.the other hand; if Ura was:,at -tlre· point where cHis 
river flow~d. southward, it should· be.located 11eaY Mussaib, where .the rive; is 
divided. Neapolis, . as stated above, was in the west of Ktesipl{on and Seleiicia 
a:nd was a1i · important point ort the route along the Euphrates from Antioch, 
while Ura· may be considered to have been situated in the· south· of Neapolis, 
jf it is identified with the Yfr::Io.: of Chinese histories,: as Yii-lo was a key point 
on the 1~oute along: the Euphrates: towatds the. Pe1:sian Gulf. Whether the 
'river may turn towards the<ea'St or -towards the south, we can pe;·ceive. ~uffici
'ently from PLINY's writings 'that this -left the desert at· Ur~ and entered the 
fertile land. The soil of: the·. present Mesopotamia shows · a great difference 
between the· south aild -the ·north with Hit,or Is as· a boundary. In the 1iorth 
from there .extends the Syrian desert that is almost sterile~ while the larid in 
the south. belongs to alluvium, and is fertile .. · Therefore no doubt Ur_a, i.e. 
Yii-lo, was located . in the valley of. the Euphrates between ·Hit in the north 
and Babylon in the south. 

From the foregoing observations· it is certain at· all e_ve.nts that the ro~d 
from Damask to Yii-l,o must. have tenc;:led in. · a, soqtheaster~y direction, inspite 
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of the Wei-liao statement to the contrary, that is, that it ran north.eastwards, 
as apparently the corresponding distance, given as 340 li in the Wei-liao, · was 
absurdly understated. If we are to· add up· the distance given by the history 
as from Ssti-t'ao (Sittake) to Ch'ieh-lan (Palmyra) 3,000 li and that as from 
Ch'ieh-lan to Ssti-fu 600 li, the resultant might be· utilized to guess approxi
mately the whole. distance from Ssu-fu to. Yii:-h via Palmyra (Gh'ieh-lan), at 
three ·.thousand. ~op:1e .hundreq. li. We._~ee, howeve~·~ no mention made in the 
,Wei-liq:o account'. of any intervening' St<J.tion whith was. passed on th~ ., way fro1.11 

.. Ssu-fu to Yii-lo; ,and· this seems to suggest .. the probability., thc!,t the route .in 
·question did not .. t<;>uch .Palmyra, but ran.south~est thr<;>ugh the desert to Yu.-lo. 
We· can easily_ imagine ho~ Ss_µ-_fu · was .a rea~; ·hub· with_ several important 
;roads co1werging ,there frorp. many I qi_rections, , fr<;{!:!1,f etra, Hs~en~tu,, Ch'iel~-lan 
_and .Yfr-lo; a c{rcumstance .. than which no bett~r p1;9of is needed to convince 
us that it wa~ identical with Damask. 
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Chapter III 

In the foregoing paragraphs we have observed ho\\~, going westwards from 
T'iao-chih across the great sea, one. was supposed to find the country ( count~ 
ries) of Hai-hsi, and how, going westwards from the. country of Lu-fen and 
passing beyond the "· flyi1ig bridge)?· ,t:hrown across th~ ·Euphrates at Zeugma); 

one:ini'ght reach the -countries ·or Hai-pei. Now. there was another group of 
d;iin:fries recdg;rrtied-,,by ·the Chinese ·historia1is und~r the name Hai-tung (,the 
East of the Sea). For. witness, the W. z;;.liao account of Ta-ch'in, while describ
ing the fine variety of fabrics woven in the country of· Hai-hsi, i.e. Ta-ch'in, 
remarks : " They are all excellent, and their colours are of brighter· appearance 
than those mam;1factured in the countries of Hai-tung."Cm It is thus that we 

come to the conclusion that the Chinese historians of the Han and Wei periods 
mentally divided a certain portion of western Asia into the three districts, 
namely, Hai-hsi, Hai-tung, and Hai-peir As for Hai-hsi and Hai-:tung, we 
can easily gather their respective positions from the following passage of the 
Wei-liao: "On the north of Ch'ieh-lan, Ssu-fu, Ssu-pin, and A-mah there is 
a range of mountains extending from east to west; on the east of Ta-ch'in and 
( on the east of) Hai-tung, there is respectively a range of mountains, each exten
ding from north to south."c9

s) As conclusively identified by HIRTH, the first

mentioned range being one which extended from east to west to the north of 
Ch'ieh-lan (Palmyra), Ssu-fu (Damask), Ssu-pin (Ktesiphon), and A-man 
(Ecbatana), was the Taurus Mountains; the range which ran from north to 
south to the east of Ta-ch'in, (i.e. the country of Hai-hsi) was the Lebanon; 
and the range that ran in the same direction to the east of Hai-tung, the 
Zagros Mountains.<99

) From these data we may draw an inference as follows: 
-Hai-hsi comprised,· on the one hand, the northern part of Syria which lay 
south of the Taurus· and which irrcluded Antioch w'ithia<its limits ; it embraced, 
011 the other hand, Phonicia, Palastina, Egypt, etc., all lying on the Mediter
ranean coast; and therefore it w~s coextent with Ta-ch'in proper. Hai-tung 
meant the whole region between the Zagros and the Euphrates, so that those 

cities and countries mentioned in the Wei-liao as Ssu-pin, Ssu-lo WT.It, Ssu-t'ao, 
Lii-fen, Yu-lo r~ ( or Yii-lo jj}~), and T'iao-chih (i;e. Tse~san f=li!i(,~ as ·shall 
be later explained), all belonged in the category called " the countries of Hai
tung." This leaves the whole tract of land between the Euphrates and the 
Lebanon, namely, Syria proper, · to be identified with Hai-pei, and in conse-

(97) ('ff~li¼i\\lil;([f, 1tm7k=r-:~. 451::tiijg§;([f . .!l:t~*~U'tl:17.k- ~~. ~~~l!llm=r-:~m. m-m* 
Bt~Jj,~if:,i, f'J:~~IEB!fiHit;rulfllzla.) ~f{f, ;1sl;~3Z~:oN[lJJR~il!Yrf"till.. 

(98) RMiBtifWf~piiJ!iflitiff~.firlJ~ifil.fi, ::t*i@JKJft~iff~rlJ, ~mitfr. 
(99) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 195-196. 
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quence . the Hai-pei countries must have included Ch'ieh-lan, Ssu.-fu, and 
Hsien'-tU. 

HIRTH proposed to interpret the term: Hai-hsi ( the West of the Sea) in 
the sense of the western arm of the sea~ viz; the Reel Sea, and accordingly to 
place the " coui1try of Hai-hsi "· on·' the western side of that Sea. Egypt 
might i11deecl satisfy · this condition, but . surely not the Syrian countries on the 
Mediterranean. · And yet he elsewhe1~e · identifies the momttain-range forming 
the easteri1 boundary of Ta-ch'in (i.e. Hai-hsif with the Lebanon and claims 
to·: fix; the site of the Ta-ch'in capital at Antioch ;-a self contradictioi1 not to 
be overlooked·. Likewise,· as he considered the term Hai~tung to mean the 
eastern arm of the sea, that is, . the Persia:n Gulf, consistency of· method 
would ha Ve required him · to. - placf the countri~s or Hai-tung on the 'easte'rn 
side of that G{ilf, where there lay, in the north, the country of T'iao-chih, · 
arid: clow11 towatd' the south, the several provinces of·, An:..hsi, SllCh as Susiana, 
Persi's, Carmania, · etc~ But what we see· marked · out' ori ·1~is· map as Hai:...tung 
is not this, but the region corresponding to Babylonia and · Mesopotamia ~rid 
lying far inland to the north of the sea, too. It might not be impossible to. 
make a c~mpromise, recognizing the Red Sea i1ito the· term· Hai~hsi and at 
the ·saine· time taking; the country of Hai-h~i, i.e. the country on the west of 
the ·Red Sea/ i'n such a maimer as to include· part of·Syri~ ; identifying· Hai
ti.mg with the Persian Gulf and still admitting Mesopotamia within the category
of the Hai:..tung countries, i.e. the countries on· the eas't or' the GulL · Bute 
could such a · prindple of explanation wotk with Ha~7'pei' aS' ,vell? It is 
clearly out of the question· to interpret the term Hai-pe( }11 the sense of· the 
n6rthetn arm of· . the sea:. The · region of the , " Hai-pei . counfries " refoired 
;ery obvimisly fo _that of Syria proper ( or, according · to H.lRTH, to the· north 
of -· Syria •· proper), . al'1d- · yef we find no ·" northern arm of' the sea " to · be 
pointed· out 'on the south of· Syria-•proper, where there £tre, i1istead, the deserts 
of Sy1fa and• of Arabia~ Certainly the idea of the e~stet11 a11d weste1~1~ aiws 
of the ·sea does not go far to explain the terms Hai~tung/ Hai-hsi, a.11d Hai
pei, -and· we must seek to interpret· them in another ·way; I believe the most 
obvious explanation .of those triplet iiames is that they signified three land 
regions- on three ·sides of a certain sea,-in other words, Hai-t1~ng meant: the 
region lying on the east of that body of water; and so 011 with Hai-hsi and 
Hai-pei. But' it remains to be seen 'what particular s~a was h<:::ld in view. 
HIRTH, and also m·ost other scholars engaged in the 'study __ of the history of 
Ta-d1'in, · have attempted to solve geographical problems concerning the country 
on the sole basis of modern geography, and this attitude, I should think, has 
led to many difficulties and confusions in their explanations. It is obvious that 
to do any justice to such questions we ought to have due regard to the peculiar 
conceptions which the ancient Chinese· hi~tot~ans must have entertained concern
ing the geograph~ ~f the Western 'Regions. . Above all~ there is. reason to 
suppose that the Chinese of the Han and Wei period~ did not know anything 
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of the Arabian Peni:nsula, but vaguely. imagined that · there was an extensive 

bay spreading itself from the coast of Persia westwards straight up to the 

c:oast of the cou_ntry o_f Ta-ch'in ~ that is· to say,- . an arm qf tlie sea which 

involved, in effect, tl1y Persian., Gulf, Arabia, ancl..the .Rt:d Sea. l venture Jo 

s:ug~~st that- it. was. this imaginary _body of watet which gave birth to the 

triple_t nanies under_ review. · :Babylonia, ;rvles9potam,i_a, etc., we,re _called. Hai:-t~ng 

countries bec.ause _they .. we1;e situated on the . ~asterp side of that. hypotheticaJ 

s~a ; Egypt and _the Mediterranean c:oast, of Syria, .. as -lying, wes_t qf the sea, 

com:i.ted as Hai-:-hsi countri_es ; and the ~e.veral districts i_n Syria·· ·proper, as lying 

north of the sea, w~re classified as; Hai,. pSi countri~s .. 

The ·above_ theory presupposes that .tp.e conte.mporary Chiriese_ k.~1ew very 

little of _the sea_"'.'passage to Ta-cl1'in, which must have traversed- the Persian 

Gulf, the Arabian Sea- and the Red Sea, .and this_ idea again casts a-. new light 

q:µ th_e intep;retation of the overland r_oute and the sea-road to Ta-ch'in _ as 

mentioned in tp.e Wei-liao_. The author,. by W'1.Y of _commenci~1g •,.his enumera

tiqn _of _those. Elmall countries- · described . as subject to Ta-ch,'in, rem.arks,: 

"Fqrmerly only the w~ter"'.'road \7\:as spoken of; they did not know there was 

~n overland .route .. Now the ac~ounts of it. are as follows."000
) It might seem 

as if he was grantipg previous _acquaintance with the sea-route as . a. matter of 

course.: But was that reaUy .the case? To reach Ta~ch'in by the so-caHed 

sea-route, ,one rnrn;it have ~ailec:l from the 1p.outh of the. Euph1'.ates, went through 

th_e Persian Gulf· generally · in a _southeaste1~ly direction until reached Ras el 

Had,. the southe;aster.n c:orner of the A~·::i.bian peninsula, th<;n turned west and 

sailed. straight on _.off the south~~h coast of the _pe1!insula until · one came __ to 

Ocelis .. at its southwestern end, whence: steering northwards o'rre sailed as far 

as Berenice or Afyos H·ormos, as the ca~e· _might be, on __ the. eastern coast. of 

Egypt; ht?re 0~1e disembarked and travelled . on horseback' (the camel's back) 

t_o come out upon the. Nile at Coptos, and then availed oneself of the water

way afford~d by the river to Teach journey's . end at. Alexand:r;ia. What is 

extraordinary is_ that in their account of the rea-route, · neither the We_i-liao nor 

~he Hou-lzan-shu, giv~ the faii:itest ~dea of such a course and stages. 

We are informed only of the_ number of months· which it took to sail 

froni the head of the Persian Gulf to reach the capital of Ta-ch'in .. The 

Hou-han-shu reports that, in the words of the sailor whom KAN Ying met at 

t_he western frontier ?f An-hsi, the voyage lasted from three months on _favour

able winds to two years with slow winds ;0°1
) while the corresponding para

graph in the Wei-liao, seemingly inclependent of.the story of KAN Ying, counts 

two months . with quick winds; one . year with sl_bw winds, and three years 

(100) ~uiit fllfi;ff7Jc~, ~9JI;ff~~' ~;lsl;lllfHUJl:~. . . 

(101) 5f:rn'i:f7KJG:fL~, iti~~m~:tlit~~f-;:*,' :}:Jf{~5½:~.mdd~- frJdiifITTi*.li¥J-flliJY.~A~ffi~S_, i11I.i: 

;M~*' f£*:tf~-~,oo., =-J.I 7!1:fffo!1Z, ~ii~.illi!J.\., #;fr =~.:ff, P.t 7'.itA~mt=-~11- i@ 

q:i~{tA,~±~~, :!&i~Hf.r.:ff. ~~zn11::. Ctt~~, r~s+A, rm~1¥¥} 
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with n.o wincls. cto2
) The minimum. differs between the two histories, from two 

months in one case to, the three months in the other ; but judging from. the 

manner of writing, their source must be the report of KAN · Ying. Which 

was the genuine record. of time it is . hard to say, there being no .western 

account •Of the same line of voyage on which we might rely fot ~omparison. 

In RLINY, however, we find a count of the days occupied by a journey fro1n 

Alexandria to Muzilis on the so:uthem Malabar coast of. India, namely,--,-12 

clays from Alexandria up . the. Nile . to Coptos ; another 12 clays to· Berenice . by 

camel 30 days sailing down the Red Sea, to Ocelis; 40 dayEi to.reach Muzilis 

assisted by the monsoon·; thus making up the total of 94 days for the whol~ 

course. Ct03) As to the, durati01i of • the voyage • from the head of tlie Persian 

Gulf. to Ocelis, we have no contemporary informatio1+ available, but pres.umably 

it did not considerably differ from the time taken in sailing from Ocelis to 

Muzilis, which is given as · 40 days. . Computing on these datc1. w~ may fairly 

guess that i~ took something over 90 days t<;> sail from the·. head. qf t}ie. 

Persian Gulf and reach the: Ta-ch'i11 . metropolis in fine. Thi~ 1·esult agrees 

better with the Hou"'.han-shu record of " thi-ee months," \vhile . inducing us, to 

attribut~ "two months': in the Wei-Zia°' p·aragraph to'. a scribal mistake, .We 

perceive inqeed an unmistakable tone of intimid.ation and hyperbole in the 

tale related by the sailor of An-hsi to KA:tf 'Yi11g;·)rut nevertheless we Ihay, be 

satisfied that the foreig1:ier was telling· the · truth .in saying " three months;'' 

However conforming to ·the , fact we lllay find that historical count of the 

days required for-reaching the country of Ta-ch'in by sea fi~om the head qf 

the , Persian. Gulf, it, did not come from any actual experience of Chih.ese 

travellers who had ventured, on that sea-passage, but m.erely from the se~ond

hand knowledge imported to KAN Ying by an :An-hsi sailor. Moreover, the 

Wei:-liao· account of the sea'."road is strangely void of details. In the first place, 

it is evide11t that the boat had to : change its com;se several times during the 

:voyage, beginning in a southeasterly, then turning into a . westerly, and finally 

into a northerly direction. And yet the author of the Wei~liao simply remarks: 

'' From the -<;:ity of An-lrn one took a boat and went straight west across the 

sea.''(104) Then in another paragraph, about the <;:ountry of Tse-s_an, (i.e. 

T'iao-chih), ·he observes, evidently with the sea-passage in view: "Southwards 

you go to the capital of Ta-ch'in. The number of li is unknown."c10
r,) It is 

very remarkable that. he takes no notice of changes of directions in either 

case. Secondly, there is no doubt that the boat had· to touch a number of 

ports on· its· way from the Persian Gulf to Berenice or Myos. Hormos qn the 

eastern coast of Egypt, during the · voyage which perhaps lasted hyo months ; 

and yet we find no mention whatever of such ports of call. Having given, 

(102) :fft*J~,JV.*f§.:!7£, ::iiUir.ffit~mi?§, ~Ji1.:f-U=J.1ftl, Ji1.QliH1U~~~ •.. ~Ji1.~.:::.:~ .. 
(103)- WARMING,TON,. 'I,he_ Commtrce between the Roman Empire and India,.: p; SQ. 
·.(104) See_ note 102. · 

{10s) Iffimtli**tl), ~1-nm:1:. 
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as he does, the · gener'al direction and the -duration of the sea passage, his 
next step might naturally have bee1i to furnish · information of that sort,· but 
as· a matter of fact,· he immediately goes on to say : " This cot~ntry is on 
the west of the sea, whence it is commonly called Hai-hsi. There is· a nver 
comii1g out from the west of this country, and the~e. is another great sea. On 
the west of the sea th~te is the city of Ch'ih..:san ;;!jf/ffl:;"Cl0fi) As shall· be more 
fully. explained hereifter, -the river mentioned here - must have been the · Nile ; 
a11d the "othet· greaf sea," the Mediterranean; while -the name Ch'th-san, 
being the abbreviation of Wu-ch'ih-san identifies itself with Antioch. So all 
that is represe1ited in this Wei-liao paragraph is a fragmentary knowledge of 
the geography of the Mediterranean region; :and it .has no real relevance to 
the main subject of the sea-route. Then he continues : " From below the 
country one goes straight noith to the city of Wu-tan· ,!-W;f!-. Ii1 the south
west, 01ie again crosses a river, which on -board ship 01ie passes in one day. 
Agai'n southwest one crosses a river which is pass:ed i11 one day. There are, 
all told, th'ree large cities. "(107

) Plainly enough, this is a description· of the over;. 
land journey taken from the point whei·e one first. arii~ed in the country of 
Ta-ch:'in as far as its metropolis. It may be regarded a.s a· sequel to, but no 
integral· part of, the passage over the western sea. It is true, the author of 
the Wei-liao explicitly recognizes both routes to Ta~ch'in, on the overland road 
which traversed through Mesopotamia and Syria, and the.· other the watel'-road 
in - question ; and so far · as the mere form of his accmint ·goes,· he even 
appears to be tracing out each of them. But on examining the substance- of 
h~s · accoi'mt, we know that he is giving scarcely any material information a.s 
to the seairoute itself. There might seem reason to argue that it · was- his 
intention to stress the overland road at the expense - of the sea-ioute, for he 
commences his· account of the former by alluding to the ptevious partiality of 
historical knowledge to the latter. But, in view of the fun:damental lack of 
knowledge on the part of the contemporary Chinese as to the watdway sur.;. 
rounding the Arabian peninsula, as reflected in the terminology of Hai-hsi, 
Hai-tung, and Hai-pei, we may safely judge that he was obliged to be reticent 
on the subject of the sea-route because he had really very little to say about it. 

Having no adequate material for producing any plausible desctiption of 
the sea-route, the following was the manner in which the author of the Wei
liao· contrived to n:iake a patch-work of it :-in the first place he gave 1l 

·general remark on the voyage and the number of days occupied, these no 
doubt detived from the report of KAN Ying's attempt to· sail to Ta-ch'in from 
T'iao-chih ; then he eked it out . by desultory topographical knowledge about 
the Mediterranean region; and finally described the overland course of jo~Jfoey 
from the first landing place in the country of Ta-ch'in up to its capital. This 

(I 06) ;tt~:tl:~iffl, ittf~il~ZrnJiffl, ;fffPJR!;tt~ifil, X;ff*ntI:, ifitiffliff~~~-
(I 01) :f!E~~IB[:ft~.'®fl-J7£. 111rmxfilt-M, ~.1m•~ a JJ~. ifflmXfilt-fPI, -a JJ~. JttJ·* 

tm=.. 
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concluding part is generally considered to be the most difficult to interpret m 

the whole paragraph ; but at any rate HIRTH explains it as follows : •" The 
Wei-liao further says : ' From below the country one goes straight 1iorth to 

the city of Wu-tan.': The phi·ase . ' from below the country ' may ·mea'n ' before 
one ari-ives in the country,'_ and the· Chinese. author may write from the stand
point of a traveller ent_ering the Red· Sea .. He. would have to· sail in a northerly 

direction in oi·der t~ r~~~h the port ofMyos ·Hormos, which may have b~en called 
Wu-tan locally. Southwest of it the commercial route joined· the rive1; Nile 
near . the city of. Koptos, and the. 1;emark · made by. the Chinese author that it 

took a day to cross the river in the south-west may be· a hyperbolic allusion 

to its size.''c103
). During the Han and. Wei periods,. the traveller· from the orient 

who sought fo reach Alexandria by sailing up the Red Sea part of the way, 
might land either at Berenice· or . .i\fy.os Hormos, but there is· every reason to 
suppose that Berenice :was more frequently preferred. In the identification of 
Wu-tan, however, HIRTH passed over Berenice to take up Myos Hormos situated 

further north, apparently for. no other reason thari that the Wei-liao mentions 
tQ the south.west of Wu-tan a river which he recognizes to be the Nile.· But 

in reality in that direction. near. the port of Myos Hormos there was nothing 
but deserts, and certainly no river which niight take· one day to cross. Granted 
that the river was the Nile, as suggested by HIRTH, how could we account 

for the other river· which one came upon in the farther west?. Moreover, 

so long as Alexandria was thy journey's end, the traveller, having landed on 
the Egyptian shore of. the Red Sea, must have proceedyd on the whole in a 

northerly directioi1~ Nevettheless, what we can gather from the Wei-liao t~xt 

is that the :way further than Wu-tan always tended to the south.west. It is 

plain that H1RTH's interpretation in this case is not acceptable. 

I think.. the above. questioh ca1t be easily solved by assuming that the 
mute . described was one which led from the Syrian quarter into the lowest 

basin of the Nile. We have· already seen that the "southern road", described 
in the. W~i-liao as 1neeting at the city of Ssu-fu with the _ ·road coming from 

the east, was none either than. the comp:1ercial route which ran. from the Gulf 

of Akabah to. Damask .via Petra. This gives us reason to conjecture· that the 

Chinese historians. of the Han period had an indefinite idea that the voyage 

which had to be. taken for• going to Ta-ch'in terminated in the quarter corres

ponding to the Gulf of Akabah .. So, in an attempt to identify Wu-tan, we 
might first think of Aelana at the head of the Gulf, but after all should prefer 

the city of Petra:, 60 Roman miles north of Aelana, in view of the special 
importance which must have been attached to it as a centre of traffic from 

which one might · go in three directions, to Arabia, Syria, or Egypt. Travelling 
north from this place, one reached Damask, while in a northwesterly direction 

one would come out at Gaza or Rhinikolura, whence one might further proceed 

(108) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 181-182. 
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southwest and' e1itei the Delta. · This observation goes, by· t,he· way, _to· explain. 
the Wei-lic.w pafagraph on' Ta-ch'in already· cited: "This' C(mntry is on· the 
·west of the ·sea; whence it is commonly called Hai-hsi. The1:e is, a· river 
coming: out· from the west of this counfry."c109) Witliin · the limits of· the 
country- of Hai:hsi ·as we understand it, the notable streams ·are 'the Orontes 
and the, Nile:, · but, certainly· neither"· is a fiver flowing from the · west. The 
Nile, .. · however, separates . into_ seven. chan!J.els running.· through · the Del fa· regio1i: 
The: Pelu'siuni: is the ·_easternnio.st, and therefore the .first bra:n'ch of the Nile to. 
be crossed by the · traveller seekii1g Alexandria from the direction · of Gaza. ·· It 
pursues: a· ·noithea_sterly course from the brarichi11g point ·down to the ·sea; but, 
observed 'af its lowest ·sectiori, 'it might have appeared to· be c'oniiiig. from. the 
w~st; and probably this impression gave· rise to 'the description of the river as· 
coming out from the ~vest ·of the country'. '\{ery likely, too, this Pelusimn, 
was· the same river which. was· crosse_d · in _a quarter southwest of Wu-tan; and, 
the other river one. reached by travelling· further southwest must have been 
one. of the :other branches· of the ·Nib· To trace· the journey made in tliose 
days from 'the city of Pelusilim to Ale){~ridria. by the Romain high-road; one 
set . out by.· crossing the Pelusium. bi·anch, and-· we11t' west until one reached the 
city of Tanis on the western bank of the Tanis branch ; then went southwest 
to· the city of Leontopolis on the eastern·. side of the Sebannitus, . and then 
crossing that . channel wei1t further southwest to the city of A1idropolis on the 
western bank of the Canopis, whence one proceeded northwest to Alex.a11dria:U10

) 

So it must have been at tate · two of those three branches of the . Nile that 
were meant by the tvVO rivers which the author of the Wei:..liao te1Is11s the 
travelier- crossed after passing Wu-tan · on his way to Alexandria. All these 
observations, by the' way, throw mt>re light on that Wei-liao statement concerning 
the route which led froin the -country of Li.i-f~n to the capital of Ta-ch'in: 
"Traversing the · sea:..roacl; (1'1.~m.) you. go southwest ;· travelling round the 
sea, . (ffM,~). 'you go due west:''(lll) In all probability; the fii·st half referred to the 
sea-passage taken from the. inouth of the . Orontes to the· city of 'Pelusium in 
the northeastern corne1:. of the Delfa ; · and the latter half to the approach to 
Alexandria made from: Pelusium by the Roman road. As for ·our main subject, 
that· is, the overland. journey 'given as the continuation of the voyage of the 
western ·sea, we inay'. be·. fairly . certain 'that it . refer.red to the· route which 
entered the Delta . from the Syrian side. When the . author concludes the 
paragraph as : "There are~, all· tolcl, 'three large cities,"c112) he. mus·t have 
meant certain ·important -~o~vns. which: were. passed during that' journey. 
Appare1itly there is no reason. to read. here '' three · great divisio1is " instead of 
"three great cities,". as p'roposed' by HIRTH,. who suggested, for the identifica-

(I 09) See supra; note 106_~ 
( 11 0) RENNEL, Geography of Herodotus, the map appended. 
(111) filUftf~immrr, ~i~ro:~fj. 
(112) ,ff J-L*;ffi53. 
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tion of the three. divisions~ tqe: Delta,. Heptanomis·, and· Thebais. 
Let us now take ·up the phrase .-aFrom below the ·.country," (qff:mJT-)013

) 
which opens the paragraph; It is 'cleil:r · that this. referred 'to some place in 
the: south of the country of Ta:.ch'in, and learning . from the context that this wets a point :\Yhence one· went straight north 'to Wu.,.tan,. (i.e'. Petra), we must 
seek· it. somewhere to the ·south· .of the . lattei· city.·. Myos. Hormos. as well as 
Bete11ice might seem to . a11swer . to this condition ; hut in order to reach 
Alexandria from either port, · the most conven-ient way for the traveller must 
have been to go· to Qopfos ·a,~1d then do~.n the Nile; while it would have been 
an imp'os:sible detour if" i1e were to sail again northward to :entei· the Gulf of 
Aka.bah,' whence. to ·proceed to the Delta region via: Petra. Thus it seems 
netessaiy· .. that:" '' below the country" (~~) referred to some port lying to the 
south of Petra and freq~ented by vessels from the east, or more partic:qlarly, to the' :,v.idnity of Aefana' On the Gu.If of Aka.bah . .'.' HiRTH; .ai:id al~o :1 myself 
at first, . did . :ri:ot doubt that.. the next phrase . " you. go sfraight north to Wu
ta11 " alluc~ed to the sai,ling north dn. ~ t,I~e. Red s~~; but 'now . we find it ~;ery 
p1·obable · tha(it. riieant the nqrthwhrd progress by l~n{ from. Aeiana. to P~t1:a. ':rli~re is, hcrw~ver~ a' iignifi~ant considerati,on · ~hich . might· sdem · to · weigl\ 
agai11st such· inteip1~~tatio~ or' ·wu-tan_'. It ·is alm~st,. 'cert:~in th~t during _the Han··arid. Wei' pe1:i.ods the. tiaveller who soug·h~ tci. tea.di Alextin1ria from the 
Gulf of Persi.a'. by sea:.r◊ute. was wo1it to 'land. a~ Myos Horinos _or B~re~1ice so 
as tocome _out at the Nile and .if we are· to ide1~tify Wu-tan ~ith Petra. and 
thereby plate Pe;tra on. tlie • 'Jihe of tl~e sea-:route. from the'. c_ity 6f An-ku :ti:tl" 
to the Ta-ch'i:11 capital Alexandria, it ·would make .the whole. course of tra~~l 
an absurdly circuitdus b1ie: 'This objection,~ _however; ,is ~~e which' can only 
occui. to ·tl1e. mod~rn scl10far, who •is faidy eq~ipp~d wi*. knowledge· as to the 
co~mercfal . mutes.· in . the Western. r~gion; of ~hbs~ . days., ·.. ,It is necceS$ary. ag~~n 
for us to take the . viewpoin.t of Chinese _historians of that peiiod. P.erhaps all 
that. they knew ·oL.the g~g/aphy of ,·theii' Hsi:.hai or the. westei'11 ... se·a was 
scarcely more· than thi:s :~th~atth·e 5 

capit~l ',city of d1e coµi1t1y of T'ia_o;.chih,. 6r the c1ty ot An-ku in the· ·country: of. An-l{si; was wl~efo · on~ embarked _for 
Ta-·ch'i11·; that the· road leading south fr91µ jhe ~oi.uitry of Sstf-fo passed. 'tl1e 
city of Wu-tan and further redched the gr~at s·~a which produJe~ c9rals, ai1d 
it was thereabo11ts that the sea-jouiney . ft?~n the e~st · had its ~erminus; and 
tha.t interv~ning •between the place· of e~nbarking and: the filial port of arrival lay ··that western sea, an atni . or' t~e _sea exte1idihg. far north into tp.e co11tine11.t. 
These 'limited. data may easily ha;e brougit·· ·th~m '. _to _the si.mple :. c01idu.sioJ1 
that, sailing from the city of 4,n-ku -~tq1ight acr~ss the · western. sea, . one 
should arrive · at the point ihere the .. ~outhei'.1i -~ierland road i frorri . S~u~fu had 
its end' dt1e south· of the 'dty of Wu~t~II- : , Thi? p'articul~:r. ~pcif the'author of 
the Wei-liao might well speak of as "below the country,"_ ·fr1: the s~iise- .. of the 

(113) Seeriote.107.' 
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country; for, the territory o( Ta:-ch'i!l co:mprising Syria and Mesopotamia, the,. 

region about the Gulf of Akabah . can be .,regar~ed as the southern. quarter of 

the country.'. . It is true that the country. of Ta-ch'in as known in the Han and 

Wei periods meant the Roman :Orient , with Alexandria, ,as its capital; but 

from the above interp~~tation of the We£-liao, text it must appear t~1at the 

geographical a_ccount <;>f· Ta-ch'in in that history mostly .concerns the regions of 

?yria and Mesopotamia.; while . of Egypt, the Delta district a_lone receives a 

brief notice,,_·.and the po~tion next_ the Red· ~ea is quite untouched~ 

It s~ems. that the; historia_ns of the Norther~ and '1Southern Dynastic period 

were under- tp'e same illusion which made,. their. predecessors in the Han and 

Wei period imagiI1.e that the western 'sea, stretched ove_r the area of Abbi_a. 

for witness,. the_ account of 'fa:-ch'in, provided in the P?i-,.shih contains this 

· p?,ssage =: . 

*~~~:t®iftf, IB:ttfB~, 1f£~3tg§', i!lt#$au~~~'- :t;{-t::::~JL=fll9.Ef HL ;Jt 

wJi5iarn~mm-l:!2, rmJtrimJim~;rn~, ~§?t;tJ.i, :1-,ur:t~=f~, m~~zFJJ, t:>··· 

1~~-~,g§'J!f-; qm~ffu, ~~*~' )JgI~f-11'.:_·c114) - . 
, · ' HIRTH translated this fr~m · the JiVei-shu text as follows : " The couqtry 

of Ta-ts'i~ ·is also called Li-kan. Its capital is_ the city of An-tu. From 

T'iao-chih, west you_ go by sea, making a. b~nt, ten thousand_ li. From Tai 

( = Ta-t'm~g-fu ?) it_ is- <list.ant · 39,400 li.. By the side · of its sea one comes 

· out at what is like an arm_. of the sea, and the - east and the west·( of ti;e 

c::ountry) look into that_ arm of the sea is a natural a{-rangement. Its territm;y 

amo~n-fs to six thousand li. It lies between two seas...... It is said that 

from the western boundary of An:-hsi (Parthia), follcnving the cro,oked shape 

of the sea ( coast) you -ea~ also go to Ta-ts'in, over 40,000 li."C.115
) The cor

respondi1;1g ·paragr~ph in the Wei-sf-tu (eh. 102) reads prnctically the same, 

except that it says ,WI±\ (reaches out on ·its side) in lieu. of i9Jlil- and -izg~,1'. 

(40,600 ·li) instead of ~~ti.m.. Tlie_ same para,.graph has been tr;nslated •.· fr~m 

the Wei-sh'u text, also by VISDELOU, his predecessor by a century. 

"Le Royaum_e de Ta9in est aussi nomme Likien. La Ville Royale s'appeHe 

Ngan-sii. Elle est a moo lieues de, distance et a l'Occident du Royaume de 

Thiao-chi, ( c'est peut-8tre l'Egypte,) un golphe de la Mer entre deux. Elle 

est· cloignee de 3940 lieues de Tai', (ville Chinoise). Ce golphe de Mer s'eten_d 

au cote de Tafi;n de la m:em~ ma1;itre que le golphe de Mer qui est entre la 

Chine et la Coree, et ces deux golphes sont a !'opposite l'un de l'autre, Pm1 

tourne vers !'Orient, l'autre vers l'Occident ; ce qui, sans doute, est un effet 

raisonn~ de la nature. Le Royaume de Tafin a 600 lieus en tout sens; il est 

situe entre deux Mers. "(116) 

Since it was through the translations of these two scholars, that western 

scholarship first came into contact with,-_ that Wei-shu passage, it will be 

(114) Pei-shih, eh. 9 7. 

( l 15) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 4 8-51. 

(116) D'HERBEL0T, Bibliotheque Orientale, IV, p. 392-393. 
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instructive to criticize whether these translations are 1·eally faithful to the pur

port of the original text. 

The phrase "hai-ch'il ~8:8 " occurs twice m the. paragraph, and HIRTH 

interprets i~:- cliffew1-tly in one case from the other, translating 1t£.1W5tfi¥1ti~El[J 
as "From T'iad~:9hjh west:. you go by- sea, making a. bemt; and 1t£.:k·.@,g§}'f-~i~ 
au#~**, :as " fro1n the. western boundary of An-hsi, following . the ·· crooked 

shape of the sea ( coast) you can .. also go to, Ta-ts'in, .. " VrsnELou,_ however, 

takes the combination of ch,arac,ters m:ab as a fixed term and renders it. alike 

in bo.th' cases by "golphe ck me1: ", a.n.d i10 doubt he is right in this respect. 

But what is the .most: open to, crit~cism in their translations pertains t_o the 

passage which runs as foHowsinthe original: "~m=mtE)@"it71mHg, miJiU!'.§J~~'.iJ 
~t~~. !Igrltzf:i-t:g," HIRTH renders this as:. "By- the side of its sea one 

comes out at what is like an arm of the sea, and that the. east and the west 

( of the country) look into that arm. of' its sea. is a. natural arrangement." 

Certainly the opening phrase. "By the side of the _sea, _one comes. out" etc." is 

a most glaring distortion of the original .~mE-WtE ~ and VrsDELOU read_ here 

"· Ce golphe de lamer s'etend. au cote de Tagin," he may be said to have been 
better guided, so far as. the Wei-sh.u text is concern~d. But as I have remarked 

above, the Pei-shu text reads ~ili instead of Will, and we shall pr,esently see 

that_ this Pei-shih ·. form; with quite a diff ere1it mea;ning, was genuine~ Then 
VISDELOU continues : " de la meme maniere que le golphe de mer qui est, entre 

la Chine et la Coree, et· ces deux golphes sont a !'opposite l'un de l'autre,, l'un 

tourne vers L'Orient, l'autre vers !'Occident ; ce qui, sans doute, est un eff et 

raisonne de la .nature." He thought that : the• sea exte11ding on the side of 

the country of Ta.:ch'in was likened to the P'o:-hai irJJ1m:, i.e. the Gulf of 

Pechili i:n North China; and that those twQ seas, so far apart, were set over 

against each other in the .mind of- the. Chinese author~ This view, farfetchecl 

as it seems, was a natural consequence of his taking the phrase " p'o-hai " in 

the sense of the proper name, as representing that particular gulf in the far 
east. But there·. is sufficient evidence in a.uthentic· literature that the term 

" p'o-hai ", in its primary literal sense, meant . a vast sea ; and that the 
characte1~ p'ang e1i_ found· in the context. of the _P~i-shih,. signified_ " copious 
and broacl."c117) So we may fairly assume that the passage (' ;~ibl@l±H@"frh~ 

(I 17) That P'o-hai f!}jjigf was also written P'o-hsieh ff}J7f in classics is evident from this 
passage in the Biography of Ssu-MA Hsiang-ju 1'\'.],1/!;;f:~~J:I contained in, the 
Shih".'chi : . " (~he country of). Ch'i. 7Pf looks on the immense sea on the east; and 
the Lang-yeh fJl;!fB Mountains on the west. One might command a ·wide prospect 
from on Ch'eng-shan ~rir, hunt in Chih-fu z*, and sail out on the p'o-hsieh 
?!f!JfW;"; the last term umriistakably pointing to the later P'o-hai, or the Gulf of 
Pechili. · Now the commentary appended to the, Shih-chi text contains the expla
nation of P'o-hsieh :, " ~ expresses of a. sea that it is. '!# ; i~~ denotes a splitting 
water ~7]c [gulf]." Then looking up the character ',Jj in, the l('ang-hsi-tzu-tien, 
we find this quotation from the Po-ya ~fffil : " '!# means ' great, broad' .. " As for the 
character i\%:, it is defined ·by the Shuo-wen as: "19.?. is f$ 'copious'" .. 
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-l-H " simply conveyed the impression that the . arm of: the sea spread itself ·so 

extensively into the continent as to make a vast ocean in effect.. .. We may 

furtl;er notice how HIRTH interpreted the passage which he. rendered: "the 

east and· the west (of the country) look into that arm of the sea." He. thought 

that tl~is 1night be explained in a twofold· manner ::..c;_firstly, the east and the 

west might refer to' the fact · suggested by .PLINY's "biviiun "(US): that the 

commercial road parted at Petra in two directions, one branch making ·" the 

Palmyrian ~oa_d which supplied the east · of Syria, a11d the other the road . to 

Gaza which com1ected the Gulf with the west of' Syria, or the Red Sea with 

the .Mediterranean Sea " ; so that the east and the · west, uniting· at Petra- or 

A~lana, might look i1~to the Gulf, " in which case the Sinus . Aelaniticus would 

correspond to the arm of the sea."· Secondly, "the Arabian Gulf it~elf ·111ight 

be that 'arm of the sea', and 'the east 'and the west' of the country 'looking 

·into it ' might be· its outlets, viz;, Aelana and Pefra leading · to Syria in the 

east, and Berenice, Leukos, and Myos · Hotmos leading · to Alexandria· in·. the 

west."<119) · All such involved explanations were found necessary because our 

scholar failed to take ·into consideration the original· author's point of view. 

But here again the idea of the hypothetical - sea filling up the _place of the 

Persian Gulf, the Arabain Peninsula, and the Red: Sea has an important part 

to· play. The passage in question· must have simply,· meant that both the 

country of T'iao-chih and the country of Ta.:.ch'in looked into that great arm 

of the sea, one on the eastern and the other on the western side. 

After the foregoing observations, it is not difficult to explain the next 

passage in the Pe'i-shih (or the Wet-shu) account of Ta-ch'in: "Its territory 

'ext~nds over 6,000 li, lying between two seas." · One of the t\,vo must have 

·been the MediteiTaneai1. The Ta-ch'in account in the Pei-shih ( or the Wei

sliu), · indeed, makes no separate mention· of a sea corresponding to the 

Mediterraneai1, but the Ta.:.ch'in· account in the Wei-li"ao remarks : '' On the 

·-v~est of the country there is another sea," and HIRTH ·was perfectly correct in 

recognizing here the Mediterranean. There . is no reason · to doubt that this 

Chi1iese cognizance of the Mediterranean at the time when the Wei-liao was 

written had been pi·eserved untii the period concerned · by the Pei-shz'h, or 

that of the Northern and Southern Dynasties, and we may fairly assume that 

one of the said two seas was the Mediterranean. But the question left to us is 

what was the other· sea. St1J?pose. it was the Red Sea,_ then the land placed 

between the couple~ i.e. the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, could · correspond 

to Egypt alone; whereas the subject of desdiption was so apparently the 

whole territory of Ta-ch'in, inclusive of the Syrian quarter. Was it then the 

· Persian Gulf? It is- hardly conceivable that this Gulf and the Mediterranean, 

so widely separated by Arabia and the Red Sea should have been supposed 

· to bound between therrt the· territory of ! a-ch'in, "'jhich was confined to Syria 

(11'8) PLINY, Natural History, V; 28. ·144_ 

(119) HIRTH, op. cit., P. 162-163. 
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a1id Egypt. If, howeverj we . are to take; on: one. hand, the Mediterranean, 
and, on the other, that imaginary arm of the sea corresponding to the Persian 
gulf, Arabia, .and the Red Sea, then· the . territo1:y of Ta.:cl1'in will• well fit in 
between the two. 

We have .seen that in the Han an.cl Wei .periods, the country of Ta-ch'in 
was also called .the country. of Hai-hsi . because it lay 011 the west of the 
western sea; this "western sea" being in reality an imaginary. se.a coextensive 
with the · Persian Gulf, Arabia, and the Red Sea ; and also. that, the mountcJ,in 
range. which· ran from north . to south. oh the east of the country was identical 
with the , Lebanon .. · .. Now. these data · make us draw the ,conclusion that 
the counti-y of .Ta- ch'in as then recognized by the Chinese historians meant 
the Roman Orient in the . narrower sense, that is, the Mediterranean regions 
lying south·. of. the Taurus, exclusive. of·· the. Roman possessions in Asia Minor 
and in the Balkan Peninsula. It must be noted by the way, huwever, that 
there is a historical passage• which might seem to argue against this decision. 
It is this paragraph in the .fVei-liao account of the country of the Yen-ts'ai 
lt~ : " Besides, then~ is the countty · of the Y en-ts'ai, . whiqh is also called 
A-Ian Mri'. The people have .the sa:rn,e manners of life as the )('ang-chii ~ 
,@-. Their. country is contiguous westwards . with the count.ry of Ta.:.cl1'in, · and 
northwestwards . with the country , of K~ang:-chii, It abounds . in fine sables,. 
The · p_eople , engage in pasturing and move about seeking water and glass. 
The country borders upon a great marsh. Formerly the people were subj~ct to 
the K'ang-chii, but not nowadays. "C120

) The remal'k that the country of Ta
ch'in was the west~rn neighbour of that of the. Yen-ts'ai must needs have an 
important bearing ypon our demarcation of the territory of. Ta-ch'in. For the 
Yen-t&'ai h~ve be6n generally recognized as iclentical with . the A.fans in 
Western. records, "'and th~ latter are kno:wn to hav~ lived on . the north of the 
Caspian and th_e l3Iack Sea. So our task .is to ::i.scertain, as far as possible, 
where: the Yen-ts'ai had their tribal abode. It is in the Ta.,.yiiaii-lieh-:drna11 
in the Sh.zh-chi that we meet with the first. mention of the. name Yen-ts'ai, 
where the people and their country are described as :, "The country of the 
Yen.-ts,ai is situated about 2,000 li north.west of that of the K'ang-~hil. . They 
are a. nomadic race, and show much , the same manners of life as the K'ang,. 
chii~ There are over 100,000 archers among .them. Their lan~l looks upon 
a great marsh, which stretches out boundless. It is believed to be the same 
as the North. Sea." 021 ) But w:here \'\;as the country of the K'ang-chii? 
Western scholarship pointed out Sogdiana as the home of the historical 
K'ang-chii, and this identification has long been regarded as established beyond 
dispute. But .as I explained in my "Study on *~ S.u-te" a few_ .years ago, 

(120) .3Z;:fr~~II, -~ piiJ/jj, ~!iUJ~,@)Rjf§-. lm~**' *~t~mm~. ;!,t~@;-4;fB, ~!fjcjffi 

*~, •*•-~~---~ ~~-ffi. 
(121) ~1%:tEmMlfil~tAJ.=>f-.H!., fr~, ~ui~fis'.j\'.!RJf~. ~5.k*-I-Wf-~. ~%*is,~, 4MMi, ~Jj~r., 

iftJ:z;:. (JP-.Fic, ~w=-r-~, *rrLZiu1~). 
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it was. an error due •. to certain misleading statements contained 111 the histories 

of the Sui and. T'ang periods. In reality Sogdiana was identical, ·not with 

the proper home of the· K'ang-chii, but with the abode of another pe·ople 

subject to the K'ang-chii, yet appearing in history under hs own mi.me Su-i 

~ i: ( or ·~-t in the corrupted form); while the proper sphere of the nomadic 

K'ai1g-chii covered an area extending from the north of the Syr into the 

Kirghiz Steppe, and their central seat lay in the neighbourhood of the present 

Chimkend. We may take the distance of 2,000 li northwest from this place 

in order to find the com-itry of the Yen-ts'ai, and thus come to the steppe 

stretching on the ··north· of Lake Aral and the Caspian. Sea:_. So · this was 

where the country o( the Yen-ts'ai lay ; and the great marsh .next the country 

must have referred to one or the other of those waters. 

The above identification, however; concerns only the proper seat of the 

Yen-ts'ai. Perhaps their•- whole territory extei1ded farther west, but there is 

nothing in Chinese records directly to help us in this matter. The Wei.:.liao 

and the Hou-han-shu, however~ show that the ·Yen-ts'ai called themselves A-lan 

in. later years ; . and if we are to foliow HIRTH in identifying this name with 

"Alan" in We.steni reco.rds/122) we- can perhaps draw some more .information 

from that dh·e·ction. The Western notice of the Alan race occurs for the first 

time in the poe.try of DYONISIUS PERIEGETEs, who is generally supposed to 

have lived in the beginning of the first century, and from· him· we learn that 

the Alans were pursuing · a_ nomadic life in the steppe north of the Meotis or 

the ·present Sea of Azov. Perhaps a little later i11 the ·same century JciSEPHus's 

history tells us that the Alans had their home to · the· north of the Caucasus 

and the east of the Ta1i.ais, i.e. · the Don, and pushed from time to time 

through the passes of the Caucasus into the "regions of Armenia and Media. 

We· may also name PLINY, SENECA' and LucIAN; all belonging to th~ · same 

century, who make mention of tht Alans in their works. What is remarkable, 

however,' is that their . predecessors and famous geographers, STRABO and 

POMPENIUS MELA, give ho notice of the race. And it was ii1 view of this 

circumstance that VrvIAN DE SAINT-MARTIN formed the conjecture that the 

Alans became a· dominant power in the regio1~ north of the Caucasus only in 

the middle of the. first century, and not before.c123) As regards the ethnology 

of the Alans, modern scholarship acknowledges them to have been· a white 

race, closely resembling the present Ossets dwelling in the Caucasus Mountains. 

On the other hand, the Yen-ts'ai, as the results of bur own investigations 

show, were of the Turkish stock, alike to their neighbours the K'ang-chii. 

This gives rise to the suggestion that when the Yen-ts'ai assumed their new 

name A-Ian in the Han and Latei . Hai.1 period, there was this underlying fact 

that the Alans, rising from the north of the Caucasus, had conquered. and 

absorbed the· Y en-ts'ai · people, whose home ·:fay 011 the north of the Aral and 

(122) HIRTH, op. cit., P. 139 .. note L 

(123) VIVIEN DE SAINT-MARTIN, Elude de geographie ancienne, II. P• 126-127. 
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the Caspian Sea; If this idea is ad1nitted; it will further lead to· the inference 

that the A-laii as known to the Chinese in . the Later Hari period · were not 

Alans iii western records; but the Yen-ts'ai who were livi:ng to the northeast 

of the Caspian, as a people subject to the supremacy of the genuine Alans, 

who had their proper home farther west, in the regions from the · north of 

the Caspian to the valley of the Don. This: brings· us to the question :_:._Did 

the Chinese cognizance of.the western world in the Han arid· Wei pe1fods• go 

so far west as those borders of the Black Sea and the Caspian which constituted 

the proper country of the Alans ? 

It might seem that this question. is to· be answered affirmatively; for• the 

above-quoted Wei-Liao passage shows that the couritry of. the· y en~ts'ai; i.e. 

the A-Ian, was westwards co'ntiguous with Ta~ch'in; arid this Ta:.ch'in is placed 

in the same history at the vvesterri. extremity of the . world. Let us, hower, 

first consider what the civilized world then knew of the northern borders of the 

Caspian Sea. Here stretched those desolate steppes naturally unfavourable to 

commercial traffic, and made the more repellant to the traveller by the danger 

from predatory nomads, and for this reason, it is 'not until ccimpai·atively _ late 

ages that any record pertaining to · the geography of those regions oi to the 

routes of travel traversing there beg{ns to appear in western literatu.re. . A 
little before the middle of the 5th c~ntury B.C., when HERODOTUS visited 

the 1iorthem shores of the Black Sea, the merchants of the Greek colonies 

. there were•· carrying very extensive trade with eastern peoples. So we learn 

from his history that the commerciai route available for · that purpose started, 

on the modem map, from the mouth of the Dori, and followed up the Volga and 

then its tributary Kama fo the Ural Mts., whence it went on iri a southeasterly 

direction to the south of the Altai rarige, : and then further across the Tien

shan, until it finally reached the district of Sha-chou iYfM . . It is remarkable, 

however, that the same history mentions no commercial road t~aversirig the . 

northern borders of the Caspian, although it takes notice of that· water, and 

·as an inland sea, too. Thereafter,· it seems, the geography of that ;region 

lapsed into utter darkness,. and in fact, by the time of Ale.x·a11de1~ the Great 

the real shape of the sea had passed out of Western memory. Thus ~n the 

geography of ERATOSTHENES in the 3rd century B.C., and also on the maps 

provided by STRABO, PLIN-Y, and PoMPONIUS MELA in the 1st century A.D., 

we find it connected with the Arctic Ocean by a strait. In the 2nd century 

A.D., PTOLEMAEOS represents it again <i;S a closed inlan~ sea, but in shape, 

he shows it to be longer from east ·to west than fr9m north to south. Moreover 

he assigns., .the Sarmats to the north of the Caucasus, the Scythians to the 

east of t!ie Rha, i.e. the Volga, and to the north of the Caspian, and then 

~he Alans to the north of the Scythians. · These facts suggest how scanty and 

inaccurate was the information available in those days as to the route of 

travel leading from the northeastem bor~ers . of the Black Sea to Lake Aral 

via the north of the Capsian Sea. In 568 · A.D., however, when' the Eastern 
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Roman· emperor JUSTIN, sent" an:' embassy-' to. the western T'u-chiieh king, who 
had his royal court established, in the Tien-shan mountains, the party made 
the first record of travelling through the. northern borders of the Caspian and 
of Lake . Aral pefore · reaching their destination, and thus the situation of th~ 
:route has been.. handed down. by the_ work -of Menander Protector. 

On the. Chinese side,-_ we , ha:ve · already seeli how the:· an11al_ists of the 
Former Han period knew the country of the. Yen--ts'ai to lie ~t a distance of 
2,000 li northwest of _the abode,- of .the K'ang-chii; but further in the. same 
direction, what countries were supposed to exist is. a question to which history 
affords no ansvyer; Le~ }IS 11q:w consider in this con11;ection the Shih-chi p£issage 
abov~ cited, relating .to the country of the Yeq-ts'ai :_ _ "It looks upon a great 
marsh, which_ stretches. out boundless. It is believed to be the same as the 
North Sea."C124

) H the, North Sea was the Arctic Ocean itself, then the country 
lying next to_ it,. must have been the remotest one in that quarter of the 
world, and there could have been no land beyond it, whether qn the north 
or on the west. But, as a matter of fact, the_ North Sea in Chinese literature 
did not always mea_n the Arctic Ocean,_. For instance, that North Sea to the 
shore· of which, Ssu Wu ifi*'.iEt wc1-s banished, as the story is told in the Shih
chi, referred most likely to the Baikal. It i_s true that,. so far as the Shih-chi 
and the Han-shu go, the _ country of the-. Yen-ts'ai was the only country 
recognized by the historians in the whole region extending to the north-west 
of_ the count1y of the K'ang-chii. In the Later Han period, however, we find 
some_ other countries mentioned in the_ same quarter. The Hou-han-shu says : 
" The country of Yen fftf lies to the north of that of the Yen-ts'ai. It is 
subject to the_ K'ang-chii. It produces sable furs which are carried to -the 
latter as ti:ibute; "(12~) ·and the Wei-liao remarks : ·" Besides, there arc~- the 
country qf Liu 1¥P, _the ·_country of Yen /I;., and the country of the Yen-ts'ai,, 
also called A-lan."<1516

)_ No doubt the country named !ftt· in one instance was 
identical with that, represented by ~ in the othe:r- Again, we. reaq in -the 
HouAzan-shu : . , " The cou1:3-try of the Yen-ts'ai or of the A-Ian, as they have been 
renan;ied, and the country-of Liao ~gpc 127

) are situated in the earthern walls. They 
are subject to the K'ang-chii. The climate is temperate, and there grow in 
abundance chen ;b'{, sung- fl- (pine), pai-ts'ao S~-- The people are much 
like the K'ang-chii in social manners and dressing."<123

) We may be aUowed to 

(124) . See note 121._. 
02s) 11&~:tE*~~t, arJm, lfllfill&w-1112 C1t~~. ~stA, rm~~). 
(12 6) · x:.~;mti~. i.tfr-~, .3Ziffifr~~lwJ, -1:; fli'I~. -
(12 7) In the original text, the paragraph runs: "~~llrfici5 [lnJ~JW]J~," and to the casual 

reader-this might se~rn to be interpretable as "The country of the Yen-ts'ai, renamed 
A-lan-liao~" But from comparison with the . Wei-liao passage it !)eems inevitable 

· that we should separate Liao Jl)J~ from A-fa.n, so as to read here the name of 
another co~qtry. · · · 

(12s") ~~~g5c~fli'ItlilWil~, !.!Hit!~. •mt'm, ±~r1m:;m, $-~;f:~~r~, ~i1i-RMR~*mlP] (Hi~ . ·~; ~W+A, _fml':gH~) .. 
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assume that the. name lllm .in. this Hon-han-shw passage and the name· ;f~p above 
noticed in the .:wei--liciv ·wefo variations, each of the· other; both referring to the 
same country. : Now· the · Hou-ha1i.:.shu assigns the country of Y e1i :to the north·· of 
the,. country of the Yen-ts'ai, a'nd we'.m~y safely'plac~ the country Liu in the same 
quarter. This view'of the-geogi·aphical position o'f th~ two countries,: combined 
with the fad that one was i1oted for th'.e production 'of sables. a11d· _the:. other for 
the luxurious growtl1:·· of _chen. ~ and sung ''1~ (pi1ie), go _to· show tl1at both 
countries . lay in the Ural tegions, arid.'ilot ·on the riorthe1;n borders of the Caspian, 
whete such natural products would have beei1 out of the que~tion: · We remember 
that the Wei-liao describes the country- of the . Yen-ts'ai as abounding in _fine 
sables, and this '.perhaps means· that_ those things were iniported ·by theYen-ts'ai 
from their neighbours in the countries ·of Yen. and Liu~ 

It was the basin ~f the· Kama, as it flciws from tl~e. nottheastern· dir~ction 
into· the Volga~ . mcire partic~larly the di~trict . about the present Perm, that 

.. occupied the mosfiniportant- position 111 the whole Ural re.gions in com'.l.ection 
with the commercial . intetcouse betweeri east and west of Asia . in those ancient 
days. So there is enough ·reason to place in this particul~r quarter · that 
counuy which is mentioned as Y eii 'if1 :11~ the Wei-lia1z and as Yen ff¾ in the 
Hou-han-slzu. Both characters; with their archaic sounds ngi,ain and ngianz 
respectively, were suitable for; reproducing the term Kama, which was probably 
applied to the inhabitants of the valley of . the river Kama. . As·· for the naine 
of the other country, mentioned as Liao Jfgp in the. one history ai1d as Liu'._;fJp; 
in the other, we know that the early p1;011lirtciation of the character ~YIT was iii6st 
likely liau., a~1d that of the character t:JJP lau; This 1:e:riiin?s us· of'Rha, the narne 
by which PTOLEMAEos's geography represents the Volga, and als'o of Rau·· and 
Raw; as the prese1it- Mordwi1ts ~all . that riv~r; and. thus we are led to infer 
that the name Liao lWIT (or Liu t:JJP) sig~ified the 'tribe which, a·s .inhabiting·_ the 
borders of the· Volga, owed its na1ne to· the_ ancie1it appellation of that river. 
And on the stre11gth of these obse1;vations,. we may go further to identify the 
country of Yen· with that of the Budini, which lay· on the commercial toute 
noticed by HERODOTUS, and to recognize the . co'untry of'. Liu in the neigh~ 
bourhood of the junction of· the Kama and t_he :V olg;a, which district· was: later 
occupied by the Bulgars~ 

The reasoh why the Chinese· historians · of the' Han and Wei· period' know 
of those remote countries at all must be s{mply that these were si.gnifi.ciantly 
positioned on the highway of' commerce between east · a1id west fo those · early 
times. Just as, in the days of HERODOTUS, the · Greek merchants having their 
headquarters on the northern shore of the Black Sea went up the Don and 
the Volga, and then up through the valley of the Kama; and further across 
the Ural range to its eastern side, in order to obtain· Siberian fui's ; so might 
the Chinese, or at least the K'ang-:d1ii, traders in ti;e Han times, trace the 
Syr down to the_ northwest, and from the northern. side of· the Aral travel 
throligh the neighbourh~od _ of the · pr~sent . Orenburg, c;ome . out · first at· the 
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Kania, and then turn· west so as to· reach the Volga. What is noteworthy in 
this co1;mection is the following passage of. the Wei-lido; u The country of 

short people 'f&.A lies. northwest of that of the · K'ang-chiL Men and women 

there are all ·three. feet high; and the population is very numeious. It is very 
far away from the country of the Yen-ts'ai and others. The aged· among the 
K'ang-chi.i say they have heard that there are always some traders who go 
over to that country; which is perhaps more than 10,000 li away."C1

~
0

) There 

is of course )10 identifying of that dwarfish race; but as the chief class of 

goods sought after by the K'ang-chi.i merchants iii this case must -have been 

furs, it is quite possible that. they ventured even farth~r -· north than the 
country of Yen, into the basin of the Obi, and thus had chance to hear, say, 
of the Samoyedes, who had their abode lower down the river, 

Thus we see that in the whole world west of the· Tien-shan, the Chinese 

authors of the Han and Wei periods knew of the region stretching from 
the sou_thern Urals westwards to the valleys of the Kama and the Volga ; but 

it is very doubtful.· whether they were informed at all of the tract of country 

lying _ south of that, nearer to the Caspian and the Black Sea.- We have 

observed how the Shz"h-chi- and the Wii-liao describe the country of Yen-ts'ai 
as bordering upon a great mars_h; whi~h, as· the former history adds, extended 
bou.ndless ; and since the countries of Yen and. Liu were_ known to lie to the 

_north of the country of the Yen-ts'ai, the boundless marsh must have been 

supposed to stretch in a westerly direction. This suggests th_e probability that 
the historians were not even aware of the. fact of the Caspia11 and the Black 

Sea being separte bodies of · '\Vater,. with a land area. lying between them. 
There is in the Pei-shih ~m evidence which may be cited in favour of this 

inference. The author of that. history, in his foreward to the Book of the 
Hsi-yu-clzuan, tells us how the whole Weste:r;n Region had its four divisions. 
"The W~stern region, from the time of the Han emperor Wu-ti onwards, 

comprised· more than 50 countries," he says. "Later on;_· they tended to 

gradual union, and by the era· of Ta-yen, they had been reduced to 16 

countries. The total area covered by them falls in four divisions :-from 

Ts'ung:..ling ~~ east~ards and from Liu-sha imlY westwards, it is one regiQn ; 
from Ts'ung-ling westwards and from the Hai-ch'i.i meta (the arm of the sea) 

eastwards, it is another ; from Che-she *'& southwards and from the Yi.ieh

chih northwards, another ; between the seas ffi~ and from the marsh 71'<.i'
southwards, another. "C130

) The first division, limited by the Ts'ung-ling, i.e. 

Pamirs, on the· west and Liu-sha on the east, identifies itself with the Tarim 

(I 2 9) 9:1iAil:tE~.@'.rffl1t, ~-:tc~:&:3.R, A~~1t, :t:1lf~~il~illt, mtm-~1t~flr!, 1ffif3"Wij)j: 
.lltil, :t:mm-AJ~~.m. 

{13 0) glj~ r~n~:litlf;f:E:-f-~@E, ;1el;.1§tffiffi#, ~*:@;rfl, ;W,+.i-il, :9";1el;.rt/!, ;W,P..9f~, IHif.itW
~' NEr~.w.rffl, ~-:!Ji~, ~itw.rlli, ifff:$!J w.JR, it-:fJllt, ~~ mm, J.I ~w.1t, fl.&-:fJllt, W:i 
rlzlii'J, 7.K~~w.m, ;W,-:fJllt (1t~, fili1.+t, rffl:fJilt~). 
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depr~ssioil, or 'the present Chinese Turkestan.C131) · The second division, ap

parently· placed between the· Hindu-Kush and that hypothetical arm of the sea 

· occupying the place of Arabia, coincides with the territory which was formerly 

possessed by An-hsi and later by Persia.032) The third division lay between 

Che-she, i.e. the prese1i.t Tashkend, and the seat of the Ta-yiieh-chih, which 

we know · to ·have extended over both sides of the Hindu-Kush, · and so it 

must have cciri·esponded on the whole to Sogdiana and Bactria. C133
) It follows 

(132) 

(I 33) 

The first appearance in the classics of the· term Liu-sha ilft'l!J; (literally, drift sands) 

occurs i.n· the Book of Wu-k'ang ~]t in the Sliu-clzing, where it receives mention 

in conjunctions with the term Jao..:shui f:1~7.Jc (Weak Water) and. since then it has 

been almost the rule· with Chinese writers to use the expression " Liu-;sha and Jao

shui" when speaking indefinitely of the remotest western world. In the case under 

review, however, Liu-sha must have referred to a particular desert region. The 

Wei-liao, · describing the three different mutes leading from the Gate of Yii-rnen

kuan .:ttf!'Jmll to the Western Regions, says: "~$~~r''Jmlli\.ifflJ:~, iwifr=~; -f;-"i(f?::. 

~' ~3if'ljtsffifffll:f:I,. mfil~fi~, fffffl~tiir.it, ffi!l!l\%~, i\.*JH-~~~irei:, ~~f-1':J!ffliffllfl, ~ 

t~ffi!tJ:f:, [B].=mr!J;tt.im,- ffifil!i§-Jil_~. !fftr!l?iffl1'f:ffiffltt., ~mmt:tft, ¥rJ~t1uar, ffflll~~~tt~ 

7&:~, :mi:t=i~. 1fE~f!ljmffliffl~!:lfl, ffifilffi;l:JCZ$3.mi!Plk.flifk, m-w-~~l:, ¥rJ]fftrffJ1r.P<:B~Jf.·J-pJr 

ta~~. ll11iiffl~IF~il'-!iiflitt1£Wr~." From this we learn that the Middle Road which 

reached the Pamirs via "the former Lo-Ian flmlf," (i.e-. the later Shan-shan. i~~. 

situated near Lob Nor) had to" sweep· round the northe_rn head of San-lung-sha 3 

mr!J; (ridges of sand)" and to "pass Lung-tui fl.iilk (dragon-heaps)" amtmg other 

places ; and that the New Road which was to join the Middle Road at the last 

stage after "having passed the frontier of Ch'~-shih ~*iii (i.e. the present Turfan)" 

traversed in such a way as to " avoid San-lung-sha and Lung-tui. ;; It is these 

sandy desert§, which laid the most formidable obstacles before the traveller going 

through this' part of Asia, that answer best to Liu-sha, as mentioned in the Pei-shih. 

That the term Ts'ung-ling meant at times, as it must have done in this case, the 

Hindu-Kush instead of the Pamir Plateau, is evidenced by the following passage of 

the Wei-shu: "The country of An-hsi lies west of the Ts'ung-ling. It has its 

capital in the city of Wei-sou IHfQ, and westwards adjoins Po-ssa m-t:im (Persia). It 

is situated northwest of (the country of) the Ta-yiieh-chih. ~.~il;a:tiir.¥.Jtiffl, t'!5l-1!.fil 

~. ~t!!irnV~·, fffl~vt.mrffl:ft§, :tE*Jl .a:fl!l~!:, (~~' ~~s=, ifflfJ,HJ)." The kingdom 

of An-hsi which occupied the land of Persia had passed away in the Wei period, 

and properly speaking, there could have been no An-hsi at this time unless in the 

sense of Persia itself. But since the author places An-hsi northwest of the seat of 

the Ta-yiieh-chi, it probably referred to the neighbourhood of Merv. And if it lay 

to the west of the Ts'ung-ling, the latter must needs have been the western part of 

the Hindu-Kush. 
Che-she, obviously the transcription of the name corresponding to Cac (Chach) or 

Sas (Shash) in western records, referred to the present Tashkend. As regards the 

seat of the Ta-yiieh-chih, it is tp.us described by the Pei-shih: "The Ta:-yiieh-chih, 

have their capital in the city of Sheng-chien-chih lilfl!t.a:. Their king Chi-to-lo ~ 

~~, a valiant character, at last raised an army, crossed the great mountains and 

invaded southwards the north of T'ien-chu x~ (India), until all the five countries 

lying to the north of Kan-t'o-lo ¥ill'tE1.m fell under his supreme rule." (the Pei-shih, 

chp. 97). The city of SMng-:chien-chih )Blf~B;; is the same place which is referred to as 

Lu-chien-chih-:ch'eng ,!il~.a:;~ in the Wei-shu (the Hsi-yu-chuan), as Chien-shih-ch'eng 

m.a:~ ir( the Shih-chi (the Ta-yuan-lielz-chuan), and as Chieng-chih-~h'eng ~_a:;~ 

in the Han-shu (tlie Hsi-yu-chuan), and thus coincides with the ancient Bactria or 
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then that the remaining, fourth, division must have reff ered to Syria. It lay 
"between the two seas," and no doubt, one of them meant that imaginary 
~rm of the sea, and the other the MediteI'ranean. This region also stretched 
'' southwards from the marsh,''· and this marsh might seem te> point to the 
Black Sea. But why was it called marsh ? I suppose it was simply because, 
in the mind of· the _contemporary hi~toria1is,• the Aral, ·the Caspian,. and Bl~ck 
Sea were quite without distinction ; . instead of them, · there was imagined one 
continuous expanse of water, corresponding to that great marsh mentioned as 
lying next the country of the Yen-ts'ai, and described to be boundless, by the 
author . of the Shih-chi. This is · a ·sufficient . test of the ignorance of the 
a1icient ~hinese historians as to the entire region westwards from the country 
of the ·y~nfJs'aL · And when notwithstanding the Wei-liao passage in question 

.runs: '~ i!1l;•com1Jry of the Yen-ts'ai was westwards contiguous with Ta-ch'in," 
we can· easily guess its real meaning. The extent ~f the country of the Yen
ts'ai ·as. knowi'i iri · the Later Hari 'periqd wa·s confined to the northeas·t of the 
Ca_spian, while the· counry of Ta-ch'in had its northern· limit· in· the north of 
,.Syr{a ; and thus there was .a. considerable distance between the two · countries . 
. Still. nothing was known about the inte1·vehing_ territory; and this must have 
1nade the author describe them as conterminous, as was a familiar · practice on 

_ the part · of Chinese' amialists under similar circumstances; 

the present Balch. The mountain range crossed· by the'. king in approaching India 
was evidently the Hindu-Kush;. and Kan-t'o-lo. ]fir;~~ identifies itself. with Ganclhara. 
These circun,1stances taken together,. the territory of the Ta-yiieh-chih meant by the 
author of the .Pei-shilz must' have extended from the· northern side of the Hindu
Kush over to the southern, 
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Chapter IV 

It has· beei1 our object iri. the present study to observ~ the geographical 

relations of ~he "Western Region". so far as it is su:rv~yable. from the Ta-ch'in 

account of Chinese history. Every dynas.tic histbry, how~ver, from the Later 

Han down to the Sung p~riod, provides an account of Ta-ch'in, ahd it is 

esseiitial to know h~w to discriminate their historical value, . and see what 

p~rtid:ilar Ta-ch'in. account or 'accpunts · ought to-· h~ve . mo~t «reight i11 guiding 

our observatioris. Not long ago, I had ari occasio~, in another atticle of mine 

on Ta-ch'in, ·to discuss thecountry of Ta-ch'in• a; knowi1 iii the T'ang· period, 

and pi·esently I intend; in a paper l am now preparing under the title " A 

New Interpretation of the Fu-lin Problem,'; to: :reveal how the country figured 

in the l~istorical mind of the· Sung period. In bo'th the .T'ang and Sung 

times, in short, what the historians referred to as Tach-'in was something of a 

·spurious· nature, decidedly divergent from Ta-ch'in in the proper sense ·or: the 

term, and this · makes their Ta-ch'ii1 accounts negligible for our present prii·pose. 

In the historical literature prior to the 'f'ang period, the principal books 

providing an account: of Ta:.ch'in are as follows: the Hsi:-yu-chuan in the 

Hou-ha1f-shu ; . the Wei-lfoo as preserved in quotations in the· We't-chih ; the 

Hsi-jung-chuan in the Chin-shu ; . and the Hsi-yrt-chuan m the Pei-slzih. 

Besides these, the Hsi-ju-thuan in the Wei-shu may · be mentioned as also 

fur0:ishing an article on Ta-ch'in ; but the fact is that this Hsi-yu-dwan is in 

its entirety a transfer from ,the Pei-shih; so that its Ta-ch'in account can riot 

be taken as a different specimen. Nei~her does the Ta-ch'in account of the 

Pei-shih itself seem to claim an independent position. To the casual reader, 

it might appear to be adding some fresh elements to the previous knowledge 

of Ta-ch'iri, but as I have already pointed out in my other paper- referred to, 

a close examination will reveal th_at it is nothing but: a. reproduction of the 

accbunt of Ta-ch'in from the Wei-liao, in abbreviation, expansion or· paraphrase 

of the original, as the case may be; so that we discover there scarcely any 

data to be properly ascribed to the conte1nporary, the Later Wei, period. The 

.same criticism also applies to the Ta-ch'in account of the Clzz'n-shu : The 

author repeats i.ri outline what has been related at length in 'the We'i~liao·· a~d 

the Hou-han-shu. Only, · toward the close ·of· tl-ie account he · gives the new 

fact that the king of Ta~ch'in sent tribute to the court of Wu-ti of the Chin 

rlynasty during. th~ era of T'ai~k'a1zg :t:~, but this is th~ si1~gle instance where 

he· de,als · with any co11temporary occurrence. · 

So if seems that the two Ta-ch'in accounts, in the Hou-han-shu and the 

Wei-liao, are the only ones to be . trusted ~s genuine -original reca.rds of facts 

about Ta-ch'ih. Now· the Hou-han:;.shu,· iri its· Pen-chi **n covers the period 
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from the 1st year of Chien:-yuan ~JC of Kuang-wu-ti to the 1st year of Yen
k'ang ~~ of Hsien-ti, of the Later Han dynasty (25-220 A.D); while, as 
for the Wei-liao, whose original text is··. long. extinct, we can only guess that 
the dynastic - annals forming its mai:i-1 body . ·began with the history of the 
founder of the Wei dynasty, Wu-ti, preceding the 1st year of Huan-ch'u Ji.tJJ 
of Wen-ti (220 A.p.), and lasted .t<? the 3rd year ·of Ching~dz~u .. }HJJ, the 
last year of -the reign,_of .Ming.,ti (23.9·A.D.). Thus,jn the chron~logi(:a!,li1w 
of dynastic . histories,: the Ho'!!,.-lzan-s.lz-u .. takes . pre.cede~1~e . of · the. fYei-liao_, · Tl~is 
order is reversed, .however, regarding ·the date . of authorship. The . Hou-han
shu was compiled l?Y: FAN.Yeh, ~lrl of the Sung Reriod,and _the _wei~(iao by 
Yu Huan -~~- qf the Wei period.. N"ow; let us see how, the Ta-c:h'in a,ccounts 
compare .petween_ the _two histories~ . The . We£-liao account: ·of. Ta"'ch'in affords 
by far, the 1rtore lertgthy :and circ.mnstantial desc!·i ption of· -the country; but 
there is mµch ·agreement in essense.- bet:we~n the two .. Nor does. it. appear 
from the comparisoi1 that the Hou-han-sl!,u accom1t gives facts contemporaneous 
;with the Later, Ha1i, while that_. it1. the··• Wfi-liao :.embodie.s the information 
acquired in the Wei period; It is even probable . that. the facts stated in the 
VVei:.[iao account dated earlier than the Wei·_ period, considering that other 
Wei-liao paragraphs preserved. than the Ta-ch'in acmunt, deaJ pot. seldom with 
earlier times. As to the date qf the information ~ontained in the Ta--ch'in 
account, therefore, we have no reason to regard the Wei-liao to be later tha,n 
the Rou..-lian:..shu._ With these observations, vye are, naturally led ,to the 
suspicion that the author of the Hou-han-shu was another borrowet. from the 
Wei-liao in respect of the Ta-ch;;'in account,, In , or~ler · to decide the question, 
it will be· well to go through the· wholele,;ngth of the Ta-ch'in account of the 
Hozt-lzan-s!zu, comparing it section by sectiori: with the· correspon,ding passage 
in the Wei-liao .. 

The Ta-ch'in acco_unt .·of the Hou-han'"shu, ope1is with this' paragraph : 
" The country of Ta-ch'in is also called Li-kan · ~\lt, ·· and also, as being 
situated on the west of the sea~ Hcti-hsi-kuo f{Fi§~l (the countty of Hai-hsi)."Ct3'J) 
This is no doubt a combination: as well as. a contrnction · of the following 
passages m the Wei-l£ao: "The country of Ta-ch'in also called Li-kan 1'fz.i,f, 
lies on the west of a great sea west of An-hsi and T'iao-chih;" and "The 
country is situated in Hai-hsi (i.e. in the region west of the sea), and for this 
reason is commonly called Hai-hsi. "(135

) It may be 1ioted above that the 
Hou-han:..shu differs from the Wei-liao in its spelling of the other. name of 
the country, 1'fl~. The We£-liao form ~/$:f _is nearer to i1ifff in the Ta-yiian:
lielz-chuan of the Shi!z-clzz, and agref~ exactly with the spelling in the Hsi
yu-chuan. of the Han-shu. The Hou-han-slzu forni, on the other hand, finds 
its duplicate in the history with the same title, the llou-han-shu ~~t!=, 
written by HsrEH Ch'eng ~bJz under the Wu dynasty, and also in the Hsu-

(I 34) :;f'(~~~-i';~ft:, J}L:tEffli;~, ot-~ifli;ifflll (:ff~~. ~Ef+A, im:IJJGft). 
o 35) **~'----fJ»'eittltfIDxJ, :tE1ti?.~ · i*J>z:~, ::fd[l}~gg ...... ;r1;11:tEif$~, tMt~1wiii.tt$~ .. 
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han~shu ~~- by the Chi1). author S~u-MA _ Plao, A],%,~, m both of which 

histories we read about the country : " Ta-.ch'i:n, also called ~tt · 1i<ts 'in Hsi,. 

hai (the region of the western ~ea)."C136
) In the use of that particular spelling~ 

we may; suppose, the author: of the Hou-han~shu_ simply imitated whaf was.· a 

scholarly practice from th~. close of the Three_ . Kii1gdom epoch to th~ Chin. 

period. Now the. Hou.-han-shu text . continlles f. f' Its territory extends, qver 

several thousand li ;- it .contains . .over f9ur hu11dred cities,_ and _there are' several

tens of sm,all states· §uject to ;its, ~.upremacy."c.1,37). This ·,is·. a, summ.ing up of 

these severaL passages. in, the, Wei-liao,: ~'There are ir,i. the c.ountry (3Illall 

cities_ to the t9tal riuinber of above four hundred. Its. area extends several 

thousand li in all di_rections of the c9mpass" ;<:133
~ " In, th~ country several 

tens of smaH kir~gs are es'tablished ; "l
139

) and " It. has also; outlying tributary 

small st<l,tes over- which are appointed the- -Kings of Ts~_-san;-. Lu-fen, Ch'i~h,. 

Ian, .Hsien;.tu, Ssti-fu, and Yu-lo. Besides .these, there, are so.· many other 

small kings, that there is no mentioning them. · one by 6-ne. "Cgo) Then the 

Hou-han-sliu goes: on :, '~ The . walls of cities- there are: built of stone, "_C141:>. 

and this is evidently an extract, with some modific:atio:µ, of the_ Wei-liao 

paragraph : . " The residence. of the. king stands . _ on the edge of -the. river:.sea 

(the river-mouth?), the walls of the city being· made of stone."c.1~2). Next the 

Hou-han-shu reads ~ " There, are established series of postal stations, all of 

which buildings- are decorated with \yhite plaster."C143) This compai-es _ with 

the. Wei-liao statement ; " It has. postal. stations and t_'z°ng ~ and chih ti 

stages on the road, like thos~ in, the :Middle Kingdom.'?C144) Perhaps in those 

days· it was the custom: in, China itself to· _ decorate post;o:ffice-s with_ white 

plaster, and _we may :assume that·the· author: of the, HoU:-:han-slzu: took liberty 

to attribute· the same aspect to_ those :()f Ta-ch::in on: the; strength o(Jhe above 

Wei~liao passage " like those· in the. middle kingdom~" · The· Hou-han-:-shu 

text runs n_e:xt : . '' There, are. pine and cypreEJEl · trees and all · kinds of other 

trees and plants. The people. work at farming with industry, plant frees a 

great deal, and also grow mulberry tre~s. for silk~worms; "C145) and this is very 

apparently an abbreviation of the Wei'-liao passage :- " In the land there. are 

the trees sung: (pine), po (cypress), h1rni (Sophora ), tzti (a_ kind of Euphorbia ?) ; 

bamboos, rushes, poplars, willows, the wu-t'ung tree (the Sterculia platanifolia) (?), 

(136) *~...:...;gj~i\!l-:tE'fm~. 
(13 7) ftl11J:l;f m_, ifrrLBa~~. ,J,IJ{~Jffi::&:I:+ ({;Jt~~. op. cit.). 

(13s) 1Iifer1J,~a, *rma~. Jfiiffi1¥.Y::f~tt-:=r1E. 
( 1 3 9) *II fi!VJ,.:£:1:+. 
(140) *J.llJ~3§;J-1HJJ, l=li=~f&±_, l=l!M:53-::E, !;=lK~;E. l=l}t'/!f.=E, EliBfli±, El-=f,f.fi!.±, :Jet~,J,. 

±tit~, ~t~--~zi:Jt. 
(141} J»::;p~-~$B {f;Jt~~'" op:· cit.); 

(142) ~.:E'i'B'~iltGifi:f~, ttEliit~$~ .. 

(143) Jitlrrl~~' :WM~;z (~~~ op. cit_.). 

(144) ~tIDi~oc~J:lg:ilJ. 
(I 45) ifrt~~t-a~*Ef~, .. Af~1.J 13:1{1:, ~f.ffiffl~~ {f;Jt~~. op. cit.). 
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and aU-kinds of other plants. . The people are engaged in farm_ing;_ c_u~tivati11g:all, 
kirids:·of grain. . Their live~sto.ck are.:' the hor~e, the donkey; the mule_; the camel, 
and · -- the mulberry . silk~.worm. ''C146). Then . the · Hou-han-shu reads : - . " They 
shave· their heads -and· wea1~ embroidered' clothing;. "C147) and a_lthough this has no counterpart in the Wei-liao; we have reason to suppose. that the particular, 
coiffure referred to being ·well known to . the :Chinese to be. customary with 
the barbarian race, the author ·may easiiy ·have taken a hint: for. his statement; 
from ·-where· the Wei-liao describes. the people of Ta-ch'in as '' wearing bai·barian 
dtess."· · Now the Hou-h'an-shu ·coi1tiques: . -'." They drive in small carriages, 
drawii by ·a pair-of horses-: a'nd covered: with white canopies; when going, 
in ~~1tF'· out~ ,·they>•-beat drunis,' and- hoi~t flags,· banners,. and pennants; ,,c1J3

) 

and· this iS" nothing but a paraphrase· of the Wei~liao ·passage: , "They hoist 
flags and· banners, beat d1:ums and use srn:alL carriages .with white canopies."C149

) 
Next the Hou-han .. shit · text runs: "The walled city in · ,vhich they live -- is. 
over · a hundi-ed li in circumference. In_ the city there are five .palaces, ten li, 
distant from each other. In the palaces, they use crystal to make .pillars; and 
their· fable-wares are also so made. The king goes, to_ one palace a day to 
hear cases; and after five days, all the palaces have been visited. _ He. makes 
it a rule to have. a ri1an with· a. bag follow. his carriage. Those who have 
something ·to say to the king may write it down a1id put it in the· bag. 
Whel1' the king arrives· :at his palace, he has it inspected, and decides the 
right. or ·wrong of ·the case; In each palace there is an official· staff and 
archives·. There are appointed thirty-six ge11erals, who meet· together to discuss, 
state affairs. "C150Y In the -above quotation, the passage relating to crystal . pillars 
and table-wares corresponds to this· Wei-liao paragraph: . "They use crystal 
for i:naking pillars, vessels and utensils" ;C1

~
1

) while the description of: the king's 
contrivance for collecting popular advice has its - model where the WeZ"-liao 
remarks : . " Whenever the ki11g go~s out, he· makes. an ·attendant with a leather 
bag ~ollow · him:. Those who · have ·something to saJ:.. to the. king have tlieir 
words received-. a11.d· .. thtown into the· bag. Whe11: ·he·· returns fo. h:is palace, he: 
examines into and· decides 'the cases;'?C\52

):_ As for. tl-ie ·test of-the above quotation 
from the Hou-han-shu, we ina.y trace it all to the following Wei-liao para .. : 
graph: "The city where the king- has his residence, ,is over a hundred li in 
circumference. There are official staffs and archives. The king has five 
palaces, one being ten li away from another. The king goes in the early 

(146) :j,1;±ft11.~;f:~*m>&J$Yr~m1PU;fffr:ffn1Ef~, t~f~l±lf.l.n~; if~.~-i.W.JJUUt, ~g-. 
( 14 7) it;"t:FJ{fiua'.{3t;r,Aj~ (ff~~. op. cit.). 
(148) ~ifilll.®FS~1J<~1r, l:B 7\.~~, :f!~ol$t1/riiH1~~~;' op. ciq. 
( 14 9) ~~~~ S ~,J,J!I. 
(1so) mm~~%Jmla~.m, ~i:J:1~:n.B", ;Hf:t:i-.m- 1?;.?l[~J».7.J(ffi~tt, ~~?JJ't~: ;!e!;.±l=ltnf·

B"~*· .nl=!mi1l1ffli. 1t1Je:-Al~~llffH11I, A~-g~::tr, @IJ.lltll~jgr-p .: ±~B"it, -a'JJR· 
:j,!;;f:ErrI. 4}~'ftrff3ti'i-, IE3-J-;:;;\'fl1, ~-®--~ffiro~. (fi~ii=, .op. cit.). , .. 

(151) .!».7MMi=Ettlk.~~fJ. 
(152) ±I±lf.r, 'it~~Af-if-:ijt~EJ&i; ~Sft_::/h :§t;1sl;.ffi'h. ~~tF., ~'ZJ.H1'~Y:JH1H.-
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morn.mg to one palace and· hears the ~ases there till, everii1ig, when he lodges 
tl~ere for the night. On the mor~ow, he goes ·t~ another palac~, and. so on, 
cc:inipleting his round in five days. There are ·appointed thirty-six geiierals. 
Wiien~v~r· there· is some affair to be discussed, th~ rule i~. th1t, ·;hould a 
single gerieral fail to appear,. there_'shall· 'be no discus~io~_,;Cl53

) . To return ·to 
the -Hozt"-han-_shu, it reads riext : " Their ki1igs are not permanent rulers, but 
mei1 of· wisdom are elected aiid · placed · on ·· the throne. When e~fraordiiiary 
calamities visit the countrj,; or whe~t . th~ wii1ds ~nd rains are ~ery lin~eason:. 
able:, the ki1~g is deposed ·-and r~placed by another. · :Tl1e on~ thus discharged 
a~quiesces ·in this: degradation· witliout 'taking ariy offen~e'; "crn4) and this almost 
e6hoes the wil-liao "passage: "'Ti1e country has :l~O permanent .rule~.- When 
exfraorciinary ~~lamities '·v¼.it'· the country,' they. elect ·adother man of wisdom 
ai~d make him king. :·: The form~r- kiiig is disch;rged. though he i;· still. alive 
but he does· n9t -- da~e to · res~nt."Crnl'i) The Hou-han-sh~t continues: "The 
pe?ple are all-tall _arii w~ll-proportioned, arid b~ar certain rese~bidnce t~ tl1e 
pe;pl~' of the Middle Kingdo~, and for 'thi~ r~as01i th~y are called T~-cl~'in 
(i.e~ Great Ch'in); '"(lBS). and we, cari see how thi~ ag~ees in ge~eral effect with 
the W~t-litio statein~i1t ·: "The people ai·e .fall a~d we~l-proportion~d, and 
1~ese11lhle. those. ·of I the-. Middle. Kingdom, although weai·ing barbarian dress. 
They sa.y thepiselves tbat they are' an issue· of the. Middle Kingdo1~ 

1

race."C157) 

Then the Hou-han-shit proceeds to enu~erate variotis produc'ts of 'thci country-: 
" The hnid -ah6urids · in gold, sil ve:r, and· rare· freasu;es ; one finds there Yeh:. 
kuang-pi · (Night~shinfog jewel), 'ming-yiieh-chu (Brig.ht-mo~n pearl), hsieh.:.chi~· 
hsi · (chicken-frighteni11g , rhinoc~a;os stone), ~9r~l;~ ambe:r, ·liu-li (glass), lang-kai1 
(a· kind of ·coral), chu-tah (dnnabar)~ green ·ch'ing-pi .-(gr~en ·jade-sto~e), gold;. 
emb:roideted'silk·· cloth,· gold interwoven silk rugs, ·and-. silk ·cloth. of various 
colours, They make ·gold-_c;olaui·ed. cloth and ·asbestos cloth."c15

s)· Lo~g ·as 
this list is, it' is. only a· fraction- Of the• far n10~:e· copious 1nventory · which the 
Wei-liao fuh1ishes, coi'i,sisting · of fifty-nine artides produced in the country. 
The· ·Hou-ha1hhuc continues on the san'ie subject 6f: production,. saying: 
"They further produce 'fine doth', which is said fo be inade from shu:1-
yang-ts'ui (i.e. the wool of tl;e water-sheep) and cocoons of w~ld · silk-worms'."c15

H) 

This is nothi1ig but -an extiact -of the -iather curio.us story the Wei"-liao tells 
us:· "'They weave a kind of fine cloth out of what they assert 'to be the 

(153) ;i-t3:.elrrt'~)?SJ!eJEf~!t!., ,ff'§'t,3t~. 3:.;fr:ii'g, -,Zffl~+1E!., *3:.~.a;z-,Z~~. ~ 
s;g{ . .:.~; ·_W3 at~~~,z, aiS:....PJ; m:::::+~ifi; ~~~. -~;;r;;~au~~111·. 

(154) *3:.~;fr'MfA, ~f.Ji.:.v:Jf~, ~i:p~~lk.AruJfil~ll{f, $"/f{~iffi~.:ft, ~:ox~itJJ!l;r;it~. (:ff~ 
ii=, op. cit.). · · · ·· 

(155) *~~'Mf.:E, ~rp1fJ5~~. ff(~iz:JfA.r».liif.:E, ·im&:ox;i-tt.&.:E, .:EZJJ'~ittf&-. 
(156) ;i-tA.n:1tr:&:K2P·IE, iiI.Eil=Pil, t.rti~z*~- (:ff~·; op. cit.). 
(1'57) . ~ftAN::k~·IE, fPJfi:l~Aiffi!Jrnit,. gr·~.-, ;,j,:.rti~:._.BIJif1. -
(1.58) ±~~iJH;'Hf, ~~Jt~ • ~fl~-. ~i;~ · :flllJ-JI • ~m · ~~ · ;ijl:ff • =>Rft · W~ · :fiU~ 

i'fj:~l ·•PX· ~tt · iH$~~, ft~~~· )k&t;fp. (:ff.ii=; op.· ciE).· -
(159) iffwm7ffi, ~~7M~~. !1wiiil°e1rwtri. (1:tt~il=; ibid.); 
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water-sheep. It is called hai-hsi-pu. In this country all the domestic animals 

are believed to come out of the water. Some say that they do not only use 

_the wool of the sheep, but also the bark of trees and . the silk of wild 

cocoons."060
) Next the Hou-han-shu says,: "They collect all kinds of fragrant 

substances, the: juice of which they .boil into su-ho (st_orax ?) ; "C151
) and althoqgh 

:there is no equivalent remark in the Wez"-l£ao, the latter certainly ·makes 

mention of su-ho among other products of the country, and the author of 

_the Hon-han-shu, on consulting the Wei-liao, may have seen fit to expatiate 

·on .the preparation of the_. spice,. perhaps from his own knowledge. Then 

he closes his list · of Ta-.ch'in products saying : " All kinds of curio~ities 

and rari_ties foreign to China are produced in t]:iis country ; "· ·and ce~-tainly 

this reflects on that longer inventory in the Wei-liao referred to. The next 

Hou-han-shu statement: "They make coins ·of gol~ and silver. Ten 

silver coins are equivalent to one gold c~in,"Cl52
) is practically a repetition 

.of the Wei-liao passage : . " They make · gold and silver coins. One ~old 

coin is worth ten silver coins."C163
). The Hou-han-shu continues : "Th<:?y 

traffic by sea with An.,hsi and T'ien-chu (i.e. India), the profit of which t\·ade 

is ten-fold. . [They are straightforwai:;d,~and honest in ~haract'='.r,. and th,ere are 

~10 double _prices .in their markets. Cereals, their staple food, are always 

cheap. _The state budgets . are rich and copious. When the e_mbas~ies of 

}leighbouring ·countries arrive at their fo:mtier, they are driven by post to the 

.capital city, and, on a~rival there, they are provided with gold money.] Their 

kings always . desired to. send embassies to Ch~na, but the An-h$i wished to 

_carty on trade with them in Chinese silks, and the :way was closed. up owing 

to their _interrupt.ion."Cl54
) · Reserving the pass<:1,ge in. brackets t~ later ·_discussiop., 

the re~t' of the quotation may he referred to tlie two Wei-liao paragraphs, one 

of which says, . in -connection with the general description of the 'fa-ch'in 

'.people : " They . always· wish~d to . send·· embassies to China, bu:t the An.,hsi 

_wanted to maintain their profitable position · and • would· not allow thein to 

pass t4ei~ country:" ;C1~5
) tJ1e _other dos,es the description of the textile ·produc

tion of the .country: "Further they find ·it a profitable .business to get Chinese 

silk _and sever it in , order to make hu-ling W~ (i.e. barbarian silk cloth), 

and for . this reason . they frequently trade by sea with the vatious countries· of 

An-hsi. The seawater is bitter and unfit for drinking, . and this . is why very 

(161) 
(162) 
(163) 
(164) 

!llf~**··. 
ifil-Mf~, ·im~rt.12li\Ui~- (1iit~~' op. cit.). 
J».:@::;?;~~~-,. ~~1ll+.i!:@::1J~ .. (1~~~' op. cit.). 

f"F~~~' ~ti--:--1,t~~+. ' ' 
!l!ttc,~ • ~~~m~1trft, :¥Uifr+f&. [*A~me, 11NAA=fll, ~~1w!li; jj!JB1fr~, ~m 
vef'J::i.tJY.m-~, ~-~§1.:i;j;~, ~JU%J».:@::iiJ.. ;!a{;:£1/tflkmiilri1.i{'-~, mrtc.Mm~~rti!f4;z 

· ~rff, ij~~;;;i;;~gr~. -.(fiit~~; op. cit.). · · 

(165) 1/t-&c~ve~rflm, W*}~.liffl*;;j:U;;;i;;HgqJ~. . 
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few travellers have succeeded in reaching the country."C 166
) The ,,next "Jew ,.lines 

in the Hou-han-shu concern the arrival of an embassy from Ta-ch'in during 
the reign of the emperor Huan-ti, which event fo~ds no mention in the rVei
.liao·; but laying aside this passage for later consideration, we may now take 
up the next par~graph: "Some say that to the west of this country there is 
the Jo-shui (Weak Water) ai1d Liu-sha (Drifting Sands, desert). This is near 
the place where Hsi..:wang-mu has her abode, and not far from where the 
sun sets. The (Ch'ien-)han-shu says·: 'Going over 200 days west from 
T'iao..:chih, one comes near the place where the sun sets,' and this is at 
variance with the present book. "C

167
) The whole remark is ascribable partly 

to this passage in the -opening part of · the Ta-ch'in account of the Wei-liao : 
'' :formerly it was also - erroneously considered that ·the J o-shui was west of 

· T'iao-chih, but nowadays the Jo-shui is known ·to be west of Ta-ch'in. Formerly 
_ it· was also wrnngly believed that going over- 200 days ·west of T'iao-chih, 
one came near the place where the _ sun sets, but now one goes west from 
Ta-:-ch'in to get -near where the sun sets; "C168

) and partly to these lines toward 
the close of the .same accou,nt: "To the west of Ta-ch'in there is a sea . 

. Weat of _this there is a river.· West again of this, there is a ·gteat range of 
moimtains exte1}di11g from north to ·•south; west of-this there is the Ch'ih-shui 

, (Red R~ver); west ·of .the Ch'ih-shui there is Pei'.'.yii-shan (White-jade Hill); 
on Pei-yu-shan there is (the residence of) Hsi-wang-rnu; west of Hsi-wang-mu 
there· is _Liu-sha -(corrected from Hsiu-liu-sha 1fffVTEr9)."C_169

) And when the 
author of the Hou-,lian"'.'shu adds : " Formerly the embassies from China all 
returned from Wu-i, none having .reached as far as T'iao-chih,"C170

) it m?y 
easily have beei:i_ suggested to him by the above Wei-liao paragraphs. Now 
he goes on to s'r-ay.:· "It is further said that from An-hsi onward, the overland 
roa~ makes a cii'cuit through Hai-pei, and comes out at Hai-hsi; thus reaching 
Ta.,ch'in. The country is densely popufated. Every ten li is marked by a 
t'ing (postal station), and every· thirty li by a chilz (major postal station). 
Travellers are never -attacked by robbers or marauders, but the road is infested 
with fierce tigers and iions, which endanger and hinder traffic. Unless travel
lers go in parties of· above one hundred, and well armed, . they are easily 
devoured by the wild beasts."C171

) This almost tallies with the following lines 
in · the · Wei-liao : " From An-hsi, one makes a circuit through Hai-pei and 

(166) 
(167) 

(I 68) 

(I 6,9) 

(I 70) 
(I 71) 

x~~~~■Mm~aM•,tt••~~••~m~~~'***~~~. a~*~¾m. 
-~~. *~glj;-gFJij7Jc • YJffi!P, ili:g![.:£-1.iJ:p,Fj-Jls-LE, ~i~aM7'.tlt, ~~~. 1rE{*.ttrffi{r-=s~ 
a., IB:l=iBff 7'., J!UR~~~~- (fi~il=, op. cit.). 
filii!tX~tUI, :iaij7Jc;(E{*3tiffl, ~~ij7Jc;(E:;k~gs, mii!t3Z~QUt, 1fE{~3tg!ifi-=a~a, 30: 
am1-..., ~~*rglj, ili:Efp)r7'_. 
::k~ifiliffr~7lt," mf7Jcgg;-gfµJ7lc, M7Jc¥mi¥.iitfiiff:kW, rl![;-g*7Jc, *7Jcifiliff S ~W, S IW 
ifrg!;j.:£-1.iJ:, .filj .:£-1.iJ:j'l:ljifr{l!ftnti!P •. 
mii!t~~-§1' EI .~-t.!2Lm!, ~,ff:¥f*j(;/f-@.. (f3t~~. op, cit.). 
x~. 1fE~XlJJggifil~iijitrral~gg:¥:f;;:~, A~~-. +:M-¥, -=.+.m~fif, ~~i'il:!ut'r& 
~. rnH~?t~JJE~lli/Fr, ~~fr*, ~Ef~A~~ia=, !plfOim~- (:fi~it-,. op. cit.). 
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reaches· the count1:y. The people live close together. Every ten li is marked 
by a t'irig and evei-y thirty li by a ·chih. There is 110 fea:r of robbers, b~t 
fi~rce tigers and · lions which do harm. Travellers cannot . pass. unless 
uniting themselves in parties. "(172) · Next the Hou-han-shu r~ads : " Th~y 
also say that there· is a flying bridge several · hundred li in length, by 
which one may cross over to. die countries of Hai-pei·; "c17i') and. certainly 
this is said 011 the basis of the. Wei-liao statement : " Frnm Lu-fen, one goes 
west to Ta-ch'111 by crossing over to Hai-pei in a flying bri'dge, which is 2.'JO 

li l~ng. "C174
) Lastly the author of · the Hou-han-shu thus winds up -his' Ta-ch'i~ 

account: ''·The ·rare and curious pi·oducts· ascribed to the country are, many 
o( them, suspiciously myste.rious; and therefore they are not enuriieratecl here."c17

n) 

No doubt he had in mind those numbers .. of fabulous objects ~entionecl in 
the Ta-ch'in account of the Wei-liao~ s~ch as for instance, the jade~ston~ ~f 
1;ine colours, the jade-stone of five colours, the divine dragon, the red drago1~, 
pi-tu~chu h'i='F*lml (poisoi1-preventing rat), etc. 

Thus we fiild that nearly every line· of the Hou-han-shu account· is 'a 
reproduction, more ofte1i contracted than expanded, of some passage or other 
in the . Wei-liao account of Ta-ch'i~1. As has been rioticed above, however, 
there are two passages of the Hou-han-shu account for . ~;hich we find ·no 
equivalent in the other history, and which therefore call for special atte1~ti01i.. 
One: may be, quoted agaiil as follows·:· "The people · are straightforw~rd and 
honest in character. There are no double pdces in their rnarkets. Cereals, 
theii· staple food, are always cheap; the stat~ budgets· are I'ich and, copious. 
Wheneve1~ the emba;s~es of neighbouring co~ntries read~ their' frontier, they 
are driven by post to the capital city, and on arrival there, they are provided 
with gold mdney.''c176

) For aught we know, the author might have· drawn this 
ii1formation from s~me other source than the Wei-liao. On the other hand, 
however, it must· be remembered that such notions as " no double rrices . in 
the market," "the cheap supply of staple food," and the like are those very 
co~monly associated when Chinese writers picture their utop'ian government, 
which ,vould allow the people to enjoy perfect peace and everlasdng prosperity 
under the reign of a heaven-appointed ruler. Another f~ctot equally ·sigriificant 
iri this connection is the traditional idea that alf foreign· peoples are bound to 
submit allegiarice to Chinese sovereignty, and the consequent h~bit of ~alling 
all foreign embassies tribute-carriers to the imperial court and of encouraging 
them -by momentary. donations and· appointments to. Chinese· offices, a practice 
believed to have been handed dow1i ·from the ·ancient blessed sovereigns. Now 
the au_thor ?f the . Hou~han-shu is desc_ribing , th,e Ta:.ch'in as a · people which 

(I 72) :fft~Xlif~~if:fU*~, A~t!=!la, +_m~~, .=+.fil.~oc, ~#W;.r1l:Jllt', 1lF1f~JJEMi!Fr~~' 
rrJJt:;fitf!u ~~~. · 

{173) x~·, ifr~-fr.tl!ta.m., PJv!~it.~&i- {,fi~~. op. cit.). 
(174) :ffEH~;fmrffl"z**· iii~ Cit.J, m·.m=Ei'-=+.m. 
(17?) Bff&:~-~£~~qM, fi~i½~:;;r~fifil, t,t~;m~. (1l~~; op. cit.). 
(I 76) See note 1'64. ·, 
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is fortunate enough to claim kinship with the Middle Kingdom race. He is 
naturally inclined to idealization, and he may easily attach· to the pe.ople -those 
consumate co11<litions of an elevated community.- Then the,, other statement 
peculiar to tht;t Hou-han-sh'lf,, occurring in the con~ext once referred to, runs 
as follows: 'tI11 the 9th year. of 'Yen-hsi ~;( during the reign of Buan-ti, 
however, the king of Ta-ch'in, An-tun !J;;M{, sent an embassy, .who came in by 
the outlying frontier province of Jih-nan- Elf-¥ff, and offered ivory, r-hinoceros 
horns, _ and tortoise shell. It is from this time that dates the direct intercourse 
with this- country. The list of their tribute contained neither rarities nor 
novelties ; and this circumstance throws doubt on the tradition."C177) No 
doubt this passage states a historical fact ; and -as the r'Vei-lia~ gives 
no equivalent record, we may be sure that the author of the Hou-han-s!zu 
had some · other source to draw on for this matter. It must be noted, 
however, that this is the. only instance in which the Ta-ch'in account of the 
Hou-han-s!zu. ever seems to record any positive fact which does not appear in 
the Wez"-liao. After all, therefore, we may be justified in saying that among 
th~ four different accounts of Ta-d1'in contained in the dynastic histories of 
the pre-T'ang- periods, the Ta-ch'in account of the Wei.,.fiao is the only . one 
which can be properly called a source material on :the subject. 

The unique position thus claimed by the Wei-liao in the whole literature 
on Ta-ch'in makes it a matter of high importance - to fix the elate· of its 
productio11 and find the particular period to which belonged the information 
embodied in its Ta-ch'in account. As already remarked, the original text--of 
the history is extinct, and it is hard to form any definite idea of its general 
form and scheme of compilation. The T'ang scholar Lru Chih-Chi tU:92P~, 
however,. in his historical . commentaries, the Shz"h-t'ung £J!im, remarks: 
"During the Wei period, Yu Huan. 1.r,~, the Chiang Chao JJ-t;H~ (Prefect of 
the Metropolis), cornpiled the Wei~li'ao on his own account. The chronicles 
are broughf down to the time of Ming~ti," and this assists us. to the inference 
that the coni.pilation of the work took place in or after the time of the. next 
emperor Ts'AO Fang lf~, so that the history might deal with the three preceding 
reigns of the Wei emperors:, Wu-ti, Wen-ti, and Ming-ti. In all proba,bility, 
the author gav,e, in the section "Dynastic_ Annals", chronological records of 
occurrences from the foundation of the dynasty to the close of Ming-ti's reign, 
while fr1 the section " Biographies " portraying eminent characters of the cor
responding period. The history must have also included a divisiori devoted to 
confined "Foreign ·Countries", but here, we may be sure that the recorded data 
were riot to the Wei period. This is wit1iessed by several Wei-liao paragraphs 
quoted iri the: 1Vei~c~iiz in,its accounts of the various eastern and westeri1 barbaric 
tribes. In connection with the Fu-yii race, the author of the Wei-liao relates 

(I 77) ~;f1Hif;@;Jbt~, **3::it2lt-tll~ gr 8rt:itlltGi-, ·ik~:!f- · ~ff3 · lf;1:i:r;J, :kf:i~~;fil~, ;tt.§Jr~ 
Jt:ilt1w.~~, ~~~~~- U*~~' op. cit.). 
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the tradition. pertaining to the founder of the nation, Tung-ming-wang ]!tS,!3~, 
a legendary hero · of remote. antiquity ; · in dealing with the history of the 
Korean Hans fl, he starts, from the very ancient period of the Chi ;l1f; family 
and continues. down to the rise of W:fa Mau wji~, and also mentions occur
rences in the peninsula under the rule of WEI Yu-Ch'ii ij·;t"~ as under the 
influe1J.ce. 9f Mang ; and . as under the supremacy of the · Later Han. emperor 
An-ti. fo reference t◊ the Ta-yileh-chih,. again, he records the introduction 
of Buddhism. by that race as an occurrence. in the 1st. year of Yiian~shou Jt• 
of the Former Han emperor An-ti., Lastly, iri his account of Ta:-ch'in, we find 
the fact .that in the 3rd year of Yang-chia ~~JI of Shun-ti of the Later Han 
dynasty,, t_he .king of Su-le ID"ff,1(i}J, by the name of Ch'en-p'an g[~, prese;11ted to 
the court some blue stones and golden girdles from Hai.-hsi. It is therefore 
evident that we could ~10t consider the Ta-ch'in account of the We.i-liao to be 
presenting facts relating exclusively to the Wei period. 

On reading through the 'l;'a-ch'in a·ccount of the Wei-liao, every one will 
perceive that Ta-ch'in, as a general term, implies two distinct ele~ne:nts, that 
is, Ta-:-ch'in proper and all its dependencies. The former was coexte11sive with· 
the region of Hai-:-hsi, and the latter were distributed in those of Hai-pei and 
Hai-tung. In Hai-pei, it is the, states of Ch'ieh-lan, Ssu-fu, and Hsien".'tu that 
are clearly indicated as dependencies of Ta-ch'in ; and in Hai::-tung, those of 
Lii-f en, Yii-lo, and Tse-san are so. defined; As for the three. other states . in 
the Hai-tung region,. namely, Ssu-t'ao, Ssu-la, and Ssu-pin, we know by inference 
that they were not. subject to the l'lupremacy of Ta-ch'in, but to that of An:-hsi .. 
T'iao-chih, another country in Hai-tung, is described as tributary to An-hsi. 
This country, however, receives a more than passing notice in the .. early 
accounts <?f the Western Region, and is always so intimately• associated with 
Ta-ch'in, by ancient historians that a study of the history of Ta-'chin will. not 

/ be complete with~ut a little reflection. on that. of T'iao-chih. A few ye<l.rs ago,. 
I published a separate study on T'iao-chih ; but then n:1y point of view being 
mainly geographical, I had but little occasion to deal with the history of the 
country. ln order to m_ake up for this omission, and also to express some 
conclusions I have since reached as to its geographical relation, I may take 
this opportunity to discuss the subject anew. 

· " The city of the counfry of T'iao-chih stands on a hill," says the Hou
han-shu. •" It is over 40 li in. circumference and borders on the Hsi-hai (i.e. 
the. Western Sea), being circularly surrounded by sea-water. 011 the three 
sides, namely, on the south and on the northeast, .. the road is cut off; only, 
in its northwestern corner, there is access to it by a land road. The climate 
is, hot and· d~mp; : it · produces ~ions; rhinoceroes, feng-n~u }W4 (Zebu), 
pea~ocks, • and ta-ch'iao (large birds), the eggs of which are _like urns. You_ turn 
to the north and then to the east, and go on horseback for over. 60 day!> to reach 
An-hsi. In later days, An~hsi made T'iao-chih a vassal statej appointing generals 
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to govern and possess all the small cities/'C17
s) There can be small doubt that 

the western sea meant the Persian Gulf, and the general description indicates, 

as · folly explained in my previous study, that the site of the country of T'iao

ohih is identifiable with the country of Mesene-Kharacene in western records. 

The country .is stated above as a dependency of An-hsi; while the adjunct in 

later days might seem to suggest that it became so only at some_ point within 

the Later Han period. .But T'iao-chih was subject to An-hsi as early as the 

time of the · Former Han emperor, Wu-ti; for the author of the Shih-chi 

temarks in his. Ta-yuan-l£elz-chuan: "T'iao-chih is situated several thousand 

li west. of Ari-hsi ·and · borders on the Western Sea. It is .hot and damp. 

They cultivate farms and grow. rice. There is found a large bird, whose eggs 

are like. urns. The population is very numerous,. and here and there rule 

small chieftains~. A1i-hsi,. · however,. has made it a vassal state, holding the 

country as a foreign ( outlying) t~rritory.'.'C179
). We may notice how much like 

this that Hou-lzan-shu paragraph reads. Excepting the. first. few data which 

the author of the Hou-han-slzu gives as. to the. lay of the country, w,iich 

perhaps are later information, he is almost 1;epeating the · account of the Shilz

chi; and we are 'induced to suspect that when_ he states T'iao-chih to be 

subject to An-hsi, he · is merely imitating the representation by the, Shih:-chi, 

no matter whether or no such was really the case during the Later· Han 

period. However that may be, we are enabled to· know from another source 

that the statement of the author of the Hou-lian-shu was not mistaken in 

effect. The Ta-cl1'in account of the J!Yei-li"r.to. has this passage in · its opening 

part=-
" Formerly it was also erroneously- considered that it (T'iao-chih) was 

stronger than An-hsi, but now An-hsi holds it as a vassal state, making it 

form the western frontier of An-hsi. "c1so) a11d this goes to reassure us that• the 

country of T'iao-chih was subject to An-hsi during the period from the Later 

H~n regime· to the Three Kingdoms Age; 

What was the derivation of the name T'iao-chih ? It seems to have no 

linguistic relation with Mesene-Kharaccne, the name of the country which 

occupied the lowest basin of the Euphrates during the Later Han period, nor 

with the name of its capital city, Spanisnu-Kharax. T'iao-chi, however, 

was the name under which the country was first introduced to Chinese know

ledge by the great traveller CHANG Ch'ien during. the reign of Wu-ti of the 

Former Han dynasty, and so we must consider by what· name that country 

had bee~1 known in the Western world. PLINY tells us that Alexander the 

(178) ~I½:~~:tE!lU:::, ~fe;J!m-r~.fil, li.Turl§i.~, ~*-J±!Hi- ;t;tm.DtJR:/1::::::ffiftU'§, llftrl§i;fl:~1~~~ 

~-. ±:lm:ff~, ru1u-=:r-. Pi14=-. ~4=- • ~~ • *~' *~;t;tBf:l~i:i~. ~itrr□m, 1jf.~rr::-~-r 
~ l=f ~*Jfi!,. f:ilH:fcffflf*I½:, ~fi:*7~~1'~W,J-.~~ • (fi~if, ~Ef-t-A, rm:t.o .. H-J) 

(179) ~tttE5!i:1~:t1.stv.'."f-.fil, ~!&Tt!iit:!1-~, lJ!:EElfflfrH. ®*·~' .Bf:Jt{r:I~--- A*~~' 1±1±ifr1J-.~ 

~- rr□ 5ic~f5t/fflzJ2L1~Jt-~. (fe.ta, ~s=.-r:::::,. *ritf!lft.). 

(180) (mtiilt) x~J2L~, ~~*·~:, ~J!f5'!1z, ~~*,1~ .. Tt!iJ'r.. 
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Great, on his way home fo;mi hisr con.quest ◊f India, buik a city at the mouth 
qf the Euphrates, and gave; it . the pan1e Ale_xandria.. Afterwards, however, it 
was destroyed by an inundation of the riv:er, and it . wait_ed for . the fifth 
Seleucid monarch, Antiochus, to restore it from the ruins, christening. it after 
l:i.is own name, Antiochia, But this city of Antiochia suffered another deva-: 
station from the river, and when the Arabian chieftain Spasines occupied this 
place, he undertook its repairs, and thus gave rise to a new name of the city, 
Spasinu-Kharax;.C181

) Among these different. names, it is Antiochia that seems 
t.o. me to have some linguistic connection with T'iao~chih. The characters ~ x are nowadays sounded t'iao-chio, but we are not certain what was. their 
pronunciation in the Han .period. Seeing, .however, that the current Japanese 
and Annamese pronunciations of the character ~ are deu and dieu respectively, 
there is high probability that is sounded something like dieu or. diau in China 
of the Han period}182

) As · for the oth_er character x, its current sound is 
chih; but we find the author of. the. W~i-chih, giving: an account .. of the 
ancient Japanese, mentions a Japanese island. province Iki situated in. the 
Korea Strait by the characters ~R, and . this strongly suggests the. likelihood 
that during the Han and Wei periods the character in question had the somid 
ki, at least concurrently with, or alternatively to, clzi.c18

~) The same thing 

(181) 
(182) 

(183) 

PLINY, op. cit., VI. 3 L 
The K'ang-hri-tzu-tien expla{ns. the character f* as : " The phonetic spelfo~g fjg.!t5!J 
t'i.1,-liao, (the Kuang:..yun); the phonetic spelling EEI.FJJU t'ien-liao, (the Chi-yiln and 
the Y.wn-lmi) ; sounds similar to ill t 'iao ; and also spelt ff~ ti." · 
The Liang-slzu, describing the country of Hsin-lo ~f.lli in ancient Korea, mentio~1s 
the name of a government office, ~]t; and this is apparently the same term as ~ 
~' a Korean offici~l name noticed in the contemporary Japanese history, Nilzon
slzohi, in connection with another Korean state Jen-na {1:t./:/S • . That the character f/it, 
now ch'i, then sounded soniething like hi ·is inferable from its Japanese pronuncia
tion, and this enables us to guess that the character 5z sounded similarly in those 
days, that is, toward the close of t~e Northern and Southern Dynastic pe1:iod .. In 
the same Chinese history,_ we may further notice, in its account of the Japanese 

· · 1slancl province of Iki is represented by the charact½rs ~ j/z, no doubt intended to 
sound i-ki. The earlier history Wei-chih also makes mention of the same Japanese 
island, and although here the name is spelt ~j;;;__, it is very obviously a scribal error 
for what should have b.een ~ It, and thlJS we are enabled to frace the_ pronunciation 
of the character 5z ki farther back to the Han and Wei periods. What requires 
attention on the other hand is that Ghou-shu %1~ th~1s remarks of another Korean 
state Pai-chi sift[, : "The king is one of the Fu-yi..i family, arid assumes· the title 
Ww-lo-hsia ;o{;'J/iitf~. The people, however, call him Chien-chi-chih l:ll!3CE·, the term 
corresponding to. wang (king) in Chinese speech. .3:.f&~~ n;;, N.ref.iNf ~, Pl: r!f- tUl E x, N1t:ilt.Tt:P,. (%1~, ~IZ.9-t-JL~~WJ:.)." In our Nihon-Slwki, we find word II 
::£ or perhaps ~::i:., meaning the King or Lord of Pai-chi, furnished with the 
reading.·'' konihislii'" or." kokishi ", and this unmistakably points to th~ same title 
mentioned in the Chou-shu . . The foreg9ing data, •taken -together, incline us to infer 
that in the late years of the Nor,ther11: and Soutlj.ern Dyn,atic period, the cluracter 5t 
was pronounceable both ways; lii a1\d chi. Perhaps it would · be toq hasty -to assumt? 
on the strength of the evide_nce. derived from the histo_rical 1:nertio~1 9£ the Japanese 
province lki that ki was the. only. prqµable sound ·of the charflcter Jk:, during the 
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may . be said of the character tt. forming the Jast member of the form . used 
by the author ,of the Shih-ch.f.. On th~se grounds we may well assume that 

~3t or *tt was originally intended to . read diau-ki, and thus there .. is no 
little ch~nce that, it was a shortened transcription of Antiochia, as referring to 
the city at the mouth of the Euphrates. According to Hamza Isfahani, the 
Persians used to speak of the Antiochia in Syria as Andiv, OS'-1) and (his. puts 

us in mind of Andicichia, as . a possible corruption: whid1 woul~l have been 
more easily conrn;ctal?le with di~u-k£. As fot the omission in the transcription 
of the first' syllable in Antiochi;:i. (or perhpas Andiochia), it may be taken. for 

granted by analogy of the fact that the city of Ktesiphon in Parthia is represented 
as SsLI-pin in the Ta-ch'in accounts of the Hou-lzan-shu. _and· of the Wei-liao. 

· Thus ·we fo1d the na111e T'iao-chih to be etymologically traceable to the 

v:.restern nan;i.e Ai1tiothia ; ·· and if there were two Antiochias in western ,Asia, 

both enjoying a specially advantageous position on .the highway of commerce 
between east and west, 'T'iao,.chih must have referred to that Antiochia at the 
mouth_ of the Euphrates, because the country of T'aio-chih is described as 
lying next to the .Western Sea, that is, the Persian Gulf. On. the other hand, 
however, it seems hard to· suppose that the application. of the name T'iao
chih was confined to the narrow limits ·o( the country of _Mesene-Kharacene ,; 
for then what the early histories tell us about T'iao-chih must appear_ incon
gruous in many respects. For instance, the author of the Shih-chi, desqibing 
An-hsi, remarks : "West of it is ~I"iao-chih,"C185

) and what is remarkable is 

tJiat he ii1entions T'iao-chih alone on that side of An-hsi. We cai~not take 

this T'iao-chih. in. the. exclusive sense of the r~gion. correspoding .to Mes~ne
Kharacerie, which was a really small country adjoining An-hsi only . at its 
s9uthwestern corner and h.ardly. comparaple · in extent to any single . province 
qf An-hsi; _it. is ,impossible that a unit so insignificant .in size and lying ~n 
s.uch a direc;:tion. from .A.n-hsi, should have been recognized as the only western 

neighbour of An-hsi. ThEl second difficulty arises in -connection with t~is 
once-q11:oted passage from the Shili-chi about T'iao-chih : " The population 
I$ very numerous. . Here and there rule several sm.all _chieftains; An-hsi, 
however, has ma,de . the country a vassal state, holding it as .a outlying 
territory."C186

) The; singl~ region c9rresponding to Mesene could not have had 

rpom enough for a very large population, with m~ny small rulers, too ; . moreover 
tµe country of M6sene is . known to have been under .a single ruler. The 
third olJjectiou comes. from the passage where the author of the Shih-chi 
mentions, the immense . bird whose eggs :vvere as ·· large as. urns, which no 

Hari and Wei times. At all events, what I wanf to emphasize here •is the irnportance 
to· recognize the fact that all the attempts hitherto made at tracing ·the· origin of the 
name T'iao-chih have· been greatly hampered· by the . practice of con~id½ring. the 
character.s . in th~ir current prounci.~tion a~one. 

(184) GUTSCHMID, Gesclzichte ]rans, p. 66. 

(185)' ;t;t.ifflJ!Uf*:tt• (kia, r~s=-t--3, *f11Jum). 
( I 8 6) · See· note· 1 7 9 : 
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doubt meant the ostrich as a native product of" T'iao-chih. It would be 
absurd to attribute the ostrich to the- swampish Ia~d of Mesene; its real 
habitat -:µmst have been the desert regions ii1 Syria and Mesopotamia, and 

according to Xen~phon, it was found in special abundance in Assyria. Four
thly and lastly; we may reflect on this passage in the· Ta-ch'in account of the 
Wei~liao :- "Formerly it was also erroneously believed that T'iao-chih was 
stronger than An-hsi." If there was any country which might have been 
reported as sutpassing An-hsi in power and ten;itorial extent, it was certainly 
Sy{·ia ; and whatever chance of misinformation may be allowed for in this 

case, it ,vould be decidedly inconceivable that the small unit corresponding 

to -·M~~ene shoul~l have ever· supposed' to be stronger than An-hsi at all. 

All these difficulties are inevitable if. we try to limit the reference of 

T'iao-chih to the single region occupied by the country of Mesene; Suppose, 
however, that the term covered a more extensive area, including · not · only the 

country of Mesene, but also the whole basins of the Tigris anithe Euphrates 

stretching north of it, then all such inconsistencies will dissolve at 011.ce. 
It is another matter. to explain how the name T'iao-chih, probably derived 

from Antiochia m. Andiochia, came to apply to that wider area. Although it 

is hcird to form ~ny decisive opinion: about it, I may here tentatively offer two 
differe{1t conjectures on the subject. The first is that, before the Parthians 
effected thei~· te~·~·itorial expansion westwards into the basins of the Tigris and 
the Euphrates:, they were wo1it to call the Syrian Kingdom by the name of 

Anti"ochia that -when their king Mithridates I conquered the region referred to, 
it contained several states, each called by its own name, but as for a generic 

name 'to. cover it as a whole, there was none ; and that, under those circum

stances, the Parthians found it expedient to call it Antiochia, thus making the 
ri~me which they had prev~ously given to the whole Syrian area denote in 
particular what had until so lately been a part of it. My other surmise is 
that the capital of Mesene-Kharacene, . having be·en a. famous centre of traffic 

ever"·siiice the· days of' the Syri'an ·rule the1:e, contirfued ·until far .later to be 

called by its•• original name Antiochia ; and that, . in course of time, . this came 
to apply by extention to the general region of Mesopotamia. In both hypo

theses above presented, it is assumed that a city had given its own name to 
the whole tract of country in which it was situated ; and in fact, similar 

instances are common in the history of the Western Regio·n. For the present 

purpose, it ~ill suffice to recall the country of Li-kan, which 9wed that 
name to its capital city, Alexandria . 

. However widely we may take the limits of the country of· T'iao-chih · as 

recorded in the Shih-chih, it remains a. matter beyorid question that T'iao

chih included the district of Mesene-Kharacene; for T'iao-chih "bordered on 

the western sea," that is, the Persian Gulf, while its capital city as described 
in the Hou-han-shu unmistakably points to Spasinu-Kharax, the. capital of' 
Mesene-Kharacene. Now it is a fact confirmed by Western ·records that for 
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some period beginning with the reign ofMithridates I (161-1.'38 B.C.), Parthia 

dominated the regions of Babylonia, Assyria, and Mesopotamia ; but can we 

be as ceitain that the cou~try of Mesene-Kharacene itself was subject to the 

Parthian rule at the time wh.en the information about the Western Region as 

recorded in th~ T a-yuan-lzeh-chuan in the Shih-chi reache.d Chinese cognizance ? 

This is a question· which requires further inquiry. 

As already rematked, the Syrian king Antiochus V resus~i~a_ted the ruiiled 

city of Alexan&ia at · the mouth of· the Euphrates and gave·> it· his own name, 

and there- can be small doubt that so long. as · the Syri~n Kingdom held 

dornina1;t power in. those regions, the district of Mesene remained subject to 

its supremacy. Liter on, howeve~, it became an ·independent state by freeing 

itself froni the Syrian control, and eventually· again a dependency to. the 

Parthian kiilg. But how to date those political changes is a problem · which 

ii1 my opinion still remains unsolved. There · being · no · survivi1~g record· of 

. the history of this country, we owe to V1sc·ONTI the first attenipt ·. to ascertain 

the dates . of the rise and fall of the stat~ of Me·se:'ne-Kharacene on such 

numismatic evidence as mig~t be· derived from a few extant specimens of the. 

coihs struck by its rulers. Among the several' scholars who. followed VISCONTI 

in the same line of research may be reckoned J. SAINT-MARTIN, who fixed 

the 'date of the foundation of the st~te of Mesene in the year 129 B.C. ;c1s7) 

and in later days, REINAUD; wh~ corroborated SAINT-MARTIN's decision in this 

point, although. differing from him as to the time of the te1;mination of the 

state~(lSS) The date of' the, rise of' Mesene~Kharacene has ever since been 

regarde~l as established; We neecl not go over the whole of the argument 

which led SAINT-MARTIN to his conciusion, .but one of his chief data may· 

be cited as follows. 1t is a fact recorded by PLINY that in 130 B.C., the 

Syrian monarch Antiochus v·u led· a campaign against · Parthia, and· after 

conquering Babylon which had belonged to Parthia, appointed Numenius to 

the satrapy . of Mesene, in order to subdue the di~trict of the . southern sea, 

whereupon Numenius, advancing as far as the pronw_ntory at the entrance of 

the Persian Gulf, fought and vanquished the Persiai1s., i~e. Parthians, on land 

and sea.c1s9) It seemed to· SAINT-MARTIN that this appointment of Numenius as 

Satrap of Mesene must imply that that country had been within.the Syrian domin

ion until 130 B.C. at least. Soon after, however, Antiochus encountered Phraates 

II of Parthia, was disastrously defeated, and finally perished i~1 his camp. SAINT-, 

MARTIN infers that it mu_st have been on this occasion that the Arabian chieftain 

Spasines took his opportunity to establish the state of Mesene, and thus claims 

to date the foundation of the state in 129 B.C. In my opinion, however, 

(187) J. SAINT-MARTIN, Rechecrhes sur l'histoire et la geographie de la Mesene et de la 
.. Characene. 

( 18 8) · REIN AUD. Memoire sm· le commencement et la fin du royaume de la Mesene et de 

la Klzaracene. 
( 18 9) PLINY, op. cit. VL, 3 2. 
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q1is argument of SAINT-MARTIN's is open to criticism. 
It is a question which, so far as I know, has never been raised but we 

must ask whether the above-suggested date of the rise of the state of M~sene 
can be reconciled at all with the evidence in Chinese history. The Ta-yiian
l£e!z-chuan in the Shih-chi tells us that the cou·ritry of T'iao-chih was subject 
to An-hsi, and we know that. this T'iao-chih, · although broadly meaning the 
general regions of Babylonia and Mesopotamia, must . needs have includ~d the 
~ountry of Mesene ; . but it remains to be seen what part~cular period the 
above statement of the Skik-c!zi refered .to. "At first, when Ch'ien • (i.e. 
CHANG Ch'ien) took his departure, there were in his party over a hundred 
men," remarks the author of the history in . the opening part of. the T a-furm
lieh-chuan. "Thirtee:µ years later, only two of them returned. Ch'ien had 
personally visitecl Ta-yilan, Ta-yileh-chih, Ta-hsia, and K'anm'."chii; · while 
gathering infor,mation. as to five or six othe_r large countries which neighboured 
the above-menJioned. Now he offered to the,,Emperqr full reports· on all those 
countries."C190

). This foreword is followed by the separate. accounts of Ta-yiian, 
Wu-sun, .K'ang-chii, .Yen-t,fai, Ta-yiieh-chih, An-hsi, T'iao-chih, and Ta-hsia. 
There il'l indeed no rooin to doubt that the hist01:ian in. working out hit, 

· accou.nt of T'iao-chih, entirely relied on the report made by the great traveller. 
The exact date of his outward departure is not recorded ; . the saine T a-yilan
lieh-chuan as well as his Biography in the Hou-han-shu simply says, "during 
the era of Chien-yuan ~Jt," without giving ai1y particular year. But· his 
1:etum home is stated as occuring in the 3rd · year of Yuan-shuo JEJj/j (126 
J:3_.C.) and as it was thirteen . years . after his .. departure, the latter event must 
have occurred either· in the 2nd year of Chz"en-yuan (139 B.C.), as. proposed 
by our late Dr. KuwABARA,c19t) or in the ne?Ct year (ps B.C.), v,Vhich ,is 
preferred by HIRTH. ct92

) . It. is a matter of . record thilt soon after his departure, 
()-IANG Ch'ien was seized ,by the Hsiung-nu and thus compelled to spend over 
t,en years in their land before he could pr.oceed to yisit the countries of the 
Wu-sun, the Ta-yiian, and the K'ang-chii · in tum, until he finally n:~~ched the 
~eat of the Ta-yiie~1-chih; and this allows us to estimate that his soj01~rn 
with the last-mentioned people fell in 12 9 or 12 8 B.C., the latter yea.r being 
preferrecl by HIRTH ; or· otherwise as Dr. Kuw ABARA argued, that it lasted from 
the one year to the other. Now it is quite reason~ble to suppose that the 
political situation of the country. of T'iao-chih as stated in the ,Shz"h-chi was 
what actually. came to the notice of CHANG Ch'ien during his stay in the 
country of the Ta-:yii~h-chih; and if we are not mistaken in the above 
9hronological calculation, it must follow that the country of Mesene was found 
subject to Parthia in 129 or 128 B.C. 

(I 90) 1!7)~fjrr-)fa~A, ~i-3~, /lffi=A~~- ~~BT$~, *ril ·*A~·.*£· mm. iiu!ffiJ 
fil:1Jt9?*il.n1', :f!-1.i&~-:F--tz. (.RfiB, ~a=+3, *riL3'!l~). 

(191) ~IJJi~~, Jl:[rffixmi.Rfitfli~, P· 26. 
(192) HIRTH, Story of Chang K'ien, J. A. 0. S. xxvii, p. 135. 
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The sojourn of the Chinese envoy at the royal court' of the Ta-yiieh-chih 
coincided in point of· time with the general struggle in which were involved 
not onl t the Parthian and the Syrian Kingdom, but also the . northern hordes 
,vhich had been pressing into Central Asia. Antiochus VII of Syria lost 
his battle as well as his own life in his engagement witli the Parthian 
king Phraates II, in February, 129 B.C The Parthians were thus fi~eed 
from the formidable menace on their western frontier,' but now they fell into 
a new entanglement with the barbarian ·-neighbours on their east. Their 
failure td fulfil the promise they · had given to the Scythians during the war 
with Syria drove the latter to make a plundering assault upon Parthia ; and 
the attempt of Phraates II to punish them by arms ended in his falling in 
the campaign, which event happened late in 128, or early in· 127: B.C.(193

) 

He was succeeded on the throne· by· his uncle ·Artabanus I, who, in his turn, 
fought with the Tochari also at the cost of his own life, the date of which 
incident is fixed by' WROTE in 123 B.C. and by RAWLINSON in 124 B.G: The 
Tochari were identical with what figm;es ·in Chinese history as the Ta-yiieh
chih, while the Scythians whom Phraates attempted in vain fo subjugate are 
discriminated by JusTIN from the Tochari, ~~1d consequently ident~fied by 
GuTSCHMID with the Sakaraukae. ci94

) As we know, the latter were a tribe 
which, having previously crossed the Jaxartes invading Central· Asia together 
with the Tochari, i.e. the Ta-yiieh-chih, was at the time under rev1ew settled 
west of the Tochari. Such being the general relation between . Parthia and its 
neighbourff during CHANG Ch'ien's stay with the Ta-yiieh-chih, we may easily 
imagine how the internal condition of An-hsi, i.e. Parthia, was bei1ig vigilantly 
watched as a: matter of great concern by the Ta-yiieh-chih, i.e. the· Tochari; 
and, ~onsequently, what ample chance there was for the Chinese guest to hear 
of T'iao-chih and of its · relation to An-hsi. The destri ption of T'iao-chih in 
the Shih-chi must have been the embodiment of the knowledge then and thus 
acquired, and this reflects th~ greater reliability on· its information. 

Let us now consider whatwas happening in the meantime to the political 
situation of M~'sene. As Western records go, when Phraat~s ff set out oh his 
punitive expedition against the Scythians, he left his recent conquests from 
Syria to the care of a viceroy by the name of Hymerus, but as it happened, 
this Hymerus maltreated the inhabitants of Babylon and Seleucia, and also 
waged war aga~nst Mesene. The date of the last-mentioned event is unknown, 
but at any rate it must fall after February, 129 B.C., the date of Phraates 
winning his brilliant triumph over Antiochu.s VII. At length Hymerus was 
murdered by the citizins of Seleucia, whose enmity he had invited · by his 
tyrannical administration. Angered by this news, Artabanus I· resolved to 
inflict · a severe punishment upon the revolting . city, and would have executed 
it, had he not been called away. to encounter the Tochari, eventually to perish 

(19.3) GUTSCHMID, op. cit., p. 75-78. 
(194) ibid., p. 77, note 2. 
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m the battle, in 123 B.C.C195
) Thus the viceroyalty of Hymerus may be 

roughly placed between 129 and 123 B.C., and it must follow that his millitary 
attack upon Mesene happened somewhere within these five to six years. We 
know, however, that Phraates ll was kept busy fighting with the Scythians 
from. 129 to 127 B.G., and as it is hardly conceivably that Hymerus could 
afford in the meantime to use fore~ against· Mese_ne on his own account, we 
may with much probability infer that the event in question occurred only in 
or after. 1_27, B.C. when Artabam.~s I came to the throne vacated by the death 

. of Phraates. Now, in the history of Mesene,_ this is the only instance in 
,yhich the country is ever known to have suffered any assault from the Parthian 
force ; · and· from this it might be argued that the recorded s,ubjection of Mesene 
to ,Parthia was a result of this campaign, and therefoxe that it :qmst date from 
_later than 12 7 B.C.; at the same time assuming, vyjth SAINT-MARTIN, that its 
previous separation from the_ Syrian kingdom_ and rising as an independent 
state 9ccurred in 129 B.C. As we se_e, however, this inferen~e does not agree 
with that above drawn from the Shi-chi : that T'iao-chih, i.e. _Mesene, was 
found subject to An-hsi, i.e: Parthia, in_ 129 or 128 B.C. 

SAINT-MARTIN could not hav_e thought of dating the foundation of Mesene-
Kharacerie from any time earlier than 12 9 B. C., because· he took it for granted . 

. that the :counti;y had :remained subject to the Syrian supremacy until qo B.C. 
Let us, however, go back to the y~ar 140 RC., wh~n· the Parthia~ .king 
. Mithridates l went to conquer the basins of- the Tigrir and _the Euphrates, 
.unti+ Mesopota!llia, Assyria, Babylonia, Susiana, etc. were added to the Pa.rthi~n 
territory. True, there· is no . recorded evidence that Mese~e-Kharacene at that 
.time s~ared tJ:i~ · fate of the rest. of the Euphrates i·egion, but ~till it is hard 
.to imagine that it· alone -should have remained a Syrian ·territory, after those 
.countries immediately upper in _the Euphrates basin, like Babylonia and 
M~sopotamia, had been absorbed by Parthia ; for the . river was the most 
important l~ne of approach froin Syria ,to Mesene: The p{·ohability is .that 
·the conquest of Mithridates_. cut off Mesene from Syrian co:r:itrol, but never
.theless left it uninvaded, perhaps because tI-1:e country w~s na:turally too well 
protected by an intricate network of channels and swamps to be easily at.tacked. 
In the meantime, there must have been a spell of an.archy in Mesene itself, 
and we may well suspect that here was a good opportunity for the Arabian 
,chieftain Spasinus to rise a;1d bring the country , under a single rule, and 
thus found-. the state_ of Mese1w-Kharacene. Not that, however, thi1, pew 
state was absolutely indep;nd,ent of Parthian influence. Nothing would have 
_been more foolish for such a small country as Mesene than to attempt· to 
oppose itself against the immeasurably superior power of Parthia; and we -)ll~Y 

naturally suppose that this state did simply wh~t the .other autonomous peoples 
in the same region are known to have done, that is, pledging nominal vassaJage 

(195) GUTSCHMID, op. cit., p. 7 5-79. 
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·and paying ·tribute to the powerful neighhour. This political relation, I think, 

·is reflected in that remaik made by the author of the Shih-chi about T'iao

chih : " An-hsi makes it a vassal state, holding it as a foreign ( outlying) 

territory. "C196
) If these · observations ai·e acceptable; it will be safe to conclude 

that the fotmdatiori of the state of Mesene:..Kharacene took place ·during the 

period 'from 140 to 138 B.C, the latter being· the year . of the death of 

Mithridates I. 
The above conclusion might be opposed on the. ground of PLINY's record 

that in 130 B.C., when Antiochus VII marched forth into Babylonia, he 

·appointed Numenius· ·satrap of Mesene. We mui:;'t wonder, however, why this 

·appointment of ·Numenius should ·necessarily imply that Mesene had remained 

tnider the 'Syrian rule up to that fime. A more liberal and natural interpretaion 

of the matte1· will be that the 'people of Mesene, though foi·merly subject to 

Syrian supremacy, had : by that time· made themselves independent, or rather 

taken up nominal allegia·nce with Parthia., · as did the inhabitants of Seleucia, 

Babylonia, etc'; that 'in the Syrian eyes· they were nothing but revolters, and 

.therefore Antiochus· VII niay well have sent Numenius to · chastize them as 

.such, at the same time empowering him to control the country in the. capacity 

of a satfap. So, behirid this "appointment · there was the same motive · which 

prompted Antiochus himself to lead a, campaign against his former subject 

:populations 'iri Babylmi, Seleucia, etc., to punish them for their revolting and 

, ,reconquer them from the Pa1~thian hands. According to PLINY, Numenius then 

·crushed the Persian, i.e.· Parthian, ·rorce both ·on land and sea about the mouth 

·of the Persia11 Gulf. . It is not likely, however, that Parthia itself had any ·fleet 

in those days ; altho~gh :.Numenius may possibly have fought at sea with the 

hostile · sailors · of the state of Mesene, as a dependency of Parthia. 

W_hen Hymerus mider Phraates II of Parthia inflicted an attack upon 

Mesene., the motive was no doubt similar to that which had made Aµtiochus 

VII send his general Numenius to subjugate the country. Mesene, as well as 

.Babylonia; Seleucia, and ·other states in the Euphrates -region, had been 

rendering .vassalage to Parthia since the time of Mithridates I, but when 

Antiochus VII marched forth to the east, they could not chose but turn away 

from Parthia to submit to the Syrian conqueror. Soon afte:r, however, Antiochus 

was vanquished by Phraates, and the latter's agent Hymerus was entrusted 

. with the duty of reestablishit1g the possession of those once-revolting states. 

Probably the severe administration with which. he afflicted the people of Babylon 

and Seleucia was ·ainied to some extent at punishing their crime of infidelity. 

His warlike expedition against Mesene,- toq, must have been dictated l?y the 

same policy. It by no means marks the time of Mesene's first submission to 

.Parthia, but -rather indicates its temporary departure from under Parthia11 suze

·rainty; 

(196) See note 179. 
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Syria never quite recovered from the· disastrous . ISsue of Ai:ttiochus's 
camp'aign aga.i11st · Parthia. With the exhaustion of national re·sources, ·and 
with the frequency of internal strife, it had no strength left ever to: pusfa 
eastward again in an atten1pt to restore its for.mer territories iii that· clirectiort. 
It only sustai1ied an enfeebled existe·nce, until at last 'it becanie absorbed. by 
Rome in 65 B.C. Now the, Roman ambition to conquer the whole world led 
to Crassus's invasion of Mesopotamia, and Antonius's attack upon Arme1iia, 
both of which, however, proved unsuccessful. Later, when. Augustus · came 
into power. in Rome, his policy. toward the east· was a defensive rathei· than 
a forward one. He was well awa1;e that the pressure of the barbarian tribes 
on 'the northern frontier of_ Italy would not· allow of any further draining of 
the Roman. military resources to the end of territorial expansion in the east. 
He also" realized the fact that the valleys of the Tigris. and the. Euphrates 
formed an immutable: natural barrier separating the Roman. and Parthian 
empires. · With mountainous districts. ·not · easily accessible 1.nc the upp~r part, 
and with barreri deserts prevailing .. in ·.the· .middle and lower· sections, the 
basins of the rivers pres·ented a region extremely difficult for either power, on 
its -east or west, . to conquer arid occupy permanently.- As. for the small states 
existing there, they were -constantly in danger of being disturbed and .devastated 
by' the clash between the- superior neighbours on either .side; but at the same 
time they were naturally in such a position as to decide by their .·own incli
nation either·. for this ·or .that side. the comparative influence of their eastern 
and western neighbours, and by virtue of . that advantageous . situation were 
enabled to maintain practical independence,_ although avowing nominal allegiarice 
to·· one· superior or the other. This was invariably the case whether in· the 
former clays -of rivalry between Syria and Parthia, or . in the. far later period 
when the Eastern Rornori empire opposed itself against Persia under · the Sassan 
dynasty. Augustus, sagacious enough · to . grasp this .fundamental truth,·· was 
content to make peace with Parthia ; . Roman pride had. to be satisfied with 
establishing Roman supremacy in A1~menia , and in the north of Mesopot'!lmia 
while recognizing the Euphrates· as the permai1ent line dividing the Roman 
and Parthian . spheres · of influence. So . long as this policy of Augustus .. was 
adhered to by his successors, there was no . wa,dike dealing with. Parthia, but 
in the reign of Trajan, there occurred a departure from the. tradition, and 
later we find several Roman emperors endeavouring to. p~1sh the eastern frontier 
of the empire beyond the stream. In the rest of this study we shall see .how 
the effects of this development · of the Roman eastern policy are reflected in 
the Ta-ch'in accounts in Chinese history. 

It was in the 9th year of Yzmg-yuan of Ho-ti of the Later Han (97 B.C.) 
that Mi'l' Ying, the intended envoy to J'a:-ch'in despatched by PAN Ch'ao, 
the Chinese Gove;nor-General of the Western Region, reached the country of 
T'iao-chih. Whether the state of T'iao-chih was subject at that time to the 
Parthian rule is not recorded. But it was by " a sailor at ~he · western frontier 
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of An-hsi" that KAN Ying,'" corning on the. poroer of the;,'great" 'sea_,»7i(h arr 
intention to cro'ss ·it'?, was informed of the tremendous. diffi.culties of the s_ea:: 
passage -to• Ta,;;ch~in, and from· this· fact we _may easily gather that th~ ·· rount1,T 
of T'iao-chih/ i.e.- Mesene; was then one of. the western fronti_er ptovipc~i, 9.(, 
An-'hsi .. ·, This inforence may. be· confirmed ~y · quoting -again that -H_ou_-han;~shzt: 
paragraph on T'i~,o~chih : '.' Later :An~hsi made ·it cl: ·v.a.ssal · sfat_e,: _appojnting; 
a general to govern alL (µe small cities there. "c197

) W~ ,Fe1P-ember, cm the 
other hand, .. what, the author· of Shih-c!zih stated .abo'.ut a. s.irnilar· relation ~f, 
T'iao-chih ·. to:: An'-hsi, and all things taken together,. it .:will be :sa:fely conduded_ 
that T'ia-o-chili contimied to: .. be a .. dependency. •of, An,~h_si, fro111 ·the r.~ign. of. 
Wu.;ti.', of· the Fornier Hq.:n up to, the. time at least :when: J(AN · Ying visitec~ the. 
c.ourttr.y·. :.· ; , ,~ ~ · 

. The ._above story of KAN Ying? told in the Hou-h,a_n~sk_zf .account·_ of An.;hsfi' 
shows, that T'i(!.O'-chih; situated . on. the western .frontier ·of An-hsi, I)ladt:: a_ 
starting. point.- from· which a .. voy:age to Ta-ch'in was ·usudly -_com;m.enced~ No_w 
in the same account of An-hsi, we meet with. ·this ;i.i.~tewor:thy st_::i,ternt::~t abo:ut 
the cotmtryof Yii-16 _: "'It, rn,{kes. the. extreme. we:Ster11-.fro~tier of A.n-hsi. 
Southwards frorr1 this· place,:. yo~- t<J.ke -.a-- sea-passage·. to· reach . Ta-ch'in. "~198

) · It 
must seem. 'that" both T'iao,.,chih :and Yii-d'o ·were. 'recognized· a.s'" a stci.rtir1g _point 
foE: a• sea::voyage to Ta~ch'in ; and -it . was.: this consid~ration: . Jhat:- led· H1~TH. t9· 
the iriference that T'iao-chih and Yii-lo'were .practically .iclen,tiCal iii g~,ographic'al 
position;: both'.· assignable to. the vicinity: of the .modern_ Ned jef. C1~9

) ·As .. pr~viously
pointed out i;rF:this··'article, HIRTH w:as · quite correct" iri his .assignment of_ the 
site ·of -:Yii~Io, but he . was not justified in · uniting .T'iao-chih ·with Yii,.fo." 
Ceitaihly they were situated ·in quite:· different quarters ; one .boi·dering .. on the 
western sea,: :i.e~ the Persian:, Gulf; the other on _Lake· Nedjef not. far from 
Babylon.:· -

I believe,· on, the other- hand; -'there is far more reason for .. proposirig to. 
identify T'iao-chih with Tse-sari:, -which appears in· the Wei-liao account. of 
Ta~di'in as ·a 'ti-ih:utary- state of :".fa~ch'in~·; · HIRTH suggested that'. Tse.:san. might 
have· been " a district on- the . ehtrance to t.he river (Mes_ene. ?),"c~oo) and I . .think.' 
it highly probable. that Tse-san . meant Mesene itself,:: and .in . consequence tf1~t 
ir was ide11ticaf,with T'iao-chih in -the narrower- sense of ·the term: . We learn
from the Wei-liao -that '.tth,e- kipg· of :Tse-san, s_ubject to. Ta-ch'ini had his .seat 
in the micklle of the- sea," .;·. that fr<5.,m; his country, _,, one. travelled north bi 
water to :.Lu-fen, reaching it in half a , year,. ()l•·_ in, a rn'o~th .if .favou~ed with 
quick wi1ids" ; the- c01.:irse of i jou_rney from·- Tse'-san to Tii.-:ch'in '~ lay. in a· 
southwesterly- dir~ctioh, though· there,: w~s- no telling the . number of miles to 

n97): -(~,t) -:f~f~JBa;z,, it·~*M~, m:iJi~;J,iJiU~- (15tlH&=,. ~'Ef:-f-/\;,, lfflf~i.J), 
(I 9s) ~.rifl![#f,tiil!~, gr !Itm~raJ, n;;m*~· (ibid.) 
(-1 Q9_) . ):J:Jtr_H; op .. , cit: p. ·14 0.-:-:I 5 o .... 
<200) ibirL p. 190. 
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be covered. "C'JOl) . The alleged .. situation: of: the residence .of the . Tse-san king 

in· the middle· of the· sea . cannot :he taken literally. -There. is no island in 

the Persian- Gulf itself to_ be thought of :in the identification .·qf Tse-:san as 

C'.lescribed :above.. ·-011 .the,,,other· J.1and, :,.the: manner in ·:which the .. tract of the 

coti.ritry· ·hear t:he ·mo'i1th .,of the Euphrates· is overrun with a nehvo'rk. of· channel.s 

and marshes·. might !:)asily suggest the idea ·of the city lying -in _the midst 9f 

the sea; , Moreover, in .'the· time "Of the Seleucid regime, the northern part of 

the lower Eupl1rates- basin . was called Parapofami:, and the, southern part: the 

sea:.province o·f Erythraea -and· we may notice thc!-t the latter name js highly 

indicative · of the. maritime. nature of the .country,. These observations are 

enough,' I ·think/ to account 'for the above statemynt c!-bout Tse-san, in favour 

of its identification with Mesene. Now the obvious question is why the author 

of the Wei-Ziad nientiorted -both as two different countries,, within the same 

account. 1n aris,ver to this, l propose to assume that 'f'iao~chih was the 

riame ofthe country-'. ~s lying subject.to the:Parthiar:i. supremacy,. while Tse~s:;1.11, 

was its later appellatio"Q after it .became a. Romcj.ri, territory~ 

We 'may c6mpare this case to that of . Yu-lo. . ~he Hou-.han-.shu. describes 

Yu-lo 'as " the western frontier- .of ,An-hsi '\ apparently implying that it was 

within . the boundaries .qf the ,An;-hsi dominion ; .whereas, the Wei-.liao repi;esents 

it as a. tributary state of Ta.,ch'inf and· the latter · ·refers to- the state of the 

count~y a~tei; it became ac:lded · to the Roma11 eastern territory. In a similar 

way, 'F'iao:".chih '.:is· re.corded in the Hou-han~shu as a depende11cy of An .. hsi 

because. it wa~ such: during . the peti_od .,sovered by that history ; while the 

W~i~liao mentions the ;,same, c.ountry as a tributai:y of Ta-ch'in, and under the 

new name Tse~san,. to<;> ; this must repres,ent iIJ.formatio11 abqut the country 

acquired after it had undergo11e thcJ,t. political c:hang~. B~t why is it that thy 

Wei-liao makes mention and gives an account of T'iao-chih at the same time} 

As qbserve&· before;. the. Hai-tung countri_e~, .as -tM' W#'."liao .. calls them,. referred 

fo the six. states· of Lii:-fen, Ssti-:-t'ao_,. Sstt-lo, Ssu, .. pin, Yu-lo, <!-nd Tse .. san,. aJl 

of _comme.rci.al impo~:tcJ.rice i11 the. Har~ ·period. · Of. these, Lu-fen, Yii-lo and 

Ts~-san are. explicitly stated as bei11g tributary· to Ta-ch'in,, whily the rest am 

only k11owµ by inference, to have belonged t<;> the A11,-hsi dominion. Now 

what. is· particularly remarkable is that -the : author of. the Wei-liao does riot 

treat T'iao..,chih on a par with any of the aboyy group of small states.. _Perhaps 

here he. used the_ name T'iao"'.chih. as a gei1eric te~·m. nearly corresponding to 

Hai-tung .in .. the scope of reference. We may note how widely the reference 

of the .1i.ame:. T'iao-chih differed from· history to· history~ In the statement in 

the Hou-h{J,n-shu that KAN Ying, seeking passage tQ Ta-ch'in., i'eached T'iao-chih, 

this meant Mesene, in the southern corner of T'iao-chih in the. br~ader sense. 

Coming doW:n · to a later period, we find in the Sui-shu the following remark 

about Po-ssd,'. i'.e .. Persic!- ;. "Th~. q0untry of Po .. ssu has·Jits: C:apital in the city,: 

(201) ~l~:£11::k~, ~~;re~i:f:1*, ::/~~M.?t7Mt~~-, Ji~~..:..Jlf~, •... ~.rfil1¥.f,!~-,t;:~t~, '~ 
?;!1£f:t. 
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of .Su,.;lin :f.iiffi' west of the Ta-ho-shui ~~7k:,. which corresponds to the·· 
former territory of T'iao-chih."~202

) As correctly ·interpreted by HIRTH, _ the 
Ta;,ho.:.shui mea~1t the Tigris, and the city of Su-lin Maclain. C203? Now Maclain 
in._ tl~e . period: ~oncerned corresponded to . Ssu~pin (Ktesiphon) .· and .Ssu-lo 
(Seleucia) ; ancf:.t!J-e annalists of the Sui period, connecting. it .with ·the. forme'r 
territory 'of T;iio~chih, suggest. how exte~1sive . an: area:. the tern~ . T'ia6~chih 
had be_en .. applied to in the . earlier perio~s.. In . the course: ·of time, however, 
as; the .. Chinese -·.came.· t6 know. of the overlai-id • route ·. to Ta-ch'in and conse
quently .more :·than ever before of- the geographical relations of the general 
quarter '..conceri1ed,: they must have become my_are that what_. had been. simply. 
spoke11 of ·as T'iao-chih really-. contained many . units, and that the particular 
couhtry o_f Mesene, previously ,known indiscriminately by-the: 11a~ne of .T'iao
chih, · ,vas· · 011e of those small units · situated the southernmost. · Hence· the 
iii.troduction- of' the new name- Tse-san to particularize it. Fr~m what original · 
name the teim Tse-san was transcribed is unknown. It- might be i9uggested, 
hovvever, ·that the name Maisan by·which'the 'Arabs u,sed to caH Mesene m:ay have 
ha~l :someth~1~g to do with the Chinese fo~m~ provided th'at we ar~ allowed ·to· 
assume -the character tse t.$ to be a scr~bal eiwrJio,4) Howe~er this niay be, · 
it. seems certain that at and after the' period when 'the Chinese recognized 

-Tse-,aan ... and __the othersmall states in the so-called Hai-tung region, some as 
dependencies of An-hsi, . and others 'of :,Ta;_ch'fo; there could no ionger have. 
bee11· a~iy particular country to be spoken of . as T'iao-chih. . Yet -the author· of 
the · Wt}i.;.liao, while introducing cin record those Hai;.tung ·stat~s, still makes 
111.enti.011 of. T'iao;.;chih,, as if it were a separate exis'tence. In addition to those 
already obseryedj --we may quote 'another -passa.ge.. from him ;: ''- West of this 
(S~'"le 'jfjff,'1fi}J,-; i.e. Kashgar), there are Ta;.yiian, An-hsi;; T'iao;.chih, a:n:d Wu-i, 
the last-nan1ed: being also called P'ai-ch'ih ~H~: . These four cquntries ·lying 
one:west.-of 'another in the order in. which they: are mentioned, maintain their 
origi1ial s~ats respectively, there. having been. no increase or decrease.C205

) 

Lastly we may also remember this passage of the W&i-liao account of Ta-ch'in: 

(202) r1Urll1SB~~7.KZJLEiff.1tiffi~, fW-O~~zt.k:f:if!. (flt:j}, ~/t.+3, gsi.1;Jf~f) 
(20.'3) lIIRT.H, op, cit., p. 198. 
(201) I wa~ once led to suppose that T'iao-chih was a transcription from the Arabic 

: term Jezire, ~hich denoted island_; · a~d- Ts&~san· ~nother from Jezair, ·the plural 
forni of jezire. · Now, _however, I hold it doubtful whether the Arabic term · in 
question was · so pronounced in the Han period ·as·· well. In ·syriac speech, which 
is oL the .same linguistic family as Arapic; an island is called. gezirtha, and this 
makes us s,uspect t~at the Arabic word, now Jezire,. _may have been pronoU:nced 

'' geizre in the eady days. ' Furth~rmo~e, compa;i~g the p~~s~nt Arabic. wo~d for camel, 
ja;1a1,. ~ith its Hebrew equivalent gan'!al, . and considering the Arabic habit of 
sou.riding the forei'g1i n~mes · Gig and Gurgan · as Jui · and Jurja11. respectively, we 
•are constrained to admit that in. some ca·ses whe~e the · present Arabs pronounce j; · 
t_heir early ancesto_rs pronounced, g. If soi there_ can be the less room to trace 
T'iao-chih to the Arabic term jezire. . . . . . .. . . .. 

(20s) EI::l!W.rfil, *m • *-~ • 1~3l • .~-t, .~-t~45pf:r,r, .t1:tim~~tErm,: ~lltMrr~~u1-. 
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"The cou11ti-y ·of-Ta.:.ch'in; also called Li..:kan~ is 'situated west of"the great sea 
west of An-hsi and T'iao-chih."1)05

) fo all probabilty the author was influenced 
by" the erroneous notion. that T'iao-chih remain as it was described • in the<. 
earlier· histories, narnely; the Shih-chi arid·· the Han-shu, until the closing . years · 
of the . Later Han period. 

·· Having gone through the· history of T'iao-chip. and explained its _r~lation 
with Tse-san, we are now better prepared- to . find -to what particular period 
belonged the data in the Ta-ch'in account of· the Wei-liao, the source material 
of all historical records 011 Ta·-ch'in. · We have already noticed iii the account 
a pass·age reportii1g that the king of Su-le presented to the Later Han court 
some ·blue stones and gold girdles originating• from · Ta-ch'in, in the 3rd\ 
year· of ·Yang-chia (A.D~ 134). This time corresponds to the. reigil ·of H,aq1:ian. 
(A.D. 117-138) in Rome and-to that of VologasesJl (A.D. 7ff--143) in :F~rthia. 
May we take it for granted· that the rest of, the account also: referred to about 
the same period P It seems to me that the key to this problem lies where 
the Wei-:liao ··mentions those small states subject to Ta-ch'in·: Ch'ieh-lan, 
Ssu-fp, and Hsien-tu m the Hai-pei .region;" Lii-:fen, Yu-lo, and Tse-san in 
t~e-, Hai-tung region. It will it~-- sufficient for our purpose to ascertain at what 
period those places were simultan~ously in Roman. possession. 

As already remarked., Augustus established the Euphrates as th<:: eastern 
boundary of the Roman world, and his defensive policy in this direction . was 
fairly maintained for half a century by his successors. In the course 9f ti1ne,, 
however, Parthia fell into confusiot1 and disorder from internal causes, ar,1.d 
the Roman emperor Tr~jan took advantage of this opp,ortunity •- to strengthen 
and expand Roma'n :Supremacy in the east; In 114 he set our on· his eastenJ. 
c,ampaign; the following year, he annexed Armenia, Mesop·otamia~ and Assyria, 
and formed provinces of theni ; · in 116 : he capture~ • the theq Parthi~n 
capital, Ktesiphon and Seleucia, establishii1g · there the provi11ce of Babylonia·; 
then marching ;outh down the Tigris, . he beat and subdued Mesell{) at the ' 
mouth of the Euphrates.· Stich was his success in placing the whole valleys 
of the two rivers within the boundaries of the Roman empire. In· the nearer 
east, he annexed · Petra -and created there the province of Arabia· ; .overthrew 
the royal rule of Damuscus,. and replaced it with. a Romai1 colony ; he also 
subdued th~ state of ~ahnyra, · whi<_::h had boasted practical in~epedence, and 
subjected it to Roman suzerainty. Thus the :Roman supremacy: in the quarter 
corresponding to Hai.;.p~i, as it is called in the Wei-liao, was established more 
firmly than· ·ever. May we say that this political situation in_ the east just 
after Trajan's campaign is· wh.at · we see represented in 'the Wei-lz"cw account? 
So far . as Traj an' s c_onqu~sts i11 the far~her · east are ' coi1cerned, . how.ever, they 
,vere so · poorly defended that even b~fore his .death in 11.7 they w,ere grievously 
d:ist~rbed by revolts~ · and eventually surre1~de1'ed by his suc~essor. Hadrian. 
While in Armenia he was·. content 0ith' ~stablishing a king of the Arsacid 
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·family and- making his rule tributary _to Rollle, Hadrian gave: back Mesopotctmia, 
.Assyri_a, -and Babylonia to Parthia, making the Euphrates 0~1ce more bound the 
R9p:ian Empire on -the east, and concluding peace with .Parthia, which was to 
,continue. to the. time of_ Marcus Aurelius; So it was only for two: years, from 
.· J 15 to 117; . that Trajan' s conquest in the Hai-tcing region held on ; and does 
the Wei-liao .accoµnt refer to the· situation at any moment within this short 
period ? We r~member; however, that during those ye·ars, the region in question 
was <1, scepe of c;9nstant revolt and turbulence, · and- it must have been cut off 
from apy foreign ttade for the time being. Therefore there .. was very l~ttle 

_ chance that .. the .intelligence of the current political conditions there could 
.have reachyd China. at, alL Bqt even granting. that. this thing was .. possible, 
it. i~ still hard, to sye :why ,the Wei-lia.o mentions as Ta~ch'in dependencies in 
th~ H?J,i-tung. regiQI'l oiily Lu-fen, Yiilo, and.Ts~-san, and. not Ssu-t'ao, Ssii-pin, 
and Ssu:-fo, wh~9h, lylng. in the same ~·egion, must needs have been _conquered 
by 1'raja~1_ as vV,ell; or why, on. the . <;:ontrary,. Ssu'.-lo is explicitly,: an.cl Ssii-pin 
impli~ity~ ascri~~~ tq An:-hsi, dmµinion, wbile Ssu'.-:t'ao is left ta. b,e inferred 
from its ge11_er~l ·geographical relatioIL~ t9 ha,ve, beeri. in th~ sallle .. politic;al state. 

What seems to cast a good light on our present qu~stion is J.,. S,~_nn
. M~RTIN's view of .. Hadrian's · real attitude toward, the . ea&tern .. problem . 
. Contrary_. ~9 the. general historical notion that he abandoned. aH: the territories 
vyhic:h Tra}a~l 'ha:ci WOl?, over from .Parthia, ourauthor maintains tp.at .<),ltlwpgh 
t~~driai~ abandoned _ parts. of the col~mies ·established in · those conque~·ed 

. cJi~t~·icts apd also w}t,hdrew , the Roman garrisons station~d th~re, _he nevertheless 
endeavour~d, to pre_serve . Roman . prestig~ and at1thority over the regions opce 
:acquired .by ~is· predecessor. This was clear, thought out ]., SAINT-:MARTIN, 
_from· the fact tl~at Hadrian on~e effected tl1e replacement of certain kings in 
.Arn;ienia a11d th~. Cau~asus region, and-that the tuler of the country of Osroe~1e 
(i

7
.e .. Lu-f~n .in the Wei-liao) began in Hadrian's time to. strike his coins with 

;th~)1nage of the Roman ~mperor o·r Empress, a practice which IW vass~l Qr 
'ally of Parthia_ ,':Vould Jiave thought o,f. Moreover, 'J. SArn,T-MARTIN : argued, 
ther~ \Va~ every reason, to' expect that the ruler of Khm·ac:ene (i;e'. 'Tse,-saµ), 
who hap proved -himself the most staunch subject .of Traj,m, should have 
reniained in friendly terms with his successor .c2~7

) .. . . . 

,. ·.. . If tl~e,. above op-~ni01i of J. SAINT-MARTIN' s· is accept~d, it ·may be · taken 
}or ·.g1:anted.tha,t Hadria~1's policy toward ·the east was to preserve the best 
:p~rt. o(:Traja~1'~ co~q:uest. _ We ca~1 easily imagine how the_ Roman n\otive in 
· the struggle with _Parthia was. connected with a desire to secure and keep opeµ 
'f~~e pass~ge f~·om ·,Syria to the head of tl;~ .P~rsian Gulf, so· that merch~ndi

0

se 
,fron; the· - f ~r · east might. he brought· home by way of the Euphrates.. So 
·.$aclrja1~ may.. weH llave surrender~d . to· Parthia th~ .· cities o·iJ. tli~ Tigris, such 
a~ ,.ictesi:ehon• .(S&li-pin), Seleuci~ (Ssb'.-lo ), , etc., ·but 011 the other. ha~d: taken, 

'{207) -.]. SAINT~MARTIN, op. Git., p. 19.Q.:.,}95. ·. 
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good care ·to retain in Roman· hanq.s. those·', cities• lying on the Euphrates, ·ai;d 
whi.d1. occupied very important positioi1.s on the commercial _route referred to. 
Then· it would ·not ne surprising to.see those states of Lu-fen (O~roene),:Yu~lo 
(V ologesia), and Tse-san (Mesene) recorded as dependericies of Ta;.ch'in (Rome), 
while Ssti;.pin (Ktesiphon), Ssu-lo (Seleucia), and Ssu-t'ao · (Sittake) ·are agai:n 
ascribed to An-hsi (Parthia); We can suppose that this state ·of ·•things, 
beginning in the time of Hadrian; continued to that of .his immediate successor, 
Antonius Pius· (A.D. 138-161), whose reign is known to have been free from 
any trouble with Parthia. The next Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius was 
again obliged to. fight with .. Parthia, and this of· course alterecf · the. Roman 
footing in the. re'gion 'tinder review. ·As tegards Mes~ne, in partit'Jlat; 'J. SAINT
MARTIN remarks. that Cassius, the general of Marcus Aurelius, battled ·in the 
course of the Parthian campaign with the Arabs of Mesene, and this indicates 
that the ruler of. Kharacene had already turned away from the Roman cause 
to render aHegiaiice. to. Parthia: He also suggests that from that · time on 
every Roman campaign carried against Parthia seems to have involved. an 
attack upon the Arabic Mesene, which always presented itself as a dependency 
or ally of Parthia. 

After the foregoing observations it must seem · that such distribution of 
Roman and Parthian dependencies in· the Hai-tui1.g region as appears in the 
· Wei-liao account of -Ta-ch'in could not only belong to the period corresponding 
to the reigns of Hadrian and Antonius Pius in Roman history (117--161 A.D.); 
and this again leads us to· the inference that the general information · about 
Ta-ch'in: embodied in the account was acquired during that period. 

What requires to be alluded to in this connection is the fact we have 
already not.Iced as recorded in the Hou~han;.shu that· in the 9th year of Yen
hsi of Huan-ti (166 A.D.), the king of Ta-ch'in by the name of An-tun !Ji::w., 
sent an embassy to the Later Han court. At first sight this might seem to 
suggest that the Ta-ch'in acdotint both in the Wei-liao and the Hou-han-shu. 
had its source in the information brought by that western party. The incident 
in question, however, receives no mention whatever in· the Wei~liao, a11d this 
must.have been because it took place · after the compilation of' the history. 
On the other hand, we have already observed to what extent the Ta-ch'in 
• account of' the Hou-han-shu was a reproduction from the Wei-Liao, nearly all 
the exception being that the Hou-han-slzu alone reports the arrival of the 
Ta-ch'in embassy. This must mean that the author of the· Hou-han-shu, 
while mainly relying on the ffei-liao for the material of his Ta-ch'in account, 
had some other source available for drawing 'the data of the Ta-ch'in embassy. 
As for the name, An-tu·n, of the Ta-ch'in king who sent the embass·y, 't~e 
consensus of scholarly opinion is that it must have referred to Marcus Aurdltus ; 
and this goes to add to the improbability that the author of the Wei~liao 
should have owed the information for his Ta-ch'in account to the Roman . .. - -

embassy. Otherwise, he would not have recorded such states in the lower 
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Euphrates basin as Yii-:lo (Vologesia) and Tse-san (Mesene) to be Ta-ch'in 

dependencies, which they were certainly not in the time of Marcus Aurelius. 

We may further notice that he mentions the tributary states of Ta-ch'in in 

almost all cases by Arabic names, and this is what he would not have done 

if he had learned them through the medium of the Roman embassy. We 

may easily d9ubt the genuineness of the embassy: no one knows that it was 

not a bogus on~ carried out by foreign merchants' tricks. So far, however, 

as they professed themselves a Roman embassy even by pretension, they must 

have been Romans or Greeks; and as such, they would, if ever, have spoken 

of the Roman stations in the east by Greek or Latin names instead of Arabic. 

This inference alone, I believe, is sufficient to repudiate the idea that the 

Ta-ch'in account of the Wei-liao was indebted at all to the arrival of that 

Ta-ch'in embassy. 


